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A Situation Wanted,
of experience to take charge of a crew
of men, or any branch of business where he
can make himself generally useful to his
employers.
Has had twelve years* experience in taking charge
of crews ot men. Best or references given.
Post Office address,
W. A. EVANS,
se9d2w*
Tbomantoo, Maine.
a man

BY

Terms. Fight Dollar* a Tear In advance. To
null subscribers Seven Dollar* a Tear If paid inad•

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
« pubUsbed every Thursday Morning
at $2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

a

Ratf.8 of Advertising; One inch ot space, the
length of column, constitutes a “snuare.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cent^per week
aft. r; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, thiee insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi! tonal.
Under head of “Amusements.” and “Auction’
Sales.” $2.00 per square per weea; three insertions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pres8” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each
subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Wanted

PARTY of good standing, showing a first class
Manufacturing business, requires some more
capital to work on a large scale, will bear a thorough
investigation, business safe, aud sales made only to
responsible parties; sold as fast as manufactured,

and profits equal to if rot surpassing any business
in .Maine; only principals and responsible parties
treated with. Address “Manufacturer,” care Mattocks & Fox, Portland. Maiue.
aug2deodif

Koom Wanted.
PLEASANT FURNISHED ROOM with or without board for a single gentleman absent from
the city about half of the time.
Address
se8dlw*
P. O. BOX 1012,

A

Partner Wanted.
RIGHT MAN with from

that
THEsand dollarssalesman

P.

MODEL

&

or as a

good. 6afe, legitimate and established wholesale
m this city.
Address Box 599 with real
capacity, &c.
Portland Sept. 3, 1875.
seldlm*

in

BABCOCK.

MAKER

a

business

JOBBER,

name, business

manufacturer of

Watch and Chronometrr marker*’Tools,

mathematical. Optical and .Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac,,
56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jut

PORTLAND, M.K.

dly

Wanted.
Active, Reliable Man, to take charge
ot
of
A SMART,
for the winter;
who is
to devote his whole time to the interest of bis
a crew

at

84 MIDDLE

mFOft

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

one

and

steady

E. tavlor,
Commercial Street.

178
Portland, September 4. 1S75.sepldtf

brick dwelling house, with the large lot of
land connected therewith, situated at the corner of Free ami South streets, and now numbered 21
South street.
Also the three-storied brick store. No. 183 Fore
street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also the lot of land on the northwest side of Fore
street, being ibe lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store owned and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
Als > the large lot ot land in the rear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear of the brick stores
Nos. 187, 185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store with the lot on passage way
leading from Central wharf to Moulton street, being
the store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,
Pump and Block Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.
Bond & Co.
Also the three-story brick dwelling bouse, occupied
by the subscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and
stable, <5fec. The lot is say 80 feet on State street,
and extends back say 150 leet.
Also four house lots on Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street.
All the above will be sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mort-

THE

gage at 7 per cent interest per annum.
Address the subscriber through Post-office
983 for information.

angl2

Law,

and

se4dlw*

STREET,

lot and

Agents Wanted.

a

IN

PORTLAND, MAINE).

oc2dtf

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Baxk .Building,)

MAINE.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eodtf
s.

€• JL. MARSTON,
198 Exchange Street.

aug31dlm

THE

son, wood and timber for all puaposes, good two
storied house, with beautiful shade trees, bams and
other outbuildings, good neighborhood, churches,
schools, station in 5 minutes’ walk. For further particulars address or apply to P. E. MERRILL,
On the Premises.
June 22.1875.
eod&wtf
jne23
--—

the
with owner’s name engraved
CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
A FAN,
plato. The finder will confer favor and be

...

a

180

1-2

HUDDLE

leaving it at this office.se9d3t»
Lost.

STREET,

small FOX COLORED
PUP. about six months old. Any person returning the same to 176 Fore Street, will be suitably

SEPTEMBER

(Boyd Block,)

7th.

one

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
of building.

cription

Lost.
Locust street and the park, a gold
The finder wiil be
at No 4 Loau26tf

NECKLACE and locket.
BETWEEN

suitably rewarded by leaving the tame
cust St.
Portland Aug 25, 1875.

H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Engineers and Architects,

perry

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
and Wholesale Healers in

PRODUCE,
Moulton Street, head of Long Wharf
PORTLAND,

IRE.
MAYHEW C. F08S.

N. PERRY.

{^“Agents for Chipman & Ayer’s “Surpriie
¥east.” the best yeast In the world.
TRY IT.
myl7dtf

G. A. CLARK, HI. D.
FREE STREET,

74

Opposite bead of

gas. Rent $250.
Also two tenements of 5 rooms each, on Neal
Street.
Also four pleasant Chambers, on Congress Street,
opposite West End Cbapel, $10.50 per month.
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

sepSdlw*

COUNT R V

EBEX

Brown St.

TO IjET—House

Lowel 1 Street five
rooms, Sebago water. Rent eight dollars per
Possession given Sept. 19. Inquire
of G W- BURNHAM, 1091 Congress St, or THOMAS
FROTHINGHAM, Saw Dentist, Temple St.

;•[

se4dlw*

To Let.
AN UPPER RENT, No. 335, corner of Congress
and Quincy streets, nicely frescoed and in perrepair, would sell carpets and part ot furniture
at a bargain, if wanted.
Apply to
L. J. ADDITON,

A
fect

W. C.

A

CLARK,

sepldeod2w

STREET,

FEDERAL

TO

5 Door* Bast of Temple St.)

Petroleum, Grniu and other Charter.,
Fi eight Engagement, made
tor all part, of the world.
Vlarine Insurance eflected in reliable
OOlce.,

Negotiated.

108 WALNUT STREET,

and

To Let.
pleasant rooms to let,

PORTLAND

PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate,
Block, second building east of City Hall.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MANCFACTCBEES OF

BLE STEAM ENGINES.

Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.
INJECTOR

215 COM1T1ERC1AL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Stationary Engine, 60horae
order.

f

WILLIAM SCHUMACHEB,

P AIH TER,

F.

C.
ALLEN,
No. 8 market Street, or on Board,

To Let.
let, furnished or unfurnished, No. 4
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
to

apr24

No More Broken Clasps.
Perfect Fitting,

ANDERSON’S
NEW YORK CORSET STORE.
436

Congress Street,

3 BOOKS BELOW IT. S. HOTEL.
se8dlw

DOYER EGG BEATER.
FAMILY SIZE.
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GAS

HENRY L. HELL, Secretary.
ESTABLISHED IN 1864.
Ill© most
extensive, thorough and complete institution of the kind in the world.
Eight thousand
graduates of this college now in successful business
In the piiucipal cities and towns of the United
States.

The right kind of Education for Young Men.
Magnificent granite building with elegantly futeil
and furnished apartments for the application of and
carrying out of our novel and systematic methods of

TRAINING.

Young men who contemplate a business life, and
parents having sous to educate, are particularly requited to send for documents relating to tlio college,
which give lull information as to terms, conditions of
entrance, etc. Address.
R. WELLS, Presided,

Ju3dtt__T.

BOARD.

au3l

two

boarders

can

be

accommodated wilh
at 416 Cumberland street
ONE
pleasant
also to let with board
of
rooms

cor-

a pleasant front
Green,
chamber unfurnished with ide room and large closet
attached.se4dl w*
ner

Summer Boarders.
A few Summer Boarders will be taken by the daj
or week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin.
This
house is delightfully located on the line of tbeP.&
O. R. R. ana only 25 miles from Portland.
G. H. NORTON.
RkfebenCE8;—S. C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion
F.
C.
Bradbury,
Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq.,
Gen. C. P. Mattock*, Col. A. W. Bradoury. ju23tf
To Let Willi Board
furnished or unfirnished rooms.
62 FREE STREET.
my 22 If

PLEASANT

___

Board.
Gentlemen or a Gentleman
F^P
be accommodated with first

Rooms at No. 20 Brown

Street.

and his Wile can
class Board and
mylOdtf

Boarders Wanted.
MEBnaniw1^?WS

has taken the wdl known

'°

to

boar<1' "kawise table board.
let, furnished or unfurnished with board.
a desirable rent for a small
family to let, at

There is
the same place.

—

OF THIS WEEK
State Street Wharf at 10.30 a m.. touching at
Portland Pier. Peakes’ Island, Evergreen Landing.
Long Island, Little Cliebeague and Harpswell, remaining at Harpswell one hour for Ilinner, then
sailing among the Islands in the lower Bay, returning to the City at 6 p. m.
Mr. Ruby will furnish refreshments on hoard the
boat.
Fare

o Chcbeaguc nn<l intermediate
landings 25 cents. Harpswell and below
50 cents round trip.
sep8d4t

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

NEW ENGLAND

For
4lh

Representative

District—HARRIS

For Senators.
F. STURGIS.
CHARLES B. JORDAN.
Cumberland.. HUMPHREY COUSINS.
PHILANDER TOLMAN,
DAVID W. MERRILL,
JAMES BAILEY.
,,,
_

Franklin.E.

S.

KEYES.

Hancock. JOSEPH T. HINCKLEY.
WILLIAM W. BRAGDON.
Kennebec.ALBERT G. FRENCH,
JOHN WOODBURY.
Knox.
.MOSES WEBSTER.
Lincoln.FRANKLIN L. CARNEY,
Oxiord.JOHN P. SWASEY,
SAMUEL D WADSWORTH.
Penobscot.GEORGE R. THURLOUGH,
JOSEPH S. WHEELWRIGHT,
'THOMAS J. PEAKES,
ALEXANDER WEBB,
Piscataquis....s. o. BROWN.
Sagadahoc.....THOMAS W. HYDE.
Somerset.WILLIAM H. STEVENS,
ABEI. PRESCOTT.
Wasbington....SAMUEL N. CAMPBELL,
WM. J. CORTHELL.
Waldo.FRED. ATWOOD,
E P. RICHARDSON.
York.IVORY LORD,
URANUS O. BRACKETT,
USHER B. THOMPSON.
Per County Commissioner*.
Androscrggin.. LUTHER PERKINS,
Cumberland...JOHN L. SWIFT.
Franklin.J3RIN HALL.
Hancock.LEMUEL!’. DORR.
Kennebec.ELBRIDGE G. HODGDON.
Knox.W. H 'TITCOMB.
Lincoln. .DAVID CHAMBERLAIN.
Oxford.JOSEPH L. CHAPMAN.
Penobscot. HIRAM STEVENS.
Piscataquis. ...LEONARD HILTON.
Sagadahoc.ROBERT P. CARR.
Somerset.GEORGE FLINT.
Washington. ...LEONARD J. FISHER.
Waldo.A. B. CLARK.
Vorlr

-T

A

Mt'C

U

MANCHESTER, N.

H.,

Commence* Sept. 6th, Clowe* Sept. 11th.
Tickets to Manchester and return, including admission to Fair,

S3.50,

T>T» A rtTrWTfP

care.

Connor’s Acceptance.

regular attache of the Press is rurnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have intormation that several ‘•bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
Every
a

Card

aug27tltf

this

of the great

reason

artist,

©

“

THE ELEIS PATENT

TOPSY,
Uncle Tom's Cabin,

announced.
be secured at Music Hall next Monday.
d5t

se8_
AT

THE

Combined
is decided to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as tbe Argand, which varies as the
pressure varies, and needs to be constantly watched,
as all know, besides the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the style of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so constructed as to allow the heat to pass upward.-, after
being properly adjusted is always regulated, with an
actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in the consumption ot gas over any other burner.

PRESUMPSCOT PARK,
PORTLAND,
Sept. 21st, 22d, 23d & 24th, 1875.
*

FIRST DAY.
$200 purse for green Horses.125
for
2.40
Class.150
$250 purse
$150 purse for 5 year old Class.100
SECOND DAY
$200 purse, 3 minute class.125
2.33
class.175
$300 purse,
$150 purse, 4 year old Class.100
THIRD DAY.
$200 purse, 2 50 Class.125
2.38
Class.150
$250 purse,
$150 purse, 3 year olds, Zin 3.100
LAST DAY.
$200 purse, 2.45 Class.125
Belt
(for Stallions).
Champion
$500 purse, free for all.300

£0
75
30

25
25
20

20
85
30

25
40
20

50
75
30

25
25
20

50

25

125

75

COiNDITIONrS.
All these purses are for trotting mile heals, best 3
in 5, in harness, under the the national rules.
Rule 2, 3, 6, 7, 17, 26, 32, 33 and 36 particularly
will be enforced.
*
When eight or more horses start, the “distance’

will be one hundred and fifty yards.
As many as four must enter, and three start in
every race, except for three years old.
Races maybe postponed on account of bad weather.
Entries close at 9 o’clock p. m., Monday, Sept. 20,
and must be addressed to Samnel Wasson,
Secretary, at the Preble House, Portland.
Entry fees, 10 per cent, of purse, one-half to be
sent with the entry, to be forfeited if the horse does
not start, ami the other half to be paid before etartiDg in the race.

SAMUEL WASSON, See’y.

sep8d&wtd36

Nil TO !HT. DESERT
-VIA-

Steamer

Lewiston,

CHARLES

DEERING.

Excursion Tickets to Southwest Harbor anil Return, $?.50; to Bar Harbor and Return, $4.00. Tickets good until Oct. 4tk.
Tickets and State Roams for sale at Companys*
office, Railroad Wharf, foot ot State Street.
CYRUS STURDI/VANT, General Agent.
dtf
aug9

Boston & Maine R. R.
CHEAP EXCURSIONS.

PORTLAND

MA-RHTOlSr,
PROPRIETOR FOR
MAUVE,

TO

Til Exchange Miicrl.
AGENT WANTED.

—

CENTRE HARBOR ADD RRTURN

aug31dlm

FOR

FOR THE ISLANDS.

$3.00 ! !

THE

leave Portland at 9.00 a. m.. conPassengers
necting at Alton Bay, with the magnificent Steamer
can

YACHT
d

is

/w

Diamond

now

ready

RIVAL

iVloimt

to take

or

private parties to
Plensnul Covpn, deep

■*i«biu«;, or to any of the Pleasure
M\
4bJar Kesorts in Casco Bay. YY ill accommodate
sixteen people comfortably. Has
Croquet
and other amusements

aboard. Is also fitted
Dishes for Chowder or Cunner Fry.
A thoroughly competent man provided to
charge ot the Yacht, Apply for terms to

GEO. W. RICH & CO.’S
173

FORE

with
fake

STOKE,

STREET.

jy19

<ur

Washington,

Wolfboro and Center Harbor, making a
miles over the entire length of
the beautiful lj»ikc Wiunipiftcoffec with its
three hundred and sixty-five island, and returning,
leave Alton Bay at 4.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
for

delightful trip of sixty

at 8.00 n. m.
Excellent dinners
reasonable rates.

eerved

on

board the steamer at

Tickets for the Round Trip -good until
October lst,$3.00.
-J'ake train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m.
J. T. FUKBElt. Gen. Sup’t.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ang21dtf

Housekeepers take Notice.
your furniture upholstered
in
and mat trasses made
HAVE
MRS.
over

at your

homes,
good style by

Wallace, 62* York street.
I wi’l make Coushons and Draperies at my rooms.
MR*, J.WALLACE,
aug26dim
J.

as a

We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

or reserve comma,

Political Meetings.
Gen. A. E. Kino and Hon. T. B. Beed will speak
at Bridglon, Saturday evening.
Gen. Kino and others will speak at Biunkswicu,

The Canvass.

Reports from various parts of the state indicate that the Republicans are awake to the
importance of the occasion, and that an unusually full vote will bq polled. The Demogenerally very active in a quiet way,
and will bring out a large vote, but we can
easily hold our ground if our party friends
will but spend time to go to the polls. Our
danger lies in a feeling that the Republican
majority is so large that thousands can stay
at home without affecting the general result.
In this county the Democracy are making
a special fight, and it becomes every true Republican to give his earnest efforts to ‘he
work of bringing out a full vote. Let no one
crats are

—

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

but

indispensable, not necessarily lor publication
guaranty of good laith.

Friday evening.

TRIALS OF SPEER

CAPT.

cases

her original character of

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s sublime work entitled

can

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
alt

Something New.
send your address to 87 Spring St„and
LADIES
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
Work Table

call and show this gem of the work
room.
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system
marie
tf

excuse

the

himself from doing his duty. It is
enemy, animated by the same pur-

same

poses. In order to secure his defeat, let General Apathy he cashiered and General Activi-

ty be placed in command.
All Old Trick.
It is an old trick of the Democracy to belittle and avoid the real issues of a political
campaign, and to endeavor to turn public
attention from the questions of the hour to
some

imaginary subject of dispute. They are
defending positions which have

famous for

not been assailed.

J ust

the Democratic
journals in this state are pretending that the
principle of religious toleratiou is threatened,
and that the Republican party has committed
itself to a warfare of creed and sect. The
now

charge is not a new one. It is a standing
campaign dodge of the Democracy, and has
been brought by them against every party
with whom they have been brought in conflict. They have ever endeavored to play upon the fears and prejudices of religious denominations, sometimes by representing that
the opposition favored the establishment of
a state church, sometimes by assertins that it
was instigating a crusade against freedom of
opinion.'
Charges like these are not worthy of serious

consideration.

In a country

where

the

pagoda of the Buddhist,

the synagogue of the
Israelite, and the tabernacle of the Mormon
stand side by side with the charch of the Christian it is absurd to say that the principle of religious toleration is not firmly grounded and
iranarnllir

I'n-ivintnil

it.

..

~

of them himself

1-

sectarianism in religion, or prejudice of blood
cannot with any show of reason be brought
against the Republican party. That party
grauts the broadest toleratiou, and is entirely
free, as an organization, from religious or
race preferences.
So long as members of religious sects and men of alien races conform
to our laws and to the spirit of our institutions. that long are Republicans pledged to
to their protection. It is in the highest de-

gree absurd to accuse of race prejudice the
party which has secured the protection of
our naturalized citizens abroad and the dis
avowal of the doctrine of perpetual allegiance. It is in bad taste for a party to
speak of intolerance when one of its foremost leaders has j ust advanced the
demagogic
plea that the industries ot the country have
been ruined by “Chinese cheap labor.”
Be at Home to Vote.
Our Republican friends should be careful
at home to vote and

they

can

be

election day,
and those temporarily absent should be urged
to return in season. Every voter should be on
hand next

Monday.

work

on

*

promptly notify tbe

City Committee.
The Business Prospect.
People have heard so often of a revival of
business, and the revival has so often failed
to put in au appearance, that they have become incredulous.
Proof enough, however,
to convince the most skeptical, is accumulating. It is now the third year since the panic, and the period of depression has about
Trade has opened with unrun its course.
usual promise, and larger orders are coming

In view of the facts that the Republican
in North Carolina on the popular
vote was 15,000, and that the Democrats only
carried the convention by gerrymandering
the state, the Argus claim of a Democratic
victory is absurd.
Current Notes.
A Washington despatch says a number of
bets have been made there on the Ohio election on a basis of the election of General

Hayes

Governor,

as

and of the

Republican

in than have been seen for many months.
The revival is especially noticeable in the shoe
and leather and dry goods trade. Retail
stocks have run very low, and merchants
find it absolutely necessary to replenish. The
tendency is to buy “close” and for cash, and
to avoid overloading shelves.
A return of
confidence and a consequent unlocking of
capital is also indicated. A considerable
shrinkage of values is apparent, noticeably in

leather,

thoroughly disgusted

not so marked in

dry goods.

That Victory.
The Democrats are greatly elated at the
victory of the Pacific Railroad party in California. Mr. Madigan was so pleased about it
that he stopped Pillsbury in the midst of one
of his speeches to read a telegram from Marcellus, announcing that under the banner of
Democracy a most corrupt corporation had
triumphed. Those who have given attention
to the workings of political parties will remember that California is one of the mighty
“onsartin” states in a political point of view
as the following votes will indicate.
Tear.
Dem.
I ml.
Rep.
Majority.
1860
1861
1862
1863
(867
1868
1870
1871
1872
1873

39,172
56,036
51.238

64,447
40,352

51,592

30,963
62.581

54.020

72,859
63,694
37,321
44,715

6817

49.905

54,078

26,860 D
7,656 D
12,907 B
19.732 R
9,553 n
514 R
8061 D
5061 R

38,997

TO20
41,786
19,247

11231R

13.841
35,701
It is a state which goes by “fits and starts.”
In 1867 the Democrats made a great parade
of their success in the August election in California. It was the first big wave of the tidal
flood. Pillsbury’s paper announced the California revolution in startling capitals and his
prophetic soul saw a sweeping national Democratic triumph in 1868. But it hasn’t come
yet, and the victory of the California railway
monopoly is hardly a safe basis to set up a
full sized prediction lor 1860.

If the necrology man of the Pbess failed
to put in an appearance Wednesday the same
charge cannot be brought against the man
who holds that onerous position on the
Does the Argus man forget his
little adventure Wednesday night, after the
Worcester and Nashua reception, when he
hurried to the office and wrote an obituary
of Enoch Lincoln ? Does he remember replying to the remonstrance of an attache by
saying “But I have the best authority for
saying that Enoch Lincoln is dead. I heard
Gov. Washburn say so?” Does he forget
that he was only induced to forego bis project by the solemn assurance that Gov. Lincoln died forty-six years ago ? Dare he deny
these statements on his honor as a gentleman?

Argus.

The address of Jefferson Davis at the agricultural fair at De Soto, Missouri, Wednesday, was sensible in matter and unexceptionable in tone so far as it related to the Mississippi valley and its interests. Bat he went
wild over the currency, asserting that resumption is impracticable, that Congress has
no authority to declare resumption, and that
more currency is needed.
As Mr. Davis is a
gentleman whose Democracy has never been
impeached, and a leader whom the Democratic party has ever revered and trusted, it
is to be presumed that his opinion on the
currency question will have great weight
with all true Democrats. His other doctrine,
of State rights, is enthusiastically accepted
by them.
Objection is not made to the price which
the Argus charges its patrons. The dishonesty of the Argus consists in charging the
state a quarter more a copy than it does its
individual subscribers, This is exactly the

kind of “grabbing” which the Argus so
fiercely denounces in far-away states. It is
stealing from the people collectively instead
of individually. The Press and the Kennebec Journal advertise their prices. People
need not pay them unless they choose. The
Argus advertises a price, and then charges
the state a quarter more. This is a small
amount it is true, but it is no less a
treasury
steal.
What

a

suffering Republican that fellow
Beujamin M.
anti-Rcpubli-

must be who yearns to vote for
Baker of Windham who was so
can

and benighted in 1866

as

to vote .mmnst.

the abolition of

slavery, and also for Mr.
Brown of Pownal who howls about salary
grabbing, aDd executed a steal of two dollars
when a member of the Legislature!
That
suffering Republican has always voted the
Democratic ticket.
The Argus announces a doctrine which
we were not before aware formed a part of
the Democratic platform.
It is a belief in
hell-fire. Possibly this accounts for the gloominess of its tone during the last few
weeks.
Among those whom it consigns to tterual
torment are the know-nothings.
Does it include the Democratic candidate for Senator
from the Portland district?
And so
G.” the historian is going to
support his able and patriotic townsman,
Beujamiu M. Baker for the Senate—the man
who was the first in the Maine Legislature to
vote against a constitutional amendment prohibiting slavery—at least the Argus' Mrs.
Harris says so. But Sairy Gamp is’nt correct.
_

That

‘'suffering Republican”

of the Sairy
Gamp organ says that Mr. Fessenden is the
only man of fair ability on the Republican
A
ticket.
real
out-spnken Democrat
laughed outright when the uames of William K. Neal and Horace J. Bradbury
were spoken of in contrast.
The New York Republicans have
adopted
good platform and made excellent nominations. The names of Messrs.
Seward, Spinner and Merritt are
strong ones. The nomination of Geo. Merritt is indicative of the return of the Liberals to the
Republican told.
The
avoided

Wisconsin

State

“v"uv

the

punwiui

Norwegian

ciuiuciii, uy

voters of

me

way—

that they have suspended their central newspaper oigan, Den Liberate Demokrat. and It
has been revived as a straightout Republican
newspaper. In short, every indication points
to the political redemption of the state.
Rather
How

Transparent.

Old Liner Attempt* to del Volta.

nn

Bbidoton, Sept. 8,
To the Editor of the Press:
A very interesting case of

1875.

change 1?) of rein this town. The
great Democratic leader or rather dictator in
this locality has recently concluded that it is
high time that he should look to his futnre
well being.
He was once an active party in
the Congregational Society, but in time that

ligious sentiment

is

a

reported

became too unwieldly for him to manage as ho
now controls the Democratic
party, and he then
took a hand in organizing the Universalist Society. About three weeks since, however, he

early Sunday morning, harnessed his horse
and rode to a locality in this town known as
“Pinhook.” There a small church of the Free

Baptist denomination is located. To that house
of worship this notable mon repaired. After
service there was a conference; and the audience who knew the man were
greatly surprised
to see him rise and hear him speak.
He had
been an attorney for and against" members of
his audience.
He was not only known but remembered by many of them.
Every eye in
that little church was fixed upon the Demc*
cratic autocrat as he rose and proceeded to

speak something

as follows:
Friends and Neighbors:—You are doubtles3
surprised to see me in this meeting, and particularly to have me address vou; but I have of
late been thinking that as I am
growing old, it
is time for me to look a little closer to
my life
and prospect for the future.
I have dene a
great manv thing. I might, .nt tr> t... .i«n.
Perhaps some of these people here think that I
have at times in business been hard on them. I
ain sorry if such is
the case, and desire forgiveness, I came to the conclusion a few weeks
since to seek a better course of
life; and I
thought there could be no better place for me
to make public my desires than in this little
church with these good people.
The venerable Democratic leader continued
in this strain at some length. I trust that he

js sincere, bat there are lots of nicked people
who say that the old gentleman is dreadful
tricky, and is merely taking this as a means
to win votes for his
son, who desires to be
elected Clerk of the Coarts.
Pinhook.

Prosperity

of the State.

Most of people think that when their individual savings increase, or when the
savings of

community increase, prosperity is indicated.
according to the Argus it signifies the
reverse of prosperity. The
Argus is forced to
a

But

this conclusion in order

to

reconcile

its oft

repeated statement that the country is becom-

ing

poorer

and poorer and fast

“going

to the

dogs” with the fact that the accumulations in
savings banks are largely on the increase. It
is not true as the Argus states that
money de*
posited in savings banks is withdrawn from the
channels of business. On the
contrary, the
savings banks mast keep it in use and do invest
it at once in ordet to make it barn the interest
which they agree to pay depositors. A largt
amount which goes ioto savings banks
would,
if not deposited
in these institutions, lie
secreted in old stockings and chests, perfectly
idle and useless to the community. Being deposited in the banks, these hoards go into the
channels of activ» business. We have not only
ten times as much money deposited in the
savings banks uow as when the Democracy
were in power in the state, but the rate ol
in
terest paid now is larger than it was then,
which could not be possib le if the deposits were
not invested in business.
In Democratic times our savings banks
paid but four per cent, interest to depositors,
whereas at the present time they pay six
per cent, aud ao annual tax to the state of
about §300,000.—Kennebec Journal.

Cricket Tournament.—Last year a grand
cricket tournament took place in Canada be
f.wppn

»

niolrpil

olnuon

from

m

another from the officers of the British army
quartered in Canada, and a third from the

United States, the latter bslonging in Philadelphia, The Philadelphians were successful. A
return tournament has beeif arranged which
will take place at Philadelphia,
commencing

Monday next,

and yesterday morning the
steamer Halifax brought the British army
party to this city.
They stopped at the Preble
House until afternoon, when they took the
train over the Portland & Rochester road for

Philadelphia. The following

are

the names of

the club:

Capt. Wallace,

60th Rifles, British army.
Capt. Taylor, Capt. Tennant, Lieut. Carpenter, Lieut. Siiigietoe, 87th Regiment.
Lieut. Farmer, Lieut. Holbeck, Lieut. Howden, Lieut. Davie, Hon. Keith Turner, 60th
Rifles

Capt. Smyth, Lieut. F. Browne, Lieut. Tallent, 20th Regiment.
Lieut. Cummings, 97th Regiment.
Lieut. Sykes, Royal Engineers.
St. Leger Herbert, Earl of Dufferin’s Staff,
Mr. Dale, St. Louis.
Mr. Kearney, Mr. Hartshorne, Halifax.
Capt. Wallace will pick eleven from this party. On Monday and Tuesday the Canadians
and Americans

Thursday the
and Saturday

will play; Wednesday and
Canadians and Military; Friday
the Military and Americans. Oil

Monday and Tuesday of the week after
two most successful elevens will play for

the
the

championship.
Railroad War.—A special dispatch to the
Boston Advertiser from Portsmouth', N.
H.,
states that the Circuit Court for Strafford Co.
was engaged Wednesday in
hearing the bill in
equity brought by the Boston & Maine Railroad against the Eastern
Railroad, the Portsmouth & Dover Railroad, and the Eastern
Railroad in New Hampshire, wherein the

Boston Xl Mirfflft TC.ailmo.fi Ahariro

dint

<Vn

Portsmouth & Dover Railroad undertook to )olate their railroad a part of the way over the
side track of the Boston & Maine Railroad,
which led into a freight house at a distance
from their station, and the Boston & Maine
complains that the track of the Portsmouth &
Dover Railroad, extending from the place
where they enter the city to their depot, causes
the Boston & Maine road great injury and annoyance, and increased risk of danger. It is
difficult to see how the new road could have
its destination without the location
complained
of. The suit seems to be an outbreak of
the
cbrouic quarrel between the Boston & Maine
and the Eastern railroads.
The Fort Dodge (Iowa)
Messenger has this
paragraph about a Des Moines family: *'Miss
Elate Tupper of Des Moines has been
in town
visiting at Mr. Bassett's for a few days. Kate
comes of a
family whioh aslremarkable' for in
telligeut womanly effort and success. Her
mother is Mrs, Ellen L. Tupper, the bee queen
of Iowa, whose work on bco culture is a
recognized authority everywhere: her elder sister is
a very
eloquent pfeacher at Colorado Springs;
Miss Kate is studying medicine, having taken
Lerself through a full course at the Agricultu"
ral college by her own work: and Mi3s Madge
who is only sixteen, is a famous poultry raiser,
and an officer of life state poultry association,
who has made money enough in this business
to defray her entire expenses through a full

Democracy carefully collegiate course. Mrs. Tupper’* family is a
expression of opinion on the cur- sufficient answer to the question of woman’s
rency question, aud it may be fairly inferred
work, if there were no other. Let any mother
I in Iowa show three
that they are ashamed to express it.
boys who can beat this.
an

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE.

Nasbyon Inflation.

majority

ticket by a majority of twenty-five
thousand. The Democrats are not anxious
to accept bets at these figures.
The Richmond Whig argues that one of
the main features ot the Democratic policy in
the next Congress must be the maintenance
of state rights, although “not the old doctrine that each state is a sovereign within
herself, and that all unconstitutional laws
enacted by the federal government may be
riabtly resisted by any commonwealth that
may dare to disregard them.”
Tha result of the election in California will
be to disorganize the Dolly Yarden
party, as
the Independents in that state are
called, and
to place such men as Newton
Booth, Senator
from that state, on the
uppermost shelf of
oblivion, where they belong'.
The state is
Republican ou National questions, beyond all
doubt.
The bogus reformers in Wisconsin have so

a

to arrange their business so that

or

TERMS $8.00 PER

rose

effort and to consider no other consequences
endeavor to faithfully discharge the duties that
will he incumbent on me if your choice shall prove
to be the choice of the people also. I pledge you and
thousands for whom you act, in that event, an honest
purpose and a fixed determination to make the public
and constant

care

rency schemes entertained by many of the
prominent leaders of the Democratic party,
and the support which these schemes may receive from reckless and discontented men.
It is but just to say that the interests of business demand a complete stamping out of the
inflation heresy. Any movement of the people which looks toward the endorsement of
inflation will produce distrust, will unsettle
values, will destroy confidence. It is the
duty of every business man in Maine to show
by his vote on Monday next that he and the
state are opposed to the dangerous tendencies of the Democratic party.

no

single aim

Every Repub-

to a gold basis, are alike encouraging to
producer and consumer. Unless some great
disturbance to business occurs steady progress toward “liard-pan” cannot be impeded,
and the return of prosperity cannot be far off.
The only threatening feature in the situation

An earnest desire to justify your generous confidence, and a strong regard for the honor and welfare of our State, inspire me with the firm resolve to

my

Friday and Saturday.

men

lican should look up all cases lequiring atteution in his neighborhood and either take

ues

Franklin. ELIAS FIELD.

spare
in the

Atten d to the Voting Lists.
Now is the lime to prepare for correction
of ;he voting lists before the Beard of Alder-

The favorable tendeucy of trade, restoration of confidence, and approximation qf val-

For Treasurer.
Androscoggin.. ALCANDER F. MERRILL.
Cumberland....OLIVER D. DIKE.
Franklin. DAVID H. KNOWLT0N.
Hancock.LUTHER LORD.
Kennebec. ALANSON STARKS.
Knox.J. P. CILLEY.
Lincoln.GEO. L. HALL.
Oxford.CRISTOPHER C. CUSHMAN.
Penobscot.HORACE J. NICKERSON.
Piscataquis....CALVIN B. K1TTREDGE.
Sagadahoc..... WM. B. TAYLOR.
Somerset.......H. C. HALL.
Washington...IGNATIUS SARGENT.
Waldo.GEO. D. McCRILLIS.
York.E. H.
BANKg.
For Judge of Probate.
Androscoggin..GEORGE C. WING.
Cumberland ..HENRY C. PEABODY.
Franklin....- HORACE B. PRESCOTT.
Oxford.AUGUSTUS H. WALKER.
For Register of Probate.
Cumberland...WILLIAM K. NEAL.
Franklin.JAMES B. SEVERY.
For Clerk of Courts.
Androscoggin. .DANIEL P. ATWOOD.
Cumberland... .DANIEL W. FESSENDEN.
Oxford.JAMES S, WRIGHT.
Sagadahoc.... JOSEPH M. HaYES.
For Sheriff.
Androscoggin. .THOMAS LITTLEFIELD.
Hancock.AUGUSTUS R. DEVEREUX,
Somerset.MOSES FRENCH.
For Count? Attorney.
Androscoggin. .WALLACE H. WHITE.

Gen.

STATE FAIR,

to Congress,
M. PLA1NTED.

Androscoggin. .BENJAMIN

with

AT

governor.

GEN. SELDEN CONNOR.

good

NEWHAMPSHIRE

C.L.

Board.

lfKtms

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
d3w*

or

single Gentlemen, at No. 215 Cumberland St.
Good board can be bad at next door in same block.
O. WINSLOW.

or

B

^
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Under Patents
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May 31, 1870,
£ « *S b
8,1866,
S •£
July 7, 1863,
|
an<l Others.
■§ & o & M
se8eod8w pq
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dtf

CHARLES R. WELLS President.

H

June

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

MEN.

0

®

CONSUMERS.

National
Bank of
offices in third story, with steam,
Possession given July 1st. Apply at

PLEASANT

©

^

LETT

To Rent.
for Gentlemen and wives

O
>»

a
g
©
o g
s
.2
S »©>
Oi g
g.
euo
©

desirable offires in the Merchants
Bauk building, recently occupied by
THE
Portland. Also

MercantileTraining

S

Sob

Front Room..
t: OMSK lists STREET.
dtf

rooms

on

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

*2

8 S3
JjS ^

THE

JulO

a

5

..

Possession

To Let.

THE

*

Is
©

dtf

BRICK HOUSE No. 71 Danforth Street,
containing all tlie modern improvements. Enat No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.
quire
jnc16dtt

and water.

1
I
S3

jy22_

gas

©

©

JLet.

TO BE

~

>t ,a
u SI
© T*

LET !

Let.
Woodford’s Corner.
given immediately. Inquire of

will

—

to Wear.

Also a, Full Line oi
Frenrb and German Corset., Skirt Sup.
porters, Pompadour, and Paniers at

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Lxclmnge. with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON X CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

5401-4
FURniNHED

CIIARLE§

Steamer Charles Houghton

—

THE

To

BUSINESS

THE BEST YET.

Ggfp^Advertiser copy.se2dtsell

The Best Corset Made.

REED,
auCd2w*ttfWoodford’s Corner.

YOUNG_

-JAS. T. FUR8ER, Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVENS, Geu. Agent.6ep7d5t

Seats

To Be Let.
chamber in second story on the corner of
Cross and Middle StB. Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 65 Exchange St.
my31tf

GOOD rents at

and return, including ad-

tion of the character

J. H.

OF

Tickets to Manchester
mission to Fair

Supported by Mr. GEOBGE KUNKEL, (his
original character) and the strongest company ever
brought together under one management, each member being especially engaged for the superior rendi-

■ o

—

Commencing Sept. 6th,Closes Sept* 11th.

in

ABOUT

4

—

NAWCIIESTGR, N. H.

In

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

ocl2_

at

Mrs. G.C. HOWARD

_dtf

TO

—

New Hampshire State Fair,

Only appearance

jy29dtf_

ROOMS

AND

MUSIC HALL,
Tuesday Evening, Sept, JUth. j

Easy

ALARM*

CTO Tons, thoroughly equipped and furnished.
juO Has superior accommodations. Will be let
by the day or week to responsible parties. Apply to

BLOCK.

I respeetlullv inform the public that I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
noeltf
has held for so many years,

aug23ti

TOILET.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
DEERINC,

—

Patent

217 Cumber-

Furnished House to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inor Byron D. Verrill. at

YACHT

—

SEPtTisF.

MONDAY,

for

1875

J- M. 1,1/NT,

A

KARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

FOR

Williams’
au28dtf

To Rent.
CONVENIENTLY Arranged Tenement, con6
rooms, wood room, &c. Oas and
taining
Sebago water. Inquire at
aug28dtf61 WINTER STREET.

MACHINEWORKS

3

THE

42

SITUATED
quire of S.W. Robinson,
205 Middle street.

AT

NEW ENGLAND

sepldttMRS.

dty

RUE’S

at

DISTRICT

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Real F&tate lor Sa!e.
1J story house, No. 16 Hanover street, eight
rooms, ad in perfect order, Sebago. house
warmed by furnace. Price $3000. Apply to F. G.

land street, without board,
NICE
ALONZO BUTLER.

PHILADELPHIA.
Ieb8

FRESCO

Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on the
line of the P. & O. R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in pasture and timber
1_Hands. The buildings consist of a
one story house and barn 40x60. There are about
3000 cords of bard and soft wood. Will exchange
for property in Portland—personal property or good
negotiable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
East of City Hall.
se7dtf

in the city. Suitable for jobbing or manufacor will be let tor either, with plenty of storCO'8. Wholeage room, over NHEPHGRb
sale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Office. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32\ Emery Street, on the Spring Street
iau20d&wtf
horse car route.

BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

power, built to
anil

!!

room

H. L. GREGG & CO.,

ACSENTS

Exchange

or

d2t

Commences Monday, September 6th, and
closes Saturday September 11th.
Conveniences for Camping, Boarding, &c., will be
the same as the last meetiugs.
The BDston & Maine and all the Railroads in this
State will charge one fare the round trip.
dlw
sep4

turing,

tp2itf_

FOR

on

Apply to
G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate. Office 3701
Cougress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

RoBy’s

THOMPSON

LOAN.

bought

Farm ior Sale

HAMILTON, Sup’t

1875.

ORCHARD.

OLD

room

PIPING.
SHIP

TO

MONEY

LET.

STORY in

J.

Portland, Sept. 9,

FAKE.

leave

BLOCK,
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth, newly fitted
SECOND
WATER up
with counting
and tables. The best lighted

AND

GAS

Middle Street.

204

Estate

or

sep3tf

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE, on Danfortli street; pleasantly situated, 12 rooms.
S. W. ROBINSON,

dtf

al6

premises.

the

on

Beal

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
ON first
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc.,
Commission. Houses
and sold.
F.

on

ULmontb.

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

103

Patterson’s

BULLETIN.

NICE Tenement on Franklin Street, between
Congress and Cumberland Street ; Sebago and

A

FOSS,

&

HALF

$3.50.

CHARLES M. HAWKES.
dtf

1875.

12, 1875,

Portland 6 30 A. M.

TICKETS

MY

dtf

my 22

SEPTEMBER
Leaving

Brick House for Sale.

F. G,

TO BE LET.

BOYD BLOCK.

More Sunday Train

One

—

residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,
2J stories, contains 12 finished rooms wth open
summer kitchen, woodhouse, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty of sunshine.
Will be sold at a bargain as I am about to remove to
August 11th,

176 Middle Street.

—

HOUSE

another city.

TO LET.

■

.-•».-

in “Hull Block,” Carroll st., two houses
in “Hull Block,” Pine st., Nos. 138 and 142.
These houses have recently been painted inside, keys
at office. Also a small genteel rent on Clark street,
MATTOCKS <fc FOX,
up stairs to be let.
aulldtf
183 Middle Street.

rewarded.6ep8d3t*

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHAS.

on

As MB. BEECHER will spend another Sunday at the mountains, holding services as usual at
Twin Mountain House, it has been decided to ruu

For Sale or to Let.

on

rewarded

main

room

IN

Overcoat Exchanged.
person wlio exchanged overcoats at City
Hall last evening, can get hia own by address“H. J., This Office.
ing
sep9d3t«

RA-ILROAJD.

—

FALMOUTH, 6 miles from Portland, lying on
the Presumpscot, at the mouth of the Piscataqua river, containing 83 acres of loamy soil, cuts from
30 to 50 tons of hay, pasturiug for 15 cows every sea-

Lost.'

ARCHITECT

manufactory.

MBS

PORTLH k

CAMP MEETING

is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
A spacious
and room for engine and boiler.
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
183 Middle St.
mySdtf

building

Saturday

UNDER THE GAN LIGHT is in active
preparation anil will be produced on Monday Evening next. Sept. 13th. with the startling Railroad
Sensation, and East River Pier Scene.
Box office open daily from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. for the
sale of tickets.
Doors open at 7; commence at 8
LADIES’ PERFIIllED MATINEES
every Wednesday and (Saturday, at the usual
popular prices. Doors open at 1J; commence at 2£.
se2dtf

PORTLAND

Farm lor Sale*

LOST AND FOUND.

Friday,

StewAn

on

ELECTION

DIVORCE

Let.

or to

buildings formerly occupied by
West Commercial St.
THEart & Melcher,
The
excellent chance to start

every city and town where gas is used, for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER,
Very liberal terms to Agents. Enquire of

Positively the last nights of

Saturday and
Matinee.

PEESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, SEPT. 10,

Proprietor*

WVER Sc ARNOLD

dtt

For Sale

lor

capable,
general houseCOMPETENT
work. Apply at house 357 Spring Street.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

BOX

PRED’K. FOX.

Girl Wanted.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

PORTLAND.

meu

willing
employers, will hear of a good chance
employment by applying to

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

Counsellors

seven to ten thoumake himself useful on
can purchase an interest

can

the books

C.

MALE-Tlio Brick House No. 11
Deering Street. Portland, belonging to the
estate of the lata Cant. William Boss,
NATHAN CLEAVES, Executor.
ee2dtf
Sept. 1, 1873.

A

THE

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ESTATE.

Partner, Active or Silent

a

T

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 10, 1875.

VOL, is.

PRESS

DAILT

PRESS.
The Inflation Idra-The Farther
Progress
of the Unlimited Trast Bad
Confldonce

Company—Continued Nacrcsa.
Confedbit X. Roads,

wich is in the

State of

Kentucky,

August 27th, 1875.

j
>

J

Ef life ever wuz a rose-tinted dream to me at
any time doorin my mortle pilgrimage, this is
the precise time. I am thoroly happy—so
happy, indeed that the prirasbens and troubles
that I hev bin thro are faden out uv my memory entirely. I Lev paid Bascom’s account
wich hez bin runoin for io many yeers, and hev
his reCeet In my safe—my safe I say. Proudly
I write these words. My safe! Who—thirty

days ago wood hev supposed that I should

ever

say my safe! Then I bev two soots of clozegood ones—wich is one and a half more than I
bev hed sence 1 was Postmaster under Johnson—Heven rest his sole—I hev two shirts for
(he first time in my life, and I am wearin
s'oekins!
cant
wun

I hev but one pare ez yet, but one
rise to the summit uv booman granjer at

ouy anotoer pare In a
every Bank President
ought to either hev two pare nv stockins or re.
turn to the stern vircboos pv the Bepublic In
oouuu.

week or two.

x

snail

I think

its better days, and go barefoot. Ooin barefoot
hevin a change is necessary to the keepen uv
a Bank President’s
office in a sweet smelia
condition.
But this is a digresheo. Suffice it to say, I
am clothed.
1 pads three dollars and a half a
pare for them stockins—they is cotton—wich is
three dollars and a quarter more than they was
worth in the old money, bat wat difference

or

does it make? That three dollars and a half
wuz made by four polls on
Simpson’s printin
press, and when money kin be made in that
way wat difference does it make wot I pay for
cotton sox?
At the beginnin we ishood 10, 20, 29 and 90
cent currency, but we hev |uit that.
Prices
hev gone up so, under the general prosperity,
that there aint anything in the Corners that
sells for less than a dollar for one. and the
fracksbnel currency wuz deuoed to be yooselis.
Besiees, it cost jest ez much to print a ten cent
note ez it does a dollar, and I bleeve in econ-

omizio.
Simpson, the printer, is makin us a little
At the beginnin I yoosed to pay him
for printin onr bills by just signin enuff uv em
ez they come from
the press to make bis
amount, but lately he hez refoezed to take oar
money, and insists on greenbax. We tried to
overawe him, but when he threatened to
pubtrouble.

lish the flnanshel condishun uv the President
aud Director!, it wuz considered advisable to
humor him. It is singler that sich men throw
impediments m the wav uv Drovress.
Tbe obstacles id the way uv the Bank that
hev thus far developed iherselves, hev bio happily and easily removed. Bascom demanded
wheat uv us to ship to Looisville to git more
whiskey, and we bed to let him hev it, and
take pay in our own money. And ez be dedemanded that we take our own money jest
the same ez greenbax, that bein the standard
in Looisville, we met a heavy loss. The ao*
count stands ez follows:
1,000 bushels uv wheat cost us, in our
own money, at (4 50 per
bushel.|4,5a0 00
Sold it to Bascom at LoolSvble fraenbask prices, wich is $1 per busheltaktn nay In the same money we bed
paid for it.
1,000 00

Los (wich Is easily flggered).$3,500 00
We bed one more trouble, wich we got on
easier with. Pugsby, the shoemaker, who took
our mouey, rua out uv leather, and
when he
sent to Looisville for more, the merchants there
ez in the case uv Bascom, refroozed to take our
currency. Pugsby knowd uv Bascom’s experience and he came up smilin to hev us sell him
wheat snuff at greenback prices to reuoo his
stock.
“Wat kin we do?" I demanded in dire distress, for really 1 didn't see why Pugsby
shoodent hev wheat to reuoo his stock ez well
ez Bascom,exceptiu that
wbisky is more necessary to tbe Corners than leather.
“Do!” sed Issaker Gavitt, with a expresbun
uv skorn on his classick feechers.
“Do! And
Hez Pngsby a
yoo claim to be fiuaniseers?
safe? No? Wall, wbar does he keep tbe $12,000 uv our money? In his desk? Yes? And
that is wooden. And his bildin is wood. Very
good. Tell Pugsby to come to-morrer and we
will give him wheat at a dollar a bushel lor all
uv our moaey he has got.
We have twenty,
four hours.”
Aud Issaker put some matches in bis vest
pocket—about $3 worth. Matches hez gone up
$4 50 a b-X—our money.
That site Pugsby’s shop burnt up aud the
fire commeoced jist uoder bis desk. Tbe next
mornin that unforchuuit man came, to us and
insisted on hevin tbe wheat on the soore uv
the money be bed uv ours.
“Bring us the mouey.” said Issaker, beam
ing sweetly onto him. “and we’ll give yoo tithe wheat von want.”
“But yoo know th it I hed yoor money, aud
that it wuz burnt up last Bite.”
“I persoom you hed some uv our money, but
1 don't know it," replied Issaker.
“No well
regulated bank kiD live if they sbood take every man’s word, ez yt u want us to. How kin
I

»„11
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J

and that the burmu of
yoorsbop^was a skeem
to deirod your creditors.
lam not shoor that
it isn’t my dooty to investigate the matter.”
And Issaker looked so stern that Pugsby left
the bank with a howl of terror.
Issaker is developin so great a genius in flnancerin that I’m reely jealus uv him. He ia
the master spent of the institonshun.
At the Board meetin last Dite we discust
wat we shood do in sich cases ez Pugsby’s hereafter, butjartived at no deficit coucioosbun.
There is several uv em, and they will bev to be
met.
Issaker bleeves in the style uv treetment
be yoosed in Pugsby’s case, but I cau’t consent
to it.
Its heroic, I admit, and good enuff for a
temprary expedient, but it won't do for a regular system
Ef our money stimoolates a man’s
biznis to the pint of hisbildin a new bouse, we
bev beoefitteu him, and tbe commoouity ez
well. Butef to avoid tbe inconvenience uv
redeemin that money we bev to burn tbe bouse
wat good hev we accomplished? None.
We
hev got to find some other way.
I don’t see
any other way but no doubt it will sejest itself
to me in time.
It is astonishin how the Corners is boomin,
now that it hez money enuff.
Five new ralerodes are bein built, twelve new turnpikes, one
hundred and twenty-eight cellers for new
houses is bein dug, and last week the corner
stuns for eight factrys wuz lade with
approprit
ceremonies. The gradin is bein dun on the
ralerodes and turnpikes, and that part uv the
work will be pushed to an early compleshun,
for the labrers furnish their own shovels aud
picks and take our money for wages. The labrers buy their livin nv the farmers along the
line with that money, and then tbe farmers
come to the Corners with it, and cheer ther
soles at Bascom’s.
So far, all is serene and sweet So far the
money sheds blessins.ez a skunk duz perfooms.
But at this point comes the worry. Wat ia
Bascom to do with it? The Looisville merchants refocze to tech it for] likker, and we
can’t afford to give him wheat at Looisville
prices agin. We wood biId a distillery, but,
alas! we can’t afford to pay for tbe nails, tbe
stillin apparatus in our money, and we aint got
enny other. But, thank an overrulin Providence, Bascom hez money enuff,likker enuff to
last two weeks, and suthin will turn up afore
that is gone.
Prices hev gone up so that it takes a vast
volume uv currency to transact the biznis uv
the Corners. Simpsons power press won’t answer tbe demands made onto
it, and he bez
purchased a power press, wich will print 1,000
sheets an hour. And to facilitate biznis, and
to make it perfectly shoor that we shell bev all
the currency we waut. I hev bed my name and
Issaker’s engraved, so that it kin be printed in,
this savin us the trouble uv signin em with a
pen.
Prises uv things is still mountin uv, and general prosperity prevales
Pugsby gits $40, a
now
for
pair
boots
a
pegged
garte
deal
eazier tbau he yoost to git $4, and
great
Bascom hez put drinks up to 50 seats for new
whiskey, and 75 when yon take sugar in it.
Lots in tbe corporashun hez
quadroopled in
valyoo within the week, and reel estate is
1 cood
cuaugm nanus nveiy.
wish, however,
that the ishoos uv the On limited Trust and
Confidence Company cood hev a wider circulasbeo. I took a brief vacation this
week, wuz
at the Glauber Salt
Springs, and wuz beaten
out of $200 at cut-throat loo.
The gamblers
retoozed to take my muney, and I wuz compelled to leave mv. watch with em. That is
Captain McPelter’s watch, weich I hed to borrow
to make an imposin
appearance. But it wuz
all the same to me, ez I paid for it in onr own
curreocy. I waz sorry to los it for I hed depended on that watch to help us oat when we
got in a tite plase.
Petroleum V. Nasbv.
Presidenr uv the Onlimited Trust and Confidence Cumpany.
P. S. Another troubls is loomin up on the
horizon. Perkins, the blacksmith is out uv
iron' and Sampsell, the carpenter hez to hev a
jack plane and two augers, all uv which hez
to be got in Looisville, and they demand uv us
Then ansicb money ez Looisville will take
other mortifyin circumstance happened yesteruv
the
bank
hed
Directors
The
determinday.
ed to lay the corner stun uv our new bankin
her
edifis, which we
commeost, but after announsin it we couldn’t lay it. A bigger rope
than eny at the Corners, wuz nessary to lift
the massive stun to its place, f we bed it massive ez an emblem uv our solidity,) but we
coodent rake up enuff currency that t hey’d
take in Looisville to buy one. 80 that corner
stun aint laid, and the work on
•-he bildin, I
spose, will hev to stop till we kin turn up
suthin. There s acrisis
approachin. P. V.N.

A very funny quarrel is
being waged In ChiProf. Ten Brook accused the Tribune of
including in one of its departments as original
matter, without a word of credit, whole pages
from his book, “American State Universities.”
The Tribune admits that it stole the matter,

cago.

but declares that it derived it from the same
whence the professor plagiarized his
articles, a source which on challenge it wilt

sourco

indicate.

About Women.
Mount Holyoke seminary has supplied 115
wives for foreign missionaries, the last two
graduating classes furnishing eighteen. They
usually go abroad first as teachers, and are
speedily married by the missionaries.
It is simply absurd to talk about a woman
being qualified to fill every position in life
fills. For instance, what woman
could Itunge around the troetof a grocery and
lie about the number of fish she caught, last
that

a

man

week.
in Grant county (Wis.) was recently applied for because the young mother
iusisu d on having a fifte-n dollar cradle. “A
bass wood sap trough is good enough for that
A divorce

little red faced vagabond,” said the brutal busband.
A London correspondent says we don’t knowwbat a treat Is in store for us when Tietjens
comes.
She not only siDgs beautifully, but
Bhe is a magnetic siDger, and being a very jolly

keeps

person,
humor.

her audience in the

of

best

late Long Branch effusion,
says she is entirely superior to facts
"Any
Gradgriud cm give you facts It takes your
lady correspondents to compound a readable
melange ot fact a> d tictiou, and soar into the
empvr an of small talk untratnmeled by the
confiuiug cerements of tiresome fact.”
Miss Ada Luck, of Carthage, O., won a cook
stove ar the Cincinnati fair as "the best and
m >sl. expeditious cook.”
In thirty minutes she
cooked, and booked well, pot a oes, chicken,
porter-house steak,tomatoes and corn,and made
coffee, tea, pie and biscuit, aud set the table in
the ueateit. style.
-Vlrs. Mary Vaughn, of Williamson County
had a centennial the other dav, aud
Teon
march'd at the head of a p oceasiou of 103 of
her de-cendants to (be grove where a picnic had
a

Mary Vaughn

prepared. Mrs.
shortened her life by

doubtless
so doing, aud will probably suffer tor the rest of it with rheumatism
Mis- Frances E Willard, of Evanston and
Chicago, caused quite a stir amoQg the wise

been

heads and grave faces at the National Educational C invention at Minneapolis, by reading a
paper on “The Relation of the Teacher to the
Reforms of the Day.” She believes in teaching temperance, honesty and piety in the
schools.
Miss Jerusha Loomis took the one hundred
dollar scholarship prize at the late Commencement in Cazenovia, New York, and the four
scholars next in rank were all girls. This, in
a school of six hundred pupils, where a majority of the pupils were boys. It is an old

Methodist school, which has just celebrated
The girls
its semi-Centenial anniversary.
there have always had a fa r chance.
FroMme. Sophie Hamet. the original
chard in the “Two Orphans,” died recently in
Paris. Among the late Mme. Hamet’s accomplishments was one which she introduced with
unbounded success iD the “Two Orphans,’’that
of emptying a small fl 8k of liquor iu a stream
an

UDdeviatmg line from the botfrom quite a distaucea hove,

tle to her mouth
with a celerity which would put ananciout toper
to the blush.
Margaret Foley, the American sculptress iu

Rome,

employed iu a Lowell factory.
One day the overseer, Walter Wright, discover 1 her whittling an acorn oat of chalk. He
stopped and asked where her model was, “In
was once

was the reply.
“Then this is no
place for you,” said Mr. Wrighi. He persuaded her to leave the factory and let him
send her to scbooi. In that way she received
her start.—Springfield Union.
He banded ber a package and sat down. She
Her countenance
fell.
opened ths paper.

my

bead,”

uuii

IUU

ouvn

cue oaiu

uiiyiwui,

Duaijgi

y,

■‘Didn’t 1 tell you to get smoked pearl buttons? and you bring me covered coat buttons.’’
He started out to do other chores, remarking
that she might as well expect a bear to cimb
down a tree head foremost as|to expect him to
remember everything when she told him forty-

eleyeu things to get, without marking them
down.
‘•Janehas got a very nicely turned aDkie,
balu’t she?” said John to his wife the other
day. And then John noticed a strange, unthe eye of his spouse, which
made him feel very uncomfortable—he knew
But the next day the place which
not why.
Jane had filled is the domestic economy of the

earthly gleam

in

household was occupied by a middle-aged wo
man, with ankles like those of the Mnllinggar
heifer.
Mrs George Haworth, the wife of a market
living .near Lebighton, Carbon

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Advocates of
[Special to tho Press.[
Republican Meeting.
B&wdoinham, Sept. 9.—Hon. Wm. P. Frye
suoke to a large aud interested audience in the
town hall this evening.
Much enthusiasm
[To the Associated Press.]
Representative Nominations.
Rockland, Sept. 9.—At the Democratic caucus this evening Messrs. John Bird and John
Mehan were nominated for representatives.
Lewiston, Sept. 9.—The Repnbltcan caucus
to night nominated Nathan W. Dutton, Cyrus
Greeley, and John G. Cook as candidates for

representatives

to the

Legislature.

Bangob, Sept. 9.—There
ance at

the

Republican city

large attend

was a

caucus

this even-

Lysander Strickland, Edward B. Nealley
and Wm. P. Hubbard were nominated for
rep.
resentatives to the Legislature.
made by the nominees and the

Speeches

were

meeting

was

very harmonious.
Portland District Camp Meeting.
Saco, Sept. 9.—As. expected, to day has
brought the largest concourse of the week to
The weather conthe District Campmeeting.
tinues

splendid aud

surroundings

the camp ground and its
at their best.
About 4000

are

people listened to the sermon by Rev. J. Colby
of Gorham, this morning, and over 5000 gathered in the grove this afteruoau to listen to the
able effort of the Rev. S. F. Jones of Portland,
In the evening the tabernacle was crowded on
the occasion of a social meeting, which was
shared iu by rnauv and marked by peculiar
earnest

prayer aud exh rrting.
Oakland Park Races.

Gardiner, Sept. 9—At the racing to-day
tlree purses were offered, the first for $200 for
2.50 class. There were 19 eutries and 7 horses
started. Logan Boy and Silver Mist were distanced in the first beat, Lady Malcolm in the
second. The race was postponed at the end of
the fifth heat until to-morrow morning at nine
o’clock.
Purse for $200 for four year olds in Maine
Three horses started.
was next called.
The
race was wou by Dr. Franklin, Starr King secThe following is the summary:
ond
Shaw, Augusta, ns. blk s Young
2 3 dr
Gen. Knox,
Lawrence Brs Somerset Mills, ns.
blk s Dr. Franklin,
111
3 2 2
Webb, Augusta, ns brn s Star,
Time—3, 2 51^. 2.59.
The third race was for a purse of $300 in the
2 44 class
Four horses started. The race was

by Combination, Millinocket second and
Ruby third. The following is the summary:
Bailey, Boston, ns. b s Combina112 2 1
tion,
Nye, Fairfield, ns. blk s MilliKnox
2 4 112
uocket, formerly
Jr.,
Keegan, Augusta, ns. g m Mary,
4
3 4 3 4
formerly Life Iovigorator,
Richards, Gardiner, ns. ch m
3
2 4 4 3
Ruby,
Time—2.44J. 2 48|, 3 4s, 2.42?, 2.42fc.
won

Hoy Drowned in Lewiston.
Lewiston, Sept. 9 —Lougier Dubois, aged 6
years, was drownei to day in tbe lower canal.
Body not recovered.

Cambridge.
Boston, Sept. 9.—The Katahdin EncampOdd Eellowi in

of Odd Fellows from Bangor, arrived
here to d ay, and are entertained at East Camment

The streets are

bridge.

profusely decoraled.

Appointment.
Washington, Sept. 9.—The President has
appointed Virgil D. Stockbridge of Maine. Examiner in Chief in the patent office.
Burglary in Camden.
Camden, Sept. 9.—Miller Brothers & Co.’s

jewelry store

broken into last night and
robbed of a sixty dollar gold watch case and
$300 worth of plated.ware and goods, entrance
heinff » ffected hv lireakimr the it nor wintlrttir
was

6. H. Cleveland’s grocery store was also brokinto in the same manuer and the money

en

diawer robbed of coppers and nickels,and some
good 4. No arrests.
Hills ill Baring Hurtled.
Calais, Sept. 9.—A fire broke out in Bering
last evening at 6 o’clock, iu a sbingle mill
owued by H. F. Eaton & Sons.
It is thought
it caught from a mill lamp, the wick falling
out and dropping among the shingles.
Two
mills and one .wool f actory building used
for shingle manufacturing, and about 1,500,000
feet of lumber, owned by H. F. Eat m & Sons,
Total loss about .§20,000; inwere destroyed.
sured for 810,000.
water

friendship for the poet iuduced her to act as
hi* secret messenger in the correspondence car
tied on bclweeu him-aud Miss Mary Cbawoitli
during In- early youth.
A Freuch girl of grea’ beauty has taken the
veil nod. r romantic circumstances.
During
the Prussian iuvusiou Mademoiselle de la Tour
was in-ulted by a German officer at her fa4

hill** o oltotnan

II

'bos.-in

two

Courtneys,

New* anti Other Item*.
A clergyman of the Church of England has
been sentenced to five years’ penal servitude
for causing false entries to be made in the
church register concerning the death of one of
bis parishioners.
Adrian Izar, the celebrated French billiard
player, has arrived from Europe, and he is now
sojourning in New York. He plays with his
finger and thumb. In London, Englaud, re*

eently, he made a run of 510 in nineteen minutes; also the extraordinary run of 2,045 at a
single break.
The sensation at Watch Hill, E. I., this
Is a remarkable lady swimmer, Miss
Maria E. Audobon, granddaughter of the great
naturalist, who was taught to swim by her
father almost before she could walk, and who
season

now ventures out to

far beyond

sea

the most

adventurous
place.
A young man in Ohio, in a playful freak, the
other day, cut off the end of a young lady's
man

in the

pair of scissors. The performance
not proving satisfactory, however, the fragment
was replaced aud will probably grow on again,

note

with

a

but the nose hereafter will
class affair.

always

be a second-

The reorganization of the Eussian cavalry,
just ordered by the Emperor Alexander,
amounts, according to a London Times telegram, to the permanent mobilization of some
50,000 horse. Iu accordance with this important measure, the greater part of the cavalry
in European Eussia will be always kept on the
war footing, and stationed along railway lines
as to be ready to act at a moment’s notice.
The discovery of a Chicago woman is how to
eat a peach at the table gracefully. Cut the
peach open in th" middle and remove the pit

so

Hula

the left haud,at.d
use a spoon to scoop out the pulp aud carry it
to the mouth. Thus the fingers are not soiled,
and the bother of peeling is avoided. No
patent ui*on this device has been ch ained.
A case not unlike that of Charley Ross, except
one

ol the halves

in

iu one particular, has occurred at Lyons, in.
France. A little girl returning from school
wa* enticed by a woman with some sweet
which male her stupid. The woruau
then put an o'd petticoat over her shoulders*
let down her hair, and c rried her off. But

liquor,

the French police are not like the pohce here.
As soon as tbev had an iutimation of the

affair, they did not rest till they returned the
child to her parents.
Sir A. T. Galt of Montreal, in an open letter
on the political situation, says that, while
willing, it required, to re-enter Parliament, it
would not, according to his convictions of duty,

possible

for him

10

do

so

either

as

a

sup'

porter of the present government or as a member of the opposition under Sir John A. Mao
Donald. He looks with alarm on the rapidly
increasing liabilities of the nation, objects to
the building of the Pacific railway for years to
come, and is opposed to either absolute free
He will untrade, or too much protection.
hesitatingly, however advocate differential
duties agaiust the United States and the pursuit of a retaliatory
system with that country
The dqilsess wti'ch h is characterized the
Canadian ium >er tr.tdo, tips st-a-un. broad us
anJ intensiti s a® the days go
on,
D0W
trade all through C nada is at a detd siaud
still Mo*t of the rndis have
already sput
down for the season, iuoludiug the extensive
establishments of thi timber and lumber
assooi ition at K*oe Like and Pension Falls
and Jobu Ham ltoo’s mills at 11 iwke bury,
while th" r*-.st will soon follow suit, and are
running o re luced l‘me ai.d force. There
is also a de erinm tou to re luce toe production
next season and t ie preparations for the next
now

winter’s operations iu the woods are

ou

miles,

University.

very

_

WASHINGTON.
The Treasury Robbery.
Washington, Sept. 9.—The testimony today
iu relation to the treasury robbery, conclusively
shows that Ottman had endeavored to chan™
one 500 collar bill and attempted to bribe a negro to get a box out of a bank at Alexandria,
containing $4000, but the negro gave the affair
!o the detective.

MISSISSIPPI.
Alcorn’s Views.
9 —The Avalanche publishes
a lengthy interview with Senator Alcorn in regard to the condition of affairs in Mississippi.
Mr. Alcorn says there is great disturbance
there aud bad blood between the races and
nariies, aud bad men were finding employment
io fomenting the disturbance. It will coutinne
»o, he said, until the people learn to follow a
conservative course aud to sink their passions
for the public good. There is a bad state of
teei ng existing, and it only takes^wo or three
drunken men at a gathering to cause that feeling to vent itself in blood aud violence, as at
Clinton.
The Senator was very severe on
Gov. Ames, who, he states, is vindictive and
not actuated by aoy kind feeling toward the
people over whom he is enthroned. Tbe Senator cnarges the Democrats of Mississippi with
the responsibility of Ames’ election, as in the
recent election they urged that it would be better to elect Ames aud make the state a hell first
aud Democratic afterwards.
He thinks the
bloody chasm does Dot fill up felicitously, aud
that the people of the North are no more prepared to receive complacently lectures from
Lamar, Gotdon aud Jeff Davis, than those of
the South would be to bear Phil Sheridan.
Consulting on Gov. Ames’ Request.
Washington, Sept. 9.—President Grant has
-eut a telegram to Adjutant General Townsend, directing him to instruct the officer commanding the troops iu Mississippi to give Gov.
Ames such aid as may be necessary to maintain order and protect life in that state, if the
insurrection is too formidable to be suppressed
with tbe means at the Governor’s command.
Before sendiug such an order to the commanding ufficer, however, the President directed the
Adjutant General to consult with Attorney
Gen ral Pierrepont as to the legality of such
contemplate! proceeding. Accordingly these
geotleuieD had a consultation on that subject at
Monitor

Memphis, Sept.

uonu

to

day.

Action on the President’s telegram will bo
deterred until it shall he decided whether a
proclamation shall be issued to the insurgents,
the President having requested the Secretary
of State and the Attorney General to consider
whether such a proclamation is necessary. The
Secretary of State being absent from Washington, tile Attorney General is arranging by telegraph fur a conference with Secretary Fish,
and may leave to-night for that purpose unless
he learns meantime that the Secretary is ou his
way iu \\ iiuiijgwju, wuiua is luuugui prooable.
It is definitely known that no action will be
taken by the War Deportment until after a
pioelamatiou is issued aud information received of a disregard of its requirements by the insurgents
The available troops in Mississippi are two
companies of the Kith infantry at Jackson,
t wo of the 13th at Vicksburg, and five of the
31 mfautry aud four of the 13th at Baton
Bouse.
Official telegrams will probably he sent to
Guv. Ames to day, asking whether it is not possible he can be aided iu preserving tho public
peace by cading upon law-abidiug citizens so
as to avoid the necessity of
resorting to federal
force to suppress the disturbance.
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Tributes to Rnlston’s
Memory.
New York, Sept. 9.—A San Francisco despatch says tbo meeting of the friends of cxPresident Kalston last night was one of the
largest held in that city for many years. Col.
Wm. H. Barnes delivered a warm eulogy upon
the life and services of Kalston, and resolutions
were adopted condoling with the family of the
deceased and claiming that the city had in his
death sustained an irreparable loss.
Two of
the resolutions condemn the course of two of
the cily newspapers towards tho deceased, and
recommend the withdrawal of patronage by
the Citizens.
_

Condition of the National ffankaad Gold
TruHt

San

Company.

Francisco, Sept.

9 —The affairs of the
National Gold Bank and Trust Company are
the
Since
proceeding favorably.
panic
the hank has
liquidated claims of depositors to the amouui of over
$109,000 aud statements of its condition shows a
surplus as reover

$1,400,000.

P irtliia. .Boston
The customs receipts were $5.9,000. GovLiverpool.Sept 11
.Sep* 11
strong. State bonds ilud. In Railroad J Vi '<>. a.Mew Yorlt. Liverpool
bonds leading features iwere Union Pacific Sinking | Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 11
Funds and Chicago & Northwestern consolidated
Colon-...New York. .Anionwall... Sent 15
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool
Sept 13
couf>on gold bonds, which wer<- irt active demand,
the former advancing to 94 and the latter to 88]; InQuebec .Quebec.Liverpool-Sept 16
diana Central firsts declined from 45 to 43
s,’o k>
Moravian .Quebec.Liverjiool ...Se.pt 18
were more active than fi.r several days, and g.-neialAtlas.B<>.ion.Liverpoo.Sept IB
ly strong with a markul advance in ’Western Uni n.
Auieiijue.New York.. Havre.Se.pt is
Pacitic Mail, Erie and Panama; W* stern Uniou rose
Zodiac.. New York. .Nassau. «Xre Sept
from 80$ to 21$, closing at 81 on steady buying, nart- i
ly for Vanderbilt interest and the expectation of he
ti .wieiMre Aiumvar.ttcpfcmfcer 10.
dividend to-morrow: Pacific Mail sold up tioiu 37$ io
38$, closiug at 38$; Erie advanced from 18$ o 19$ on Sun rises....5.34 : High water.. 7.30 PM
AM
change in directory, and sold at 138, and 138 against
..6.10 i Moon seta.
Sun set*..
136 yesterday; Lake Shore advanced from 57$ to 57$,
but reacted to 57 with last transaction ai 57$; Northwestern, St Paul, Rock Island and Chios advanced a
fraction in early dealings, hut subsequently fell oft,
which was also the oase with Atlantic & Pacitic Tel
egraph. Otherwise change and business were not
important.
PORT O* PORTLAND.
The total transactions at the Stock Exchange ag143.300 shares, including Erie 23,300 shares,
Thursday, Sept. 0.
ake Shore 35,500 shares,North Western 10,i50 sha e-,
ARRIVED.
do preferred 550 shares, nock Island 1100 shares. Pacific Mail 21.2u0 shares, St Paul 57e0 shares, do preSteamer Falmouth. Colby. Halifax, N S—passenlerred 1800 shares, Chios 2.’30 shares, Western Uniun
gers and mdse to John Porteons.
35,900 shares; market closed active and strong.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
The following were the closing quotations of GovEast port for Boston.
ernment securities:
Brig J one- Davis, Partridge, Philadelphia—coal to
United States coupon 6*s, 1881, coup............. 123$
Wm E Dennison.
Uulted States 5-20’s 1804, coup.117$
Sch Sami Fish, Harris, Philadelphia—coal to Wm
United States 5*20’s, 1803. old.118$
E tiennison.
United 81*1*8 5-20’s, 1*05, new ex-coup.118$
Sch Isaac Rich, Studley, Philadelphia—coal to Rich
Uuited States 5 20’s, 1*07 do.....12')$
& Judkins.
Uuited Slates 5-20’s, 1808 do.
Sell Lookout, Huckins, New York—Iron to Port120$
land Co.
Uuited States new 5’s.117$
Slates
10-40
Sch Spring Bird, (Brl McLean, Boston.
United
coupon.117$
Sch J W Scott, (Br) Walsh, Boston.
Curreucv 6*s ex.-... 123$
Sch
Boxer. Hut liins, Boston.
The tollowing are the closiug quotations
oi
Sch Joshua Bates, Manter, Plymouth—fish barrels
to *k«:
to Dana & Co.
Western Unir : Telegraph Co—ex div.8*'$
Sell Taglioni. Gainage, Bristol.
Pacific Mail.
38$
Sch Abby Waesou. Gray, Bluehlll for New Loudon.
Central and Hudson It. consolidated.1043
N
Sch Solon, SimontoD, Rockland for Danvers.
Erie .19
BELOW—Sch Addie Jordan.
Erie preferred.36
Michigan Central
02$
CLEARED.
Union Pacific Stock.73
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry
cake Shore...
57$
Fox.
Illinois Central, ex-div.
97
Brig Martha A Berry, Berry, Havana—Pbinney &
Chicago <£ Northwestern. 40$
Jackson.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.54§
Sell
Venture.(Br) Clark. Windser, NS—master.
St. Paul Railroad.30$
Sch H Means, Smith. New York—J Nickerson.
St Paul preferred. C3J
Sch Col Eddy, Day, Boston-W H Preble.
Wabash.
6
Sch Albert Jameson, Candage, Kocklaud—J NickChicago & Rock Island
107|
ersoD.
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 21$
The following were the quotations tor Pacific RailMEMO RANDA.
road securities:
Sch Panama, Mazrall, from Ellsworth for Boston,
Central Pacific bonds iut.
1043
with box sliooks, went ashore on Fly’s Island, near
Union Pacific do. 1033
Ellsworth, 5th Inst, where sho remained. A trig,
Union Pacific land grants. pm
with a iigl ter, went to her as? is lance witn the expecSinking Funds .. 933
of getting the ves-sel o.i niter removing pari of
tation
Missouri Pacific.
ant
the cargo. Damage not reported.
Allan tic jc raciiic, preferred.
uj
ruikh
me
Dui’xsiiori nil
r*if<uuiuy
inst. and considerable damage was done inside. The
was
out
an
at
engine
fire
Bucksport.
put
by
Providence Prh'l Clothe Market.
PnoviDEJtCK. September 9.—The printing cloths
DOJI ENT IT POUT*.
dull with a declining tendency; quotations are reSAN FRANCISCO—Sid 7th, ship Columbus, Bleduced to 51o for 04 x 64's best standard and extra
then. Liverpool.
goods.
PASCAGOULA—CM 2d, brig E II 'Williams, Coggin- Mntanzas.
Chicago rattle Market.
PENSACOLA—Cld 1st, sell N A Farwell, Dizer.
Chicago, September 9—Cattle—receipts2800 head;
New Haven.
‘"5SS
market fairly active under a scarce supply; sales of
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 3d. brig Ernest, Slnnett,
extra steers at G 40 @ G 75; oo m in on to good at 3 GO a;
Sngua: sch Mabel F Staples, Burred. New York.
5 50; lexans at 2 75 @ 3 73; choice sold at G 00; shinWILMINGTON—Cld 7th, sch Telumab. Fossett,
ernments

A.’ M.))

_

foreign.

Adopted.
AMERICA.

SOUTH
for Governor.

Erie, Pa., Sept. 9.—The Democratic convention met at 11 o’clock and voted not to proceed
to the nomination of governor and treasurer.
A motion was made to adjourn till the committee on resolutions had time to agree on a report. The motion was lost and a motion to
reconsider was made and indefinitely postponed.
Persistent efforts are being made to commit
the convention to a more positive inflation resolution.
At one o’clock the convention adjourned till
three p. m.
The platform was agreed upon in the committee at a late hour last night, but by a majority of but one. The currency plank is so
distasteful to the miuority, that they threaten
to bring in a separate report and have the difference settled in open convention. The fear of
such action has prevented the presentation of
the majority report to ilie convention, and an
adjournment was bad to afford an opportunity
tor a harmonious compromise.
The delegates
generally express the opiniuu lhat a discussion
of the financial resolution m open conventon
would be exceedingly unwise and every effort
will be made to have the minority report suppressed.
Erie, Sept. 9.—On re-asserabling at 3 p. m.,
the committee on resolutions reported the following platform:
That we hereby declare our unfaltering devotion to the fundamental principles of Demo
cratic government as enunciated by Thomas

Jefferson in his first inaugural address, to wit:
Equal and exact justice to all men of whatso-

persuasion, religious

or

or

political;

the sqpport of the state governments in all
their rights as the most competent administration for our domestic concerns and the surest
bulwark against aati-Republicau t-udeucies;
the|supremacy of the civil over military authority; economy as to public expense that labor may be lightly bu-dened; the bones!, payment of our just debts and the sac:eil preservation of the public faith; freedom of religi ju;
freedom of the press; freedom of person uuder
the protection of the great writ of habeas
corpus and trial by jurors impartially selected.
Seven li—That the contraction of the money
currency and circulating medium heretofore
made by the Republican party and the further
contraction proposed by it, with a view to a
forced resumption of specie payments, has
already brought disaster to the business of the
country, and threatens general bankruptcy.
We demand that this policy be abandoned, aud
that the volume be made and kept equal to the
wants of trade, leaving the restoration of legal
tenders to par in gold to be brought about by
nromoting the industries of the people, and not
by destroying them.
Eighth—That the policy already initiated by
the Republican party of abolishing legal tenders
and giving the national banks the power to
furnish all the currency, will increase the power
of an already dangerous monopoly and the
enormous burdens now oppressing the people
without compensating advantage, aud that all
the national Bank circulation be promptly and
permanently retired, and that full legal tenders
be issued in their place.
Ninth—Thitthe public interest demands that
iuo;

guvciuiucub

ouuuiu

ueuae

iu uisueuib

ns

own money and should make legal tenders receivat'le for all public dues except where respect for the obligation ot contracts requires
payment in coin.
Tenth—The extinction of the present national banks and the establishment in their stead
of a system of free banks of discount and deposits under such regulations as the states.respectively may prescribe, and that no paper
money except such as may be issued directly
upon the faith of the federal government, affording practically a currency based on the gold
and silver and the other pro; erty of the whole
people of the country.
The remaining resolutions charge the depression and suffering in business and employment
upon the Republicans; they favor an economical administration of the federal and state governments so that the people he relieved from
burdensome taxation;
d^ouoce the conduct
of the present state treasurer as deserving of
severest condemnation, and assert that the
condition of the treasuiy demands investigation ; they arraign the leaders of the Republican party for extravagant expenditures and
profligate waste of the people’s money; for
corruption and peculation and contempt of
constitutional obligations, etc
and cordially
invite the Liberal Republicans and other men
without regard to past party associations to
cooperate with them in expelling them from
power.
It was moved to adopt the resolutions as a
whole without debate.
Mr. Sowden of Lehigh got the floor, but as
soon as it was apparent that be proposed offering an amendment to the currency plauk his
voice was drowned in the uproar.
The previous question was demanded, but
amid cries of '‘free spaecb, no gag,” etc., he
was allowed to proceed with his remarks.
He
spoke decidedly in favor of hard money and
said it was a good old Democratic doctrine.
Mr. Hughes of Schuylkill, chairman on the
resolutions, defended the platform as reported.
He moved that Snowden’s amendment be laid
on the table.
Lost.
Mi. Snowden took the floor again amidst
considerable confusion. He moved to strike
out eectious 7, 8, 9 and 10, and snbstituting the
financial resolutions in last year’s Pennsylvania Democratic platform, which- called for
oarlii oimnia

pacnmntlnn

lint niiilau

o

null

f.-.i*

the question no attention was paid to Suowden’s
motion and the resolution was adopted as originally read.
Convention then proceeded to the nomination
of a candidate for governor. There were eight
candidates. On tho second ballot the vote
stood as follows: Barr 48, Bigler A3, Ross 45,
Pershing 30, Jenks 10, Noyes 45, Monaghau 5—
no choice
m., when the Associated Press office closed, nothing further had been received.]
Comments of the Press on the Saratoga
Convention.
New York, Sept. 9.—Tho Tribune says of
the Republican convention and its candidates:
“Saratoga yesterday wai Horace Greeley’s vindication.” It thinks tne platform and candidates however could be improved upon.
The Sun says the ticket is one that the Dem
ocrats can easily beat.
The Times says, “The candidates are good
and the platform excellent, and win or lose in
November we shall never have anything to be
ashamed of in what was done yesterday at
Saratoga.” It says the bugbear of a third
term is put aside, and it doubts if the Democrats dare pass a resolution on the public
school questioo, similar to that in the Republi-

[At 2.20

can

a.

platform.

The Herald does not like any of tho resolutions. It says that the ticket is respectaole,
but not strong, and that the whole proceedings
of the convention have the impress of weakness.

Jlassachasett. Ctsvcruorsbip.
Boston, Sept. 9.—Pursuant to call a large
meeting of Republicans lavoring the nomination of Alexander H. Rice for Governor, was
held this afternoon at Mechanics Hall.
Resolutions were adopted presenting him to the
convention.
Tho
canvass
is now
nominating
narrowed to Rice and Geo. B. Loring, and the
friends of each are confident of controlling the
convention on the 29 th.
The

THE INDIANS.
Favor of Selling the Black
Hill*.
Red Cloud Agency, Sept. 7, via Fort Laramie, Sept. 8.—Major Bingham of the Cheyeune Agency, Major
Burke, of tho Vandingo
Rock Agency, and Maj'or Howard, of the Spotted Tail Agency, yesterday endeavored to bring
the Indians encamped there to this agency to
hold a counoil here.
It is understood there is Considerable dissatisfaction among the Indians there on account of
Red Dog

tllD fqi'ilirn rtf

tllft

on

m m

ocintiuru

In

nn

to

Creek to hold a council according to a previous understanding, this creek being half way
between the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail Agency.
Under the circumstauces uothing can be done
until the return of these agents, which will be
about the last of the week.
Red Dog came in to day and had a little informal talk with the commissioners.
He faBlack Hills, and will have
vors a sale of the
more influence with his people than Red Cloud,
(latheringof the Lodges at Red Cloud
Agency.
A despatch from the Red Cloud Agency dated on the 8th inst., says the sub-commission
employed “Young Man Afraid of the Horses,”
an influential chief, to go to Powder and
Tongue
rivers to bring in the wild bands. He performed the service, and two hundred lodges are
here.
They were promised for this service
horses and equipments. One hundred horses
will bo required to meet this obligation. The
Ogallalas will require a speedy compliance with
the promise before euteriug toe council for tbe
purchase of the Black Hills.
The agents have telegraphed the Commission
er of Indian Affairs for authority to give this
assurance, and the department has telegraphed
that the authority will be giveu.
The Troubles in Nevada [Probably Exag-

gerated.

from the seat of the Indian out'
break in Nevada, indicate that the trouble is
probably exaggerated, but troops are*§0103 to
the spot.

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
Ouc Road—Several
Rilled.
CnicAO.o, Sept. 9.—Three accidents occurred
on the Chicago & Northwestern
Railroad last
night. A severe rainstorm was the cause. At
Lawreuce a bridge was washed away, and the
express passenger train which leaves Chicago
at 9.45 p. m. jumped the track.
The engine,
baggage, express and second c'ass cars were
precipitated down an embankment. The bag
gage master, newsboy, engineer and ouc pa
seiiger were killed, and four passengers tari
ously injured. The same storm washed nut a
culvert near Harvard, 111., causing an accident
toa freight traiu. A culvert was washed out
two miles from Chapier and a freight train ran
into the gap, killiog the engineer and fireman.
011

Persons

E'egated

The War between Bolivia and Colombia.
New York, Sept. 9.—Panama dates of
August 31st state that Capt. Simpson of the
gunboat Omaha prevailed ou the American
Consul at Colon to protest against the lending
of 50,000 rifles belonging to the Bolivia governraenl on the ground that they were to be used
against the Colombian government, but subse
quently withdrew his objection and the arms
The war continues between
were forwarded.
Bolivia and Magdalena and if the latter falls,
the scene will be removed to Panama
There
Is virtually uo federal government, as Pauaira
at
that
does not recognize
Bogota. There is
considerable uneasiness on the Isthmus. The
President of Panama has issued a decree declaring that the state is engaged in a war with
the national forces now invading Bolivia and
Magdalena, and calls for a forced loan of
8100,000. The English Consul has asked that a
war vessel be stationed at Aspiuwall.
A late arrival ou the 31st from Savanilla
stales that a treaty ha*been entered into between tho commanders of (lie national and
Several men-of-war of different
state troops.
nations are reported in trout of Buenos Avres
to bombard the town if foreigners are out_

raged.

Freni Ecnn.lor.
Advices from Ecuador state that the country
is quiet, hut how long it will remain so is
uncertain.
Dates from Peru of the 20tli, lift, announce
that Henry Meigg has recovered from a severe
sickness.
From Peru.
The elections for the presidency of Peru give
rise to frequent disturbances. The partisans of
Gen. Prado and Admiral Montero never meet
but they have a bloody light. There have been
desperate street fights lately in Lima and
Callao. With respect io the woman who took
part in the affair at Sau Miguel the Baleta
says: "These infernal furies excited the men
to commit all kinds of excesses, aud were parfifMilurlv ilistiiKTiiisIiofl fur

..

and rnhlinr-Aa

robbing lamilies that formerly employed
them, and from whom they received many
favors. The banditti iu San Migue! dispersed
even

in all directions. Almost all the arms taken
from the barracks were recovered. The value
of goods found amounts to about. $100,000. On
the 27th ult. au orgauizaiiou was set ou foot
for the pursuit and trial of ciiinitials. Patrols
have spread through the lowu< aud valleys in
search of the baudils. Matty of the latter
have been captured and their leaders shot.
Ou the 28th of June 15 rebels wore shot and
some 80 executed.

men Is

remove to

MINOR riil.liiJIUJlS,

Sir Charles Dilke, of the English Parliament,
arrived in New York Wednesday, and left last
evening for San Francisco and Japan.

proved.

A Lon" Branch despatch
organist of a New York

nuu auuio

uujo

ins

ui

states that while

Episcopal church,
wcic

uuun,

u

selection from the Messiah in the parlor of a
hotel, Wednesday evening, a Catholic priest
named Father McMahon told them to stop or
he would put them cut, as lie would have no
such singing as that in the house. The. guests,
however, insisted upon its c ntinuance, and
hissed and hooted the interfering priest, who
retired in disgust.

Steamships Colon aud Claribel have arrived
at

New York.

The Webster House at Marshfield,
burned Wednesday night.

1

Mass,

was

The regents of the State University of California have elected I). O. Mills treasurer, vice
Ralston, deceased. The university will lose
nothing by the failure.
Burglars broke into the safe of one of the
ticket offices at the depot in Springfield, Mass.,'
Wednesday night, aud robbed it of $1000. of
which $1000 was the personal property of John
C. Mclutosh, the ticket agent.
Patrick Boyle has been arrested in New York
for kicking his wife insensible, and then throw
ingheroucof a two-story window. She will
die.
TheUuion Lumbering Comniny of Chippewa Valley, Wis.. has suspended with liabilities of $050,000. The assets, according to the
statement of the President, are over twice that
amount.
A train on the Fitchburg road Wednesday
night ran over the team of Geo. Smith, near
Waltham, Mass killing the burses, and injuring Mr. Smith, perhaps fatally.
W. R. Cumming & Co. of Baltimore, tiour
and grain dealers, have suspended.
Their
liabilities are not slated, hut it is believed they
will uot exceed $50,000.
Chief Justice Barnard has decided that exCity Treasurer Sprague of Brooklyu is not
entitled to recover from Brooklyu certain bonds
and mortgages held to indemnify that city for
the defalcations of said Sprague, but that
Brooklyn is entitled to judgment with costs.
Edward Lee, aged three, aud Lewis Masser,
aged five, were buried m a sand bank at Coucord, N. H., yesterday, aud killed.
Cant. Thomas Card, aged 100, died in Dover,
N. H., yesterday. He was the oldest man in
the state.
It is stated that Geu. Spinner declined the
nomination for Comptroller of New York.
An extensive raid has been made on counterfeiters in Alabama aud Tennessee.
Forest fires are raging in the viciuity of Masfipna.

"NT. V.

Four story brick

street, Boston,
$7000.
At

Mystic

was

building,

burned

43 and

45 High
Loss
yesterday.

Park next

Tuesday tlie stallion
championship shirt and $10,000
comes off;
on Wednesday there will
bo two
races for $2000 and $1000, and Friday Goldsmith Maid will take her leave of the turf by
race

for tbe

trying

to

$2000.

beat bet time of 2 14 (or a purse of

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, s.hs M M Pole, StratMayaguez: Mntanzas. Hammond, Calais.
Ar7th, sch Mary D Haskell, launders, Boston.
At Chester 8tb, bng S J Gilmore, Clifford, from

Newcastle—Passed down 71 h, sebs Owen P Hinds,
tor Portland; Carrie M Richardson, for Barbadoes;
Clara Fletcher, for Boston; Jas W Brown, for Portsmouth.
NEW FORK—Ar. 7th brigs Nellie, Higgins, from
St Croix: ( barlotte Buck. Briggs. Havana: schs Marv A Wi liam. Austin, Port au Prince; Hamburg.
Hall Naguabo PR; Mansfield, Acborn. Virginia;
Robt Foster. Foster. Providence; F A Pike. Patterson. and Redondo, do; N& H Gonhl.Wixon Boston;
Zelia. Hallowed. Trescott. Me; Georgia, Whitney,
and Union. Matthews, Bangor.
Ar 9 1i, ship St John Smith. York, Liverpool/to
load for San Francisco: seb Majy A Holt, Higgins,
Porto Oabcllo; Nettie Walker,jDuuu, Miragoaue.
Cld 7th. schs Maggie L> Jars ton, Hooper, for Vera
Cruz: L P Mallory, Stetson. Middletown, Ct.
Cld 8th, brig Orbit, Nash, Santander; schs Nellie F
lawyer. Getchell, lor Port Johnson ; Kendusseag,
Wyatt. Jacksonville.
Passed through Hell Gate 7th schs Casco Lodge.
Pierce, tm Hob.»!ren tor Yarmouth: Richmond, from
Rondout tor Hallowed; William Mitchell, from Port
Johnson for Boston; N Jones, from New York lor
Maehias.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch Olive Crosby. Hutch
it)son, from Pensacola.
VINEYA Uil-H AVEN—Ar 7th. brig Lizabel.Chapinan Baltimore for Bosion. Kaluna. Roberts, Salem
foi Philadelphia; schs Seth M Todd. Norwood, Montego Bay, Ja, for Boston; Korer, Dunliam, Virginia
for Bath: C W Dexter. Dun ton, AmboFtor Hallowell : Florida, Thomp-on, fra Bangor for New York;
oritte,

at 12

75@

12 80

on

Wholesale market*.

rve.

call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was higher at 1 13| seller September; 1
10$ for seller
October. Corn tinner at 57c seller for September; 57$
seller October. Oats higher at 35$c seller
September;
33$c seller October. Pork unchanged. Lard easier
at 12 75 cash;‘12 75 @ 12 80 seller for October.
Toledo, Sept. 9.—Flour steady with a moderate
demand. Wheat is in fair demand and lower rates;
No 3 White Wabash at 1 27$; No 1 White
Michigan
1 28; No 2 at l 15; old do 1 40; Amber Michigan at
1 26; seller September 1 36$; I 28$ for seller October ;
seller November 1 30; old 1 30; No 2 Red Winter at
1 26; old do 1 3o. Corn is dull; high Mixed at 63$c;
seller October 64o; no grade 59c.
Oats are quiet and
firm; Mo 2 cash old 39a$; seller October 40c.
Freights uominal—Wheat to Bnfiulo dull at 2; to
Oswego at 5; Kingston 4$.
Receipts for two days—3000 bbls flour,30,0;)0 busKof
Wheat, 23,000 Push corn, 7,000 bush Oats.
Detroit, September 9.—Flour is steady and unchanged ; White Wheat extra at 6 59 @ 6 75.
vvneat
is dull and heavy; extra at 130$ bid'; No 1 Whitt*
tvnirc rail al I
niicnigau m J<t; ->»
20J; Amber
Micliiiiau at 1 -.’a. Corn (lull ai»J nominal ;No 1 Mixed anile. Oat« steady ami in fair demand; White
Western Michigan He; Eo I Mixed mane. Earley

Foreign Exports.
HAVANA.
heads.

Brig

M A

Berry—1318 shooks and

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—58 this fish
package merchandise to J \V
Liscomb, 1 case brandy to Jno

to Curtis & Davis, 1
Jones, 1 boat to J F
Burnham.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
The following were receipts by the Gran 1 Trunk
Railroad—Howes, Hilton & Tarbox 63 bbls flour. J F
Randall 300 do, John Rand til & Co 400 do, G A Hunt
400 do and 200 half do, D W Coolidge 300 do and l ear
corn, J Burbridge 200 bbls flour, Marshall & llsley
*ifj

uuin

Railroad.50j @ 5u4
Eastern Railroad..

1 50 q, 1 52

redemption

done f order.

_____

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. i. HAK KOI'K. ‘130 Pore Street, Cor. ol
I1 row. Portland.

Photographers.
A. a.

I.

P

T?

Plumbers.

Portland. Me.

ma27sndtf

Rooters.
N. McCOY .V CO., AS Spring street.

A.

Inhalation.

Real Estate Agents.

JOHN C. PROCTER, N». ®3 Exchange
Street.

Diphtheritic,

Ten Thousand Superior Quality
Cabargas Cigars.
ju?t receive ! direct fr- ru Havana, and for sile at
wholesale and letail by
W. \V. WIIIPPI.K A CO., Importer a,

aug28sndif

AI iRnrkrt

Nqunre.

GUNS
Breech noii Muzzle Loading. Kifleti, Revol*er«, Finhiug Tackle for Trout,
Pickerel, and Mmelt, Nporliny nod
Blaming Powder at Wholesale
and Retail. and anruiuuitiou
of all kiuds.

7 Shot Revolver anti 100 Cartridges $.».
Repairing ot all kind*.

Stair Builder.
B. P. I IHHV, l.o. ‘13*4 Pore
Cro«M HI., in Deleno’s mill.

«.

9.-

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Piease tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PKESS, the circulation of which, per mouth, exceeds 100.000

LEA

& PERRINS"
is tbc only GGftUlft'E

WORCK9TER9HIUE SAUCE.

is dull ami

selO

snlawFGin

BOARD

OF TRADE CLAMBAKE.

Goutkmcn

wishing to attend the Clara-Bake
tendered t« the Nashua aud Worcester City Governments and Boards of Tiade,can obtain tickets of Mr.
Ring, at Merchants’ Exchange Reading Room, and
of the Board of Trade Committee.
Per order of Committee.
sep7sndtf

Cotton irregular;Middling

European iiarkets.
London, September 9.—12.30 P M—Consols 94 9-16
for money and aceouut.
9—12.30 P. M.—American

A

*e-

urties—Erie
Liverpool, September 9—12.30 P. M. -Cotton
dull and easier; Middling up'ands at 7 l.-16d: do Or16.

export.

speak

l.\

mylTsndtf
Sufferers from dropsy and kidney disease
be cured by using Hunt's Remedy, the great kidney medicine, purely vegetable aud used daily by
cur best physicians in their practice.
scSeod&wlw

3.

F

IM M!UIL L

POUTLAMJ AM) BOSTON

can

C'iianao

STEAMEIts!

of Time

On and after MONDAY", SEPT. 13ih, the steamers
of this line will leave Boston at 5 o’clock p. nz.
and Portland at 7 o’clock p m.
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent.
dtscl3sn

In this city. Sept, 9. by Rev. Geo. W. BiekDell
ThaddeuB *i. Noble of Deeriog and Miss Berta Evans
of Portland.
At Cumberland Mills Sept. 8. by Rev. Addison
Blanchard, at the parsonage, Philip A. DeCreney and

can

KI'.AD, READ, HEAD.
In Hie past winter I had a very l»ad cold and one
bottle of WAV’s 4
SYKIIP OF
■ cured me.
It works the quickest
and lies; of any Medicine 1 ever tried.
WM. (4. UEAD, 7 Chapel Street.

DIED.

Tord and, August 6, X875.

Yarmouth. Sent. 2, Mr. Geo. \V. Springer, aged
77 v :u hi days.
(.Massachusetts and New Hampshire papers please copy, j
in Turner, Sept.4, Mr Stephen Bray, aged 77 yrs.
Ih Village of Sing Sing, N. Y., Sent 4. at, the residence of her brother-in law, Edward Everett. Elizabeth M B 1 lings Remains conveyed to Scarboro for
fu

c. way &

*>

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. V.

IMRTI'KF «»F STFAtl^IHPS.
Iron.
For
Hate.
.New York..Huytl, Arc.Sept 11
Prussian.Quebec.... Liverpool. ..Sept 11
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Sept 11
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 11
Bncanfc... .». .New York..Liverpool
Sept U
...

find

on our

counters

OF

—

Newest

and

m:i22

sntf

l>«. BIC^ELL’S SYRUP,
E^Sold by all Druggists for the cure of Bowed or
Complaints, Dysentery, liiarrlicea, Cholera
Morbus, Colie, &c,is purely vegetable, without a
particle of cpiate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic,
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give immediate relief. X»repared only by Edward Sutton, of
Providence, It, I.
jy23sft?ia
Summer

KEITH.

A.

Watches, Jewelry, &e.
A.W. & H. II. MCOCEEEE.Car. MIdd
Ac I'uion Nu.

Ahead

e

I'siial!

as

Leaders We Have None. Followers Many.
on

Saturday, Sept. 11,

OF

LOWEST

THE

AT THE

& Children’s

—

OF

Styles

PRICES.

Boys’ and Chilto’s Clothing a Specialty!
the

styles in
Contcr, Double Breasted Sack and
Embroidered Suits
All

in ages

new

Fancy

from 3 to 12 years.

Give us a call and prove this fact-That we
and will Boll Clothing as cheap as the cheapest.

CLOTHING.
For the past month we hare been in
the maiket purchasing al! the

New

482 & 484 Congress St.,
PKEB3.E

READY MADE

can

Orin Hawkes & Co.,
OPPOSITE

Designs,
Novelties,
Specialties,

HOUSE.

se2d&w4m36

WATER PIPE
a

specialty.

m£

Welded.

Lap

—

mss,
Iron

Wrought

WATER

PIPE,

Fourteen Inches diameter;
feet.
Capable of £u*iaining a Preassure of
1,0 O lbs. to tbc Square Inch.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

National Tube Works

8 PEMBERTON
and

Co.,

We have succeeded far bryond our expectations, and can now safely say that
wecau show by far the LARGEST and
FINEST Assortment of READY MADE
CLOTHING ever Exhibited in this State,

SQUARE, BOSTON, MASS,

We can both lit and please from the

McK.cc* port, Penn.

SMALLEST BOY
-TO THE—

WARRANTED.
by our Patent Sleeve Coup-

connected

lings, proventing all leakage.

Specimens can be seen aud obtained on anplication.
au!8WMF3m

“Nobby and Cheap.”

We otfVr a lot of Cadies’ pure Silk
Pock t Handkerchief* with the popular
Cardinal and Nary Rlue borders at 43c.
Alas nu elegant auortment of Hash aud
Plain Ribbon* in all the new shade* at un-

usually

low

price*.

50 Doz. Silk Ties,

LARGEST

MTAINT.

Our sizes range from 2 12 Years old
to sizes to fit men weighing 300 pounds.
We cordially invite the entire population to call and examine our elothing.

We do not ask you to

buy.

We only ask that you examice our
Goods and compute our prices with
other dealers.

OUR. ME PHOD
—IS—

Full length aud all the new shades at

33

—

At Prices way below the Lowest.

INDESTRUCTABLE ENAMEL
aTe

Axn

BARGAINS.

GREAT

COATED WI TH AN

Joints

4nuuai

US, BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S

—

LOW

our

o

every description of

Nobbiest

—

cents.

piece new and elegant patterns of
Hamburg* at price* from *40 to 63 1-1

too
flue

cent* per

yard.
Examiuatioa of abore solicited.

OWEN
janl4

dtf

CEUTS

lor

DON T FORGET THE OPENING

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,
Peoples’ Clothiers,

EACH.

233

We give you the

Congress St.

OFFICE OF ISAAC GREGG, JR., & CO.,

REOICKIi
—

RATES

TO

—

Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

South Fourth St., Philadelphia.

St»tt tempered clay of strong or weak qualities is
worked by it, and the Bricks are haokc 1 up for drying directly from the maclrne.
This machine is very simple of construction.
It
can be managed as easily as a hand-press, the umuldr*
being ted separately aud by band labor. It produces
STRETCHERS and PAVING BRICKS equal to aur*
manufactured by hand, andcau be adjusted to mould
FRONT BRICKS tor repressing.
Circulars giving
full particulars will be forwarded to anv address bv
application as above. Orders are solicited, and ail
machines warranted to perform as represented.

ISAAC! GRbOG, Jr„ A CO

TO

—

Worcester, Springfield. Hartford,
Haven. New
York. Philadelphia,
Washington at

The undersigned are now manufacturing, and have
for sale, their Universal Brick Machine, oi the various capacities, as follows:—
Size No. 1, capacity 6,000 Bricks per day, Price $1,000
*•
Size No. 2,
10,LOO
Price $1,500
Size No. 3.
Price $2,000
20,000
Size No. 4,
30.000
Price $2,300

New
naif

reel union

a

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augus'a and Bang >r less Ilian regular fare.
BOAT TICKCTS.

dOSIOT

ROLLINS, LORIN’G & ADAMS,
■To. Si

Girhangr Slirrt, Cortland,
Jv3.ltt

AYEITA,
—OR—

O A T E X

GIIIT S.

Superior loOat Meal; entirely free from all bitter
taste. Give It one trial and let it staud cn its own
merits.

For sale by grocers generally.

LUNT

BROTHERS,

28 SOUTH

Privileges in

01 w

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

Gregg Brick Machine.

Invested in Stock

ST.,

si‘0_

juOistt

108

MIDDLE
PORTLAND.

Genuine_Article.
Charles Custis& Co.,
493

Childrcu eau purchase as Cheap as
Adults. '1 he Fairness of our System all

SATURDAY SEPT. 11.

COLLARS & CUFFS
3

or

people praise.

!

Troy Laundry

Exchanged

Money Refunded.

«STMOORE,

Laundricd

—A*d—

Goods

CONGRESS STREET,CORNER BROWN.

STRUCT,

New York Cily.
*=ci>l

Wall St.,

.Hu

_

leads to many ihouennd* of dollar* profit*.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation
prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

Maine Central 7 per cent. Congo's.
TRICE 95 AX D ACCRUED I NT.

Yew York Stock Exchange,

Klatcuicnt of the

mailed fret to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FROTHINGHAM <& CO.,
Banters and Brokers,
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

..
Operating expenses...
."

ma26

Gloss
Net

Portland Municipal 6's.
Portland Aid of Railroad 6
Aud other Good Seeuritief, by

accost..

Leases rents,
rents
i^ane.,

_deodly

Treasurer for the vflB.

Ending Dec. 31, 1S74.
Interest

Bond* for Sale.

j2

«wr, fix'

et

ew.

-ii

86,881 50

earnings.*2®Si «

earnings.

AppMcations for IL>n<i^
s.

SWA* A BABIRH1TT
200 3VEic3.ca.lo St.
anu-i_uoOtf

Corner Myrtle and Cumberland St*.

|
Sanu%
Atlas..

MERRILL.

Clotliing

CO-,

interment.
If?

WANT

Hen’s, Youths’, Boys’

t__

Miss Rosa A. Brown, both ol Burl laud.

cor.

maple

A. A. MEKRII.I. /k CO., Hitt Middle St.

We propose to inaugurate

CARD

for themselves.

A

EVERYBODY

jy7eod24t

To the public or those wanting a Refrigerator. 1
have not time myself aud do not, employ agents to
mu rouud and dium up Customers, but sells
my
Goods at Manufacturer-prices, and will simply say
it they will call at Howell •& Morse’s. 20 Market
Square, and see mv Refrigerator in full opperation
ourore Duving, it-wm oe to tucir auvantage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and

Mtreel*

Vork

Be it therefore known that

•

September

Cor.

Ia. IXOOPKII,
Street*.

T. B. Bi WIM, Portland, Me.,
Cor. Federal and Temple Sts.
apr26sneocI6m

mi

Its eftect upon the siomach and boweis is such as to
the regular discharge ot the functions named
prevent absfr ctiou or vitiation of ihe biliarv
fluid—iu other words, to secure entire co-operation
with the liver.

New Orleans. September 9 —Cotton uuiet; Middling uplands at 13Jc.
New York, September 9.—Cotton weak and ir-

regular.
Mobile,September
uplands at 13 © 13Jc.

I.AMSON, ISA Middle St.,car. Croat.

JAMES MII.EEK, N®. 01 Federal Street

A great amount of suffering may be prevented
by the use of Dr. Morse’s Medicated Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give
telief in a tew
a
minutes. It is a sure preventive of
disease which has caused so much anguisn and beIt arrests
reavement
It renders breathing easy.
the progress of disease in ihe lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs life ami keeps the patient comfortable iu hopeless ca-es, and effects cures
in curable cases.
C. MOUSE, M. D..
au7snd«&w3m
73 Free St., Portland Me.

and

Buffalo 24; Wheat to BufCotton

Ac CO., N«. SO Middle Street.

A. S. it A VIS

Prepared only by A. G. SCHI.OTTER BECK &
Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street.

ensure

uplands 13£c.

New York Ntock and Uloiicrriarkrt,
New York, September 9—Evening.—'The Money
imirket is unchanged for call loans, which were ea-y
at lj @ pei cent ; prime discouns 5 @ 6 per cent.
Applications from merchants for discounts were
smaller than usual, owing to a reform in the method
of transacting business in shape of close approach io
such system. Fall trade in mercantile circles i« on
the Increase, snd in dry goods and other manufactured articles the distribution from this poiut .s quite
active in some some quarters.
Foreign Exchange was weak and unsettled at 462
& 482$ tor bankers GO days bills and 465 for deniaud
Commercial bills are quo ed at 477 w 481. Gold at
ll-H, advanced to 1156. closing at latter price, lhe
rates paid tor borrowing were 7, 8 and G per «-ent. per
diem and 1-32, 1-04 and 3-G4 p*' cent, per diem, l he
clearings at the Gold Exchange Bank were $29,408,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day #43,009 on account of interest amt $30,wq in

1.

Popular Error Corrected
absurd but very common error to suppose
that a disordered condition of the liver can be remedied by a simple cathartic. Such is, however, far
fr 'in being the case. Cathartics do not touch the
liver at all. It is ouly wheu (as in the case of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters) the laxative principle is
combined with tonic and stimulative elements, that
the great secretive gland is directly acted upon. The
Bitters, although sufficiently laxative to relieve the
bowel-, moderately, do not owe their anti-bilious
ettects to purgation merely, but to their power of
rousing the liver from its inaction and imcelling it
to secrete an-i distribute the bile in sufficient quantities for the purpose-of dig stion and evacuation.

MARRIED.

Railroad..

■

A

Charleston, September
easier; Middling up 1 unis al 13g
Savannah, September 9.-Cotton quiet; Middling

_

Boston & Maine
Eastern

to

9

am

Furniture— Wholesale and Retail.

remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
and Eruptions from the
fresh and imparting to it

One door above Brown.

• ?.

WAITER COKEY & CO., Arcade, Na,
IS Free ntreet.
ttEOBGK A. \VU!TIVEV, Wo. 50 Kxcfcnuge Hu
tphAlaterisK ef mil kind*

FRICK FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

It is an

at 6 25 @ 8 00.
75© 125; old 1 25 © —. CornOats at 40© 43c;
59c; White 60c

Freights—Com

Tue & Co.

Boston Stock Jjfst.
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Sept, 9.
Union Pacific Railroad Gs.1021

1

SPOKEN.

uuui.cillr-

dan & Co 100 do, Josselyn & Co 100 do. W L Alden
100 do, J B Fiske 100 do, King <& Gilman 200 do,
Shaw, H, «& Carney 100 do, Sumner & Curry loo do,
Dodge & Co 100 do, Marr & 1’rue SO do, S S Borden
100 do, Harris & Littlefield 100 do, Harmon & Co
100 do.
By water conveyance—1000 busli cormneal to G W

VO

Indianapolis, September 9.—Flour

Wheat—Red new
Ear 53c; Shelled
old 55c.

speculation

WHITNEY * MEANS, Pearl Street,
poaitf Park.

Moth, Blotches, Frec kles
Skin, rendering it soft aud
a MARBLE PURITY.

From One-halt Inch to
in lengths from 16 to 20

Aug 30, lat 50, Ion 38. ship Reunion, Curtis, from
Havre for New Yon*.
Sept 2 uo lat. «fcc. brig Nellie Gay, from New York
for Porto Rico, three days out.

Shipments for two days-1000 bids flour, 11,000 bosh
wheat,030,000 hush com, 3,000 do oats, 3000 bush barley.
Sr Loui9, September 9 —Flour—low grades
ranging 4 25 @ 5 25 and wanted; other grades dul .vVhf.it

London.

sure

Baltimore: Lizzie Carr, Teel. Philadelphia; Saarbrnck. Snermao, Hoboken: Ximena, Huntley, from
Machias: Commonwealth. Gross, and Mary A, West,
Rockland: Emma Hotchkiss, Aliev, Bath; Citizen,
Allen Portland;*Belle, Dnnron. Westport.
Below, schs Kva C Yares. Mott-Haven, Cathie C
Berry, Mercy T Trundy. Gertrude R Smith.
ArDth, brig Lizabel,Chapman. Baltimore; sch A J
Fabens, tm St Domiugo. J; Seth M Todd. Noiwood,
Jamaica: 0 C Berry. Seavy, and Maggie A Fisk,
Biker. Baltimore; Georgia Coffin. Philadelphia;
Mercv T Trundy. Crowley, do; Angola, Wooster.and
Laurel, Bennett, Sullivan; Buena Vista, Bines, from
Wiscasset.
Cld 9tli. sch H H Fisk. Wixon. Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 7th. schs J W Woodrutt, Haskell,and
Sedona. Bawley, Port Johnson; R W Dpnham, Deukam Bowdoinbam.
PORTSMt)UTH—Ar 7th, sch Decora, Thompson,
Philadelphia: Volant Dodge.New York; JasO’Donohue. Warren. Philade'/hia.
KFNNEBP '.K PORT—Ar 9th, sch H B Diverty,
Nickerscn. Philadelphia.

\1..U.nnA

ley.

falo 2J.

_

Carpenters and Builders.

Scliiotterbeck's Moth aud Freckle Lotion.

sea

lard, Thompson. Southport for North Bay.
Ar ar Wiudsor, NS, 7th iost, sch Congress. York,
Portland, (and sld 8tli for New York.
Ar at St John. NB, 6th,
barque Arabia, Eaton,
Rockland; sch Aurora Borealis, Portland.
Cli 7th, ship A S Davis, Ford, Liverpool.

ia Ilrmor and hel l higher; State a'
I02is>102J.
Receipta for two days—10U0 olils dour, 35.1.00 bnsl,
wheat. 0000 onaU corn,4000 bush oais, 3uOG buah bur-

Lake

Street.

Caucuses.
Elizabeth.—The Kepublicaus of Cape
Elizabeth, ate requested to meet at the Town House
in 6aid town, on SAT UK DAY, September 11th, at
4 o’clock p. m., tor the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative to the Legislature, and
to choose a town Committee.
Per Older of the Town Rep. Committee.
Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 7, 1875._sep7d4t

Ar 8th, sobs R H Daley, Crocker, Hoboken; Trenton. Wall. Calais.
Sid 7th. schs W H DeWitt. Trowant, Bristol; 8th,

—

at 118.

Portland

»*

FOKfilCN PORTS.

seller October; 1 52$ seller Nov mber; No 3 do at 1 30
© 1 304 ea.-h; l 31 £ Seiler October. Corn is inactive;
Selfer & Sods of Liverpool have suspended.
No 2 Mixe at 584c cash; 58c seder September; 53c
Liabilities $500,000.
seller for October. Oat- higher; No 2 at 35} © 353c
GeD. Jovellarhas resumed tbe ministry of
for cash; 35£c seller September; 3U|c se ler November. barley quiet and unchanged; No 2 Spring at
war, and Kivera tbe captaincy general of New
1 25; choice Wis. 1 27i © 1 30.
Rye is dull and lowCastile.
l er.
Whiskey is steady and unchanged at 119.
Sharkey, the murderer, has been banished
Receipts—4,000 Obis flour, 41,000 bush wheat, 5,000
from Cuba, and is to be landed ou the island of
bush corn, 14,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 1UU0
bush rye, 1680 hogs, 1660 cattle.
San DomiDgo.
A salute will be fired iu Providence to-day in
Cincinnati, September 9.—Pork steady at 21 25.
Lard is uuiet and steady: steam 122c; kettle at 131c.
honor of tbe anniversary of the battle of Lake
bulk Meats are quiet ml steauy; shoulders at 8$c;
Erie.
clear rib sides at 12gc; clear, sides at 124.
Bacon is
K. II. Drew and John Iloyt have been
quiet and steady; shoulders 9§c; clear rib 13§; clear
sides at 131c. llogs nil; quality of receipts poor;
arrested for attempting to throw a train on tbe
sales Stockers 6 10 .eg 6 50; light shippers at 7 00 <i>
Eastern railroad olf tbe track at Hamiltou,
7 50; good light and butchers at 7 75 © 8 00;
receipts
August 4.
2790; shipmeuis7'i0. Whiskey is qu«et and stea iy at

Thursday, September 9,—Tbe flour market is
looking very hopeful and dealers are very confident
of a fine fall trade. Refined sugars are still in good
demand. The export trade just now is brisk and
granulated sells quick at 11J aud Coflee C log.

m

ncwjHui.,

Ar at Vigo Aug 14, brig Carrie E Pickering, Torrey, New York.
Ar at Havre Aug 26, ship Scioto, Mitchell, fm New
Orleans.
Ar at Antwerp 5th inst, ship Suliote, Small, from
Baltimore.
Ar at Elsinore Aug 22, brigs Etta Whitmore.
for
Seville; 24th, Agenora, Prince, from New York for
Stettin.
Sid fra Gottenburg Aug 21, barque S R Lyman,
Pinkhaiu, North America.
Ar at Liverpool Aug 27, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings, New fork.
Ar at Gloucester Aug 27lh, brig T Remick, Rose,
New York.
Sid fm Hull Aug 28, ship S S Thomas, Eastman,
for Calais.
Ar at Penarth 8th inst, barque Lorena, Blanchard,
New York.
Arat Montevideo July 27th, barque Moonbeam,
Field, Newcastle. E.
Cld at Harbor Grace NF, Aug 24, sch S S McKown,
Coowav. Sydney.
Ar at Piciou Gib inst, sch Jos G Stover, Arey, from
Charlottetown

Shipments—3,000 bbls flour,73,000 bush wheat, 154.corn,39,0U0 busu oats,7(J00 ouab Larlev, 00,00

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

»isvasmi im

Watchman, Coombs, Lincolnvllle.
BOSTON—Ar 8»h. schs Cbas Sawyer Mullen, from
Miragoane; N J Miller, Harris, St Domingo; Thos N
Stone, Pitchpr. Georgetown: M A Wiley, Wiley,

000 bush
bush rve
m the

cash;

i«
No.

««, Printer’.
Ill
Exchange,
Exchange Ml.
gMAI.E & *nACKfORn,Stl.tj Plum

Cape

A sale and

Middle Street.

Co«x.e«. Ml.

Book Biuders.

,,!

Apply immediatelythrough Dr. E. B. JACKS<>X, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York.
oeS9*wly

Danversport.

spot; 12 80 seller October. Bulk Meats are quiet aud
steady; shoulders at 8§c; short rib middles at 12c;
.-horl clear middles at 12|.
Whiskey at 117$.
Receipts—4,000 bbls tloui, 46.000 bush wheat, 143,000 ousb com, 53.1)00 bush oats, 21.000 bush barley,

No 2 Red Winter at 1 52 for

ifi»ui

Drew, French, Bath for Jacksonville* C E Raymond,
Ki lley, P rtland tor New York.
Passed by. seb Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Portland
lor New Y«rk.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 7th, sch Chilion, Grant,

Chicago, September 9.--Flour is quiet and weak.
Is in flood demand and lower; No 1 Chicago
Spring at 1 13$ on &pot;t 13 for seller September;! ln$
tor seller October; 1 10 seller all the year; No 2 do
at l u5$ @ 1 06; rejected 96 @ 96$e.
oru is in fair
demand and lower; No 2 Mixed at 6$c on spot; 57c
seller October; 52$o seller November;rejected at 55$c.
Outs opened and closed dull at 35$c on spot; 34$c bid
seller for September; 33$c bid seller October;rejected
31 @ 31 $e. Barley linn at 1 12 on spot; 1 05$ seller
for October. Rye is steady and unchanged. Seeds—
commo to prime Timothy 2 On @ @ 2 50: Clover 8 00
@8 20. Pork is in fair demand and prices have
a ivanced at 21 50 on spot; 20 87$ seller for October.
lower

«*

V4?l'

„'-T_

Jamaica.

W heai

Lard in fair demand and

si,?

P

ton,

tichciu .UIAC'I
‘*>5'.q 4 iC JOr sail UOJ
76c for hi;h Mixed and Yellow Western; 71$ for
Western Mixed in store: 16,000 bush ot prime
Western Mixed last hall September at 75c.
Oats—
receipts of 16,800 bush; the market is about lc better
with fair inquiry; sales 74.0(4) bush: 34 q 45c tor
heated and unsound new Mixed and White; 45 @ 55c
for sound do'; including new Mixed and White at 45
@ 55c; 57c for old Mixed Western; 58 ■ai 60 lor uom
inal old White Western. Hay heavy at 75 for ship
ping. Hops quiet at 10 @ 19c for yearlings ot 1874; 20
@ 25 for new crop ot 1875. Codec—Rio is dull and $e
lower for cargoes, and quoted at 17$ q 20$c uold; 18
@ 21c gold lor job lots. Sugar is quiet and firm at 73
(q 84c lor lair to good refining; 8go for prime; sales
400 hlids Muscovado at 7g @ 8$c; refined unchanged
at 10$@ 10$c for standard A; granulated at lie;
powdered 11 @ ll$c; crushed 11$ a lt$c. Molasses is
nominally unchanged. Rice is iu fair request; Carolina easier at 7$ @ 8$c for good to choice; Louisiana
i* quoted at 6$ @ 7 lor old; 7$ @ 8$c for new. Petroleum is quiet and firm; crude at 5$ q 5$c; refined at
12c; 11$ bid; cases at 16$@ j7$. Naptha lO.'c at city.
Tallow firm at9 9-16@9$c.
NaVai Stores—Rosin
at 1 65 @ 1 70 for strained. Turpentine at 31$ @ 32c
Pork is heavy; salts 125 bbls of new mess on spot at
2l 00; 1000 bbls seller October at 20 70; Septem'>er is
quoted at 20 70. Beef quiet; Cut Meats arc dull;
Lard is heavy;
city long clear middles at 12$ @13
sales 600 tes prime steam on spot at 13§; 500 seller for
September at 13$; 500 do for seller October at 13$ @
13 7-16e. Butter is firm; 15 @ 25c for Western; 2- (@
30c for State. Whiskey dull and lower at 121$; for
Aloohol 1 20.
Freights to Liverpool—marked is quiet; Cotton per
steam $d; do sail 5-32i;Ooru per steam at 7$d; Com
per sail at 7d; Wheat per steam at 8d; Wheat per sail
at 7$d.

higher;

T

rate.

Edgartowu.

Patterson.

@

7.000 bush of

Booksellers and Statloaers.

GREENE,

PBIWtlV ll.
TICK.—Notice Is hereby
all
olHwr,. snitors
eiven Hint
anti
soltliers,
wouwleil, tupluiwl ot Injtm.l in iLe late Rebellion,
however sliabHy, are entUlwl to a
pension, ami
thousands ol pensioners are euutied to an increased

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 7th, brig Sarah
M Lnring. from Cuba for Baltimore: sch Norman,
Smith from Windsor, NS, for Washington.
Passed ouf. barque Neversink, (trom Baltimore)
for A twerp.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th. schs Carrie Bell. Seavey,
Portland; Fairfield, Weeks, Swansboro. NC.
('Id 8rh, brigs Iza. Walls, Boston; Geo W Chase,

prime

All the hotels at Rockaway are to be prosecuted for violation of the excise law.
William Patrick, a well known cotton merchant, died Wednesday in New York, aged 60
years. He was a native of Nova Scotia, and
during the war was put iu Fort Lafayette for
treason, but released ou his innocence being

BUSINESS DIRECTORS.

formerly M. Kiln llonniy,
will receive a number of pupils i,n the PimoFerir
KKwlDKIVI'e, NO.* CASIO ST.
trillm
I1*_

Boston.

Zivaiuvi

75

MRS. C. HOYT

WILMINGTON—Ar 9ih, sch Nellie Star, Poland,

tic Markets.
New Yokk,September 9—Kveumg.—Cotton market
weak and irregular at
decline; sales 1238 bales
Middling uplands at 14 7-1 Gc; forward deliveries declined »o. Flour—receipts 9G96 bbls; (lie market still
rules in buyers favor with a very limited
export -n
hone trade demand; Minnesota flours firmly held;
sales 12,900 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 S5
@5 55; extra Western and State 5 70 @ 5 95; choice
at 0 09 @ G 40; White Wheat Western extra at 6 45 \uj
7 50; extra Ohio at 5 65 @ 7 20: extra St Louis at 5 9u
@8 50; iucluding 2400 bbls of .'.hipping extra at 5 »5
@ 5 b5; 2000 bbls city mill extras for West Indies at
6 45; the market closing quiet; Southern flour at 5 "5
@ 8 50.
Rye flour is stea y at 4 GO @ 5 7\ Corn
meal is quiet ml heavy at 3 65 @ 4 55.
Wheat—receipts of 156,137 bush; the market quiet and steady,
some little export inquiry, whi h business is cheeked
by holders generally refusing to make a reduction;
sales 530.00d bash, part last evening; 1 23 @ 1 28 ior
No 2 Chicago, includ ng soft at 1 23 @ 1 26; 1 28 tor
No 2 Northwestern;! 28 for No 2 Milwaukee in store;
1 30 bid; 1 31 asked for do afloat;1 37 @ l 39 for No
Spring; 1 35 @ 1 43 for Winter Red Western; 1 44 @
145 for Amber Western; 140@155 for
White
Western.:Rye i« nominal. Bariev firmer; 6-rowed
State to anive at 1 20. Barley Malt is in better leanest; 2-iow,h1 State 120;4-rowed do at 135 cash;
Canada West 1 47 @ 1 50 prime. Corn—receipts 171,274 bush; the market opened firm and closed with
holders more disposed to realize; prices, however are
without decided change; sale.-134 ouo busii; 70 @ 73c

Winnepeg.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Boston.

Dome

Admiral Rjzie has been appointed commander of the French Mediterrauean squadron
in place of Admiral De La Roozier Lc no illi.
This action was probably taken ou account of
the latter’s pronounced Bonapartisl tendencies,
he having written a letter which was read at
the Bonaparte banquet at Evereux, Sunday.
There is nothing new in the Guibord case except that Bishop Bourget publicly requests all
Catholics to remain quiet if fresh efforts are
made to bury Guibord aud look to the Queen
for redress.

an

960 head.

Hogs—receipts 3,00!) Lead; the market is weak and
shade lower; sales mostly at 7 0o @ 7 50; li.-hr 7 25
@ 7 50; lie ivy at 7 50 @ 7 CO; Philadelphia at 8 50 @
9 00; shipments 4000 head.
Sheep -receipts 500 head; the mark'd isaciive and
easier; sales of infer io* to common 3 00 @ 3 25; Medium to choice 4 00
@ 4 75.
a

Probable loss of a Steamer with Her
Prctv.
London, Sept. 9.—The steamer JIarLin Weir,
from Shields for Hamburg, is believed to have
been lost with all of her crew.
Poreicu Votes,
The Otlawa Reserve has been set aside by
the government for au Icelrodiccolony. Nearly
3000 leave Kenmouul, Ont.. for there immediately, and it is understood that the large
Icelandic settlement iu northern Michigan will

filler.

on

Three Ca.unities

NEWS,

MARINE

Seven Ballots and No Candidate

ever state

—

—

and the Middle states increasing cloudiness
and rain, with southwest to northwest winds,
increasing in force, with falling barometer followed by rising barometer and decidedly lower

Platform Against Resumption

Despatches

gards deposits qf

small scale.

§&&*;£'liLvSfc

a

McGrow and Connor of Union
pair oared race. 3
and King of Cornell
by

A
19 58.
Springs,wastime
won
Ostrom

kmfe.

crown prince, was pardoned.
She now ends
the story by shutting herself forever from the
world in a convent.

be

Elmira, Sept. 9.—There were four races at
The six oared
yesterday.
race was won by Cornell University,time 10.05.
The junior single scull race, 2 miles, was won
by Robinson of Union Springs, time 14 37J
The four oared race, 3 miles, was won by the
Watkins regatta

cK,. 1/ ilo/1 liim iritK

non

She was surrendered to the Gtrman
authorities, court m irtialed aud condemned to
be shot, but, thr ugh the intercession of the
a

NEW YORK.

Resumption Sent

temperature.
And n

September 10, (i
IVcw England,

|

of bonds.

.TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep't, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, O. C.
For

the Rear

prevails.

gardener

county. Pa,, has fallen heir to a fortune of S-'iO,000, lately the property of a cousin in Eugland
Mrs Haworth’s mother was an English womau
and a schoolmate of Lord Byron, and her

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

Pennsylvania Democratic Convention.

ing.

Ol’ve Logan, in

which shot in

_

MKTEOROf.OCrlC At.

POLITICAL.

BY TELEGRAPH.

may be made t ill uintori»ed, to any Bankers ami Brokers in the state, auJ
Messrs. RICHARDSON, HILL &
CO., Boston.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
DANKKttM, P1»BT1,A'».
dtwtSawil

apr3

Physician's Practice,

51500
Fireproof Roofing Paint. WORTH
by purchase of

year can be had w ithout bonu
team and small lot ol tumlture, Ac. Audress I).-. •>. S. BURNS, Bryant's
Pond, Me. or l)r. C. A. RING, 113 Congress Street,
sepldSw*
Portland, Maine.
a

The best and cheapest *fuoxv A l>nri« Patent
Ml«te ovollng Point for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roots, also for cheap outside work, sold by the

or

gallon

applied by

J.
Jy24

N.

McCOY

For Sale.

&

CO.,

‘iS Spring 81.,
P.riliinil,
PAINTERS

ROOFER* AND

dti

Corered Express Wagon; suitable for
grocery or provision business; was built to
order last March, and has beeu used but live weeks.
Apply to J. H, SAWYER, Sawyer’s Stable, federal
Street.
sep‘Jd3t

ALIGHT

*

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Ward

PRESS.

THE

TOK PRENN
May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros-,
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
all
trains
that run out of the city.
on
Bros.,

Bfdfleiord, of PhilMuiry.

At
At
At
At
At

Saco, of L. HoJgdoo,
of J. S. Carter,
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens A Co.

bott, Charles D. Thornes, Alphonso Brunei,

Waterville,

George

Nelson, Joseph

C.

Colseworthy,

Au-

Wards—Nathan Webb, Charles Walker,
Wm. H. Millikeo, James D. Fessenden, Micah
Samoson, Wm. H. Smith, O. W. Eldrldge.
Ward 9—Albion Little, Benjamin C.'Somer
by, Charles J. PenDell, James E. Haselune,
Stephen Berry, Edward P. Chase, Charles C.

New AdTertlw®*®*** To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Portland* Ogdensburg R. R.—Sunday Train.
The Hardn Association—Fridolln.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Lea & Perking’—Worceeterghire Sauce.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lygodium Palmatum—Abner Lowell.
Peaches, Peaches -C. D. Stevens.
Peaebes—G. G. Hackett & Co.
$5.00 Reward—Lobengteiu.
Wanted -A. R Yates.
Crocket—J. Henry bymonds.
Legal Notice?—1.

Republican Rally

M.

gustus H. Prince.
Ward 4—Winsor B. Smith, R. K. Gatlev,
George Hall, Lyman N. Kimball, Charles W.
Goddard, Elisha Higgins, Alpha Thom.

CITY AND VICINITY.

»

TO-NIGI1T.

The following delegates were elected at the
Ward caucuses last evening, to nominate
Representatives to the Legislature:
Ward 1— Henry H. Burgess, Geo. W.
Beal,
Matt .Adams, Reuel 8. Maxcv, John
Cousens,
Edward N. Greeley, Wm. Evans.
Ward 2—John I). Snotvman, John W.
Chandler. H. H. Rich, Daniel F. Gerts, David
Webber, C. O. Leach, Ezra Drew.
Ward 3—Zemro A. Smith, George H. Ab-

10, 1875

FRIDAY MORNING. SEPT.

Caucuses.

Harmon.
Ward 7—C P Mattocks, Ambrose Giddings,
William A. Winship, Henry L. Paiue, Sumner
Libby, John W. Rand, George F. Ayer.
In some of the caucuses there were more
than one ticket, the sentiment appearing to

the delegates, whoever named,
should present the Republican voters of the
city a ticket which shall command their respect
that

prevail

and receive their support.
The delegates will meet at Reception Hall>
City Building, at 3& o’clock this afcernoon to
nominate candidates for Representatives to the

!

Legislature.
Another Death

by

Drowning.—Yester-

day morning the village of Freeport

wis

thrown into a state of excitement and sorrow
at the sudden news of the death of a young
men belonging in that village, and the narrow
escape of auother from a wattery grave on the
The circumstances attending
day previous.
this lamentable affair are received by us from
ene of the parties who was in the boat and au
On Wednesday
•ye witness to the accident.
afternoon four young men belonging in Free-

By special request

of

port went on a fishing excursion among the
Islands. They were Elward Beid, son of
Jacob Beid of Freeport, Albert Clark, Fred
Pinkbam and William Creech ot the same
same place. About 2 o’clock in the afternoon,
while off to the southward of Whalebone

the Republican City Com-

mittee

HON. JAMES G. BLAINE

Island, with the wind blowing quite fresh and
a heavy swell on, they attempted to bring the
boat about, but the boat refusing to answer her

will address the clthcens or Portland and vicinity at

CITY

helm and suddenly coming up into the wind

HALL,

the other side the boom struck Fred Pinkbam and he was thrown overboard.
The rowlock in the boat breaking and it being evident
to those in the boat that they could not save
on

Friday I veiling, September 10th,
AT 8 O’CLOCK.

him, Edward Beid sprang overboard to the
and alter a hard swim reached him. In
the meantime the people on au adjoining island witnessed the accident and hurriedly made
to their rescue, but ere they reached the spot
rescue

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Per Order.

£3^"Ladies cordially invited,

Beid, overcome by exhaustion or attacked by
The
cramp, suddenly sank to rise no more.
boat, however, reached young Pinkham and
rescued him in an apparently lifeless condition. After an boat’s labor he was restored

Superior Court.
CRIMINAL TERM, 1875.
PRESIDING.

SEPTEMBER

SYMOJtDS, Jo,

Thursday.—State vs. Bridget Cummings, appelant. Complaint from Municipal Court. The defendant was chaiged with having in her dwelling
house, corner of Cumberland and Inarch streets, and
in the second story of said building, a part of which
was used lor purposes of traffic, three jugs and two
bottles containing gin, rum and whiskey, intended
by her for unlawful sale. The County Attorney
claimed that it was intended for sale by Patrick McDonough in his shop, a pan of said house.
I)ofoni>(x_Triir>

thosn linn nr a

it.x-a

fr,nnd lrvilriwl

|

nn

in my trunk in my be l room. How they came there
what for, I have no knowledge. The old lady de-

or

tried in her absence and the jury re-,
verdict of not guilty.
Butler for State.
Henry B. Cleaves for defendant.
State vs. William Parr, appelant. Complaint from
the Municip il Court for selling one glass of ale to
William Smith, May 26th.
Smith testified that he was fifteen years pld, now
In the reform school, that he purchased two classes
of ale and three of cider, of the defendant; paid 25
cents for the whole, was taken up from the streets
drunk and lay in the lock-up over
ui^ht.
Defence—A poor drunken boy like him can’t be
to
a
man
who
relied upon
convict
swears he didn’t
sell him the liquor. Verdict sealed.
Butler for State.
Henry B. Cleaves for defendant.
fendant
turned

was

a

Muncipal Court.
Thursday —Johu Leonard. Assault and battery.
Fined $10 with costs. Coimmitted.
THU VOTING

rectly.

name

I.1SIS

is on the

voting list

The Aldermen will be in session

from 9 o’clock

a.

cor-

today

m., until 1 o’clock p. m.

Brief Jotting*.
The anniversary exercises of the Free street
Sutday school occur in the church Sunday
evening and will be of an interesting character.

Dog days

are over.

Will “H. J.” call ou S. T. Corscr at the custom house.
The Ogdensburg will run another Sunday
train to the Twin Mountain House.
ponce u.tu win come
Hall, October 15tb, with music

aue annual

City

on at

tne

by Chand-

ler.
The Auburn Light Infantry are to camp out
a fortnight at Long Island.
The arrangements for the production of the
cantata of Belshazzar are fast being completed
and it bids fair to rival any entertainment of
the kind which has been seen here for years.
Mr. Hatch, the oyster man, has sold out his
saloon to Mr. C. Lowell.
It was rumored yesterday among street politicians, that Gov. Tilden and Gen. Roberts
would address the Democracy Saturday night

City Hall.

in

An article relative to the death of Gen. Kimball should have been credited to the editor of
the Oxford Democrat, who kindly sent us a

slip in advance.
Don't forget the City Hall meeting to-night.
Tacutisu.—At the last challenge cop regatta of the Portland Yacht Club, the prize for
first class yachts was taken by the Viva, Capt.
Paul. The Ray, Capt. Smith, has challenged
the Viva, and an exciting race is expected on
the 22d inst. over the following course: Yachts
on getting the signal will proceed down the
harbor, leaving the buoy on Stauford and
Spring Point Ledges on the starboard hand,
Mouse Island on the port hand, out by White

Head, ship channel, leaving

outer Green Island
the starboard band, inner Green Island on
the port hand, Webster Rock buoy and Half
on

a)

•,*

xtuiii uu

iut< bhiuu.uu

ucum,

tucm-c

up

at

Gray.

Yestoiday

afternoon there was a very inspir
iting public meeting of Republicans,in the town
hall at Gray Corner. The hall was full of people of Gray, New Gloucester and other towns.
Bou. Warren B. Vinton presided, opening the
meeting with a brief but pertinent speech.
Gen. Adam E King of Maryland and Hon. T.

city addressed the meeting
The
most eloquently, ably and effectively.
Gray Band furnished excellent music. The
Republicans of .bat region are in capital condiB. Reed of this

tion and will
on

give

a

good report

of

themselves

election day.

Reception.—Las’, evening the members of
Bosworth Post and tbeir lady friends, and -everal invited friends, tendered a reception a .d
supper to Mr. Frank W. True and wi'e at
Grand Army Hall.
At a little past eight
o’clock the happy couple received the congratulations of the whole company.
Dincing followed the reception, Cole furnishing the music.
Sapper was served about ten o’clock in the hall

above. John O. Winship, Esq., made ono of
his inimitable speeches at the close of tbo
bountiful repast, and theu dancing was in order

again.

___

Base Ball.—The Butchers Nino played the
Hucksters Nine yesterday on the Western
Promenade. A large crowd was in attendance
to see the Batchers whipped by a score of 23
to 18.
The game between the PfiE3S and Argus
Nines Saturday at the Park is expected to be
the

most

exciting gaeeeot

the seasou. Both
cluos are hard at wot'-'. So far only such trifling casualties as broken fingers havo occurred
aud no one bas beeu killed, We are prepared,
however, to publish several obituaries Monday

morning.__
Temeekange Meetings.—Mr. J. U Me lie Ivey of this city addressed crowded houses on
the subject of tcmperanco at Bridgton, Mon-

day night, and Harrison, Tuesday night. We
hear most flattering rep irts of the affectiveness
of Mr. MclCeivey’s efforts. Ho will speak in
several places in this part of the state within
the next few weeks.
Allen Mission.—Mrs. Mary C Johnson of
Brooklyn, N. V., together with her husband,
and others, will speak at the Alien Mission
this caning. No doubt the chapel will be
filled. Services will commence at half-past

Bsven.

the

body.

engaged yesterday

dragging

in

for

length

her indisposition, and gave a strong, vivacious
and natural rendition of the trying part of
11X71_ft

Cl_

_i.!_ l_

v

__

m

IIIUCUVC

vvivwiuij
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much force and careful study.
All the members of the troupe do wel 1, and
some finely.
The acting of Miss Ulmer as
“Lu” commands warm praiEe.
It is eminently spirited and natural, and as an artistic effort is certainly worth seeing more than once.
Mrs. Preston is an admirable representative of

Mr.
very strongest members of the company.
Curtis’s “Templeton Jitt” is vastly entertaining, and the humorous conception of the author receives justice at the hands of this accomplished comedian. Mr. Arnold gives a
careful, finished and effective impersonation of
“Alfred.”
In all probability “Divorce” will be withdrawn after Saturday night to give place to
spectacular play “Under the Gaslight.” The
few remaining opportunities should be improved. Miss Stratton is expected Saturday morning and will appear next week.
Reap Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers
recorded in this

county yesterday.

Deering—Lot of land containing 25,000

sideration $6500.
Lot ,of laud, corner of

Carlton and |West
Kimball to Perez B.

streets, from Carlton
Burnham.'
Lot of land on Cumberland street, frem Nathaniel Elsvorth to Moses H, Foster.
Consideration $5500.
Lot of land on St. John street from Ellen
Consideration
McLaughlin to Annie Joyce.

$300.
Sebago—Lot of land containing about 100

The State Faib.—Hon. Samuel
of tho Maine Agrieultural
arrived in this cily yesterday, and

Secretary

White.

Wasson,
Society,
has his
the trus-

at the Preble. To-day
tees, who ate at the New England Fair, will
hold a meeting. Mr. Wasson says that 115
horses have been entered outside of the trotting horses and the indications are that 100
horses will be entered in the various classes.
Every purse will not only be filled, but well
filled. The number of entries of cattle is 325,
and of implements, etc. ,239 entries have been
made. The entries of sheep exceed those of

headquarters

auy previous year, thpre being forty
gaged for them at present.

pens en

Mr. Wasson is much pleased with the manin which the Presumpscot Park Association are preparing the grounds for the Society.
Thus far 119 double stalls have been completed,
ner

confident that

373._

arrested James Burns yesterday for the larceny of a bottle of 'cologne from Phillips’ drug
store.
About a mouth ago a gentleman had his
watch stolen from him on Commercial street.
Yesterday afternoon Deputy Williams and officer Hanson recovered the watch and arrested
the man who stole it.
stole

Easter, bailing
Harrison,
yesterday and came very near
from

check
valuable trunk for it at the Grand
Trunk deoot. He had about $150 worth of new
clothing with him when officer Gribben arrested him, and it is thought that he has made a
break some where in this vicinitj.
a

getting

a

Appropriate Presents.—Mr.

med,

a

J. E. Ham-

travelling correspondent of the Balti-

morean, showed us yesterday two canes which
had been entrusted to him by Conductor Edwards of the Windsor & Annapolis railway of
Nova Scotia, ior presentation to the venerable
Professor Longfellow. One is made of ajlimb
from an apple tree which overhung “Basil’s Blacksmith Forge” mentioned in Longfellow’s “Hvangelioe.” The cane has a silver
head which is properly inscribed. The other is

cut

white ash stick cut at
carved by Mr. Edwards.
a

Cape

Blomidon

and

Personal.
Mr Ed vin B. Smith, the new Assistant Attorney General, was sworn into office at Washington Tuesday, and has entered upon his official dnties.

Fletcher, Esq.,

J. M

and Alderman Hostner
of Nashua, remained in town yesterday. They
stopped at the City Hotel. E. Q. Norton and
wife of Florida, are at the samo house.
Mr. Dennis Sadlier of the hook publishing
firm of D. & J. Sadlier, New York, was in
town

yesterday.

Accidents.—A Mrs. Early, cook for Bishop
Neely, fell down stairs yesterday and broke one

of her wrists and sprained the other.
Mr. Frank Pray fell overboard Wednesday
afternoon while out yachting, and narrowly es-

caped drowning.
Mr. Frank L. Colley, while pitching on the
Press Nine yesterday broke his little finger on
Ins left hand, while practicing for the match
Dr.
I game with the Argus Nine for to-morrow.

Thayer set the bone.
A Complaint.—A correspondent who resides
very near Lincoln Park, complains that the
young people who gather there Sunday evening make a great amount of noise. Last Sunday it was impossible to get to
before 11

o’clock.

times,

sleep

The police have been sent for several
but they do not abate the nuisance. This

is not the first complaint of the

has been made.

years, and we

large number of

a

spoken at
our

are

pleased to listen to him.
SpeakiDg will begin promptly at 8 o’clock,
which will be preceded by music by Chandler’s
All are cordially

Band.

THERE BE A GRAND

invited.

RALLY!

Value of Coal Ashes.—Mr. J. H. Gaubert
left a potato stock at this office yesterday
which grew in a barrel of coal ashes. It has
often been asserted that coal ashes have no
value, but as this stock was about ten inches in
height, and very thrifty, there must be some
virtue in them.
The Reform Club.—There was a large audience at the public meeting of the Reform
Club at Allen Mission last evening and several
signed the pledge. Interesting remarks were
made by Messrs. Choate, Hyer,
Powers, Thomas and others.

municipal

The

Rigby, Smith,

Taxes.

The tax bills for the coming year have just
beeu sent around to the people, being due and
navable on the first of November. The amount
thus payable is to cover the expenditures of the
year.
In England the taxes aic paid by instalments
quarterly, a much more convenient mode, it
seems to me, than ours. I have reason to know
that many of our people,perhaps mostcf them,
find it inconvenient, some of them find it hard,
to pay the whole tax at one time, who would
not be incommoded much if they could pay
one-third or oue-balf, with an interval of two
or three months bufore
the remainder should
be due.
I do not see that it would incommode the
city government in any way if this piau was
adopted, and 1 am sure it would give great satWhat objection can
isfaction to the people.
N. D.
there be to it?
A Thumped up Case. W. E. Percival was
brought before the municipal court at Augusta,
—

yesterday, charged with an unlawful attempt
to influence George F. Austin and CharldS E.
N. Williams by the offer of ten dollars apiece
to vote the Eepublican tieket at the next election. Williams and Austin both testified to
the offer, but it appeared that Austin has no

legal residence

that be has no
requires the evi-

Augusta, so

in

vote to sell, and as the law
dence of two witnesses, Williams’ testimony
could not be received alone. The defendant
was accordingly discharged.
Mr. Percival was
put upon the stand, aud testified in bis own
defence that the conversation, so far as it was
truly reported, was not intended seriously.
Samuel Berry, an Augusta Democrat, would
have gone to jail a (ew days ago, in default of
payment of $9.85 overdue taxes, but the money
was advanced by some of his party friends.
Mr. Cromwell of Berwick was the man who
paid the money, but in this case it isn’t bribery, of coarse not.

kind which

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the I'RENS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

SAMUEL

From 10 till 3.

MISsli\|E

Shall receive THIS A. II., HN> Crate#,
IOO ISaMkei# Exira Peache#. Suitable for
Eating aud l*re#« rviug. Those wishing to
purchase call early in the day.

G. 0. HACKETT & CO.,
Head Central Wharf.

seplO

—

STEVENS,

D.

will receive Oue Hundred and Fifty
Crate# Peaches THIS HORNING.
for sale low
AT

—

Teacher of the Tiano Forte !
Residence 810 Congress
__

—

NO. 9 EXCHANGE STREET.

RUTH SHAW, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
all
and
exhibit
the
to
persons indebted to said
same;
estate are called upon to make payment to
JOHN U. SHAW, Administrator.
Portland, Sept. 7, 1875.selodlaw3wF»

This splendid establishment will be open to Summer Boarders during tbe Summer Vacation, from
June 20 to Sept. 18. Accomodations strictly firstclass. Address,
ju2dtd
IV. C. GOODENOW.

The SECOND EXAMINATION lor admission
will be held at Adams’ Hall, on THURSDAY,

at Union Hall,
the 1 Jth iu«c.

next

Evening,

Hominy

will commence

GEO. C. BURGESS, Sec’v.
se!0d31

Portland, Sept. ^Oth.

J.

CROCHET
—

Eancy Knitting,

patterns, full instructions in the
Endicts’ Crochet and Kuittiug Book,
just out. For sale by all book-sellers and news
;igents, or mailed on receipt of 5U cents by the publisher, »J. HKNiiY SYMONDS, 68 Devonshire street,
Boston. New England New3 Co., Boston, wholesel0d2t
sale agents.

A Cranberry Isle correspondent writes that a
young man at Goose Cove was recently assaulted, gagged, robbed and sent adrift by
three men. He was picked up in an exhausted
condition.

Herring have been
berry Isle of late.

very

abundant

at

Bye

Circular Address IS. F. Eaton* Prin.

For

Family School

Skip.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Our correspondent “Seth” of Fairfield writes
that tbe session of tbe county lodges of Kennebec and Somerset was of unusual interest, as
was tbe public meeting, which was addressed
by Col. H. A. Sborey, Hon. Joshua Nye, Col.
F. E. Shaw, editor of the Christian Mirror,
Mrs. Kent Mason, Rev. W. S. Jones of Waterville, and others. The Methodist church was
filled to hear the different speakers.
The Re.-.C

P...C

U

1___:_a

didate for representative, Nahum Tozier. Esq.,
a well known farmer, who has served the town
in different ways for many years, aud is well
known aud will make a good representative.
WALDO

COUNTY.

The Belfast Journal says that Prof. D. A
on Monday, while performing up
on the horizontal bar, at
his gymnasium in
Pitcher’s storehouse. He struck upon his head
him
injuring
severely.

The

be paid by returniug him to
selOtf
LOBENSXELN, No. 4 Deering Block.

The Machias Union says that Walter Teed,
18 years old, of Pembroke, was killed at Jenkins’ mill, Whiting, by a piece of timber falling on him. The accident happened several

days

ago.

Edwin Stone and Daniel Goldthwaite have
been nominated for representatives by the Biddeford Democrats.

Notwithstanding

the dullness of the times
au unusually large uumber of
buildings have
been errected iu Biddeforl aud Saco during
the past season.
On Wednesday Elias Bauks, driver of a
street sprinkler in Biddeford, was thrown from
his cart and very seriously injured.
Davis’ Sale of Kid Gloves will continue
during this week. Thomson’s seamless at $2 00;
Blondin 81.33 (regular price 8163); Alexander
at 90 cents, 2-button kids.
See these goods aud
obtain a bargain
Children’s fancy hose 10
cents; best Balbriggau 53 cents; all other
styles at the same great discount. Ladies’
morocco belts—a large lot at 25 cents; ladies’
merino vests, high neck and long sleeves—a
few left at 50 cents. Be sure and seo these
goods. Worsteds at 15 cents an ounce. Bempmhlir
go

fVio imnnl

ir df.-ii-o

nf

TloiriL-

Pw

there for bargains.

A

for

the

Cure

of

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills, for the cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.
These pills are alterative, and produce a healthy
of the liver without the least danger, as they
are free Irom calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consump»
tion, as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens the matter and
purifies the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the
liver, create a healthy bile, an 1 remove all diseases
of the lircr, often a cause of Consumption. The
Sea Weed Tonic gives tone and strength to the
stomach, makes a good digestion, and enables the
organs to form good blood; and thus creates a healthy
circulation of healthy bipod. The combined action
of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure
every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and
the use of the med!cines persevered in.
Dr. Sclienck is professionally at his principal office
corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday, where a’l letters for advice must headdressed. Schenck’s medicines for sale by all Drugaction

FRANK A.

Teacher of the Piano
Terms $15 for

ments

elsewhere.

You will fiud the largest variety of Flower
Pots at ICendall & Whitney’s.
selOJGt
All Over the World. Lea & Perrins’
Worcestershire Sauce is appreciated for its
ex’ellent tonic, appetizing aud flavoring
qualities. Great popularity has induced num"
erous counterfeits, which the proprietors proseThe genuine is distinguished
cute with vigor.
by notiug label and bottle, which bear the
trade mark of Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire
Sauce.
_

Who! Does

fc^Refers by permission
ju22

It is best to buy your Carpetings of B. Adam
& Son, 110 Exchaugc, coruer of Federal.

_aug7-d&wtf
Economical Nev. Food.—25 cents will

buy

package of Set AIoss Fariiie.made from pure
Irish moss, wliicn w 11 make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as eak
pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custai ?, jellies, creams, Charlotte llusse,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
Grocers.
aprlGeod dawly
a

BELTS!

LADIES’
G.

B.

BR«AB

Buckles
MANUFACTURER*
Clasps
Hard Rubber.
and

in

&

CO.,

of

ladies’Belts, Belt
Nickel, Silver, Horn

and

BROAD’* Patent Shawl Mrnr>.

Fancy Leather Work of all kinds.
lttl I-A PORE, COR. MARKET ST.
juc25

eod3m

Geo.

of

Forte.

Twenty Lei<

Patented in Canada 14th July. 1874.
Patented in United Ntatea 111» Dec 1874.
Patented in Unite 1 State* 1*1 Juue, 1875.

Advantages. of the Steam Cooker ever
any other Cooking Apparatus ever
offered to the Public.

Hermans Kotzschmar.

GREAT SACRIFICE

Money,

A.Wliitney & Co.

SEALED

Bar at a place known as Saiut Lucie Rocks;
one at, Orange Grove (so called) on the beach abouj
thirty miles north of New River Inlet; one near Fort
Laududale, on the beach about six miles north of
New River Inlet; an«l one on the beach opposite the
head of Biscayue Bay, about ten miles north of

NO. 46 EXCHANGE ST.,

Bidders must state the time in which they will
contract to compleie the houses. Each bid must be
accompanied with a bond in the sum of One thousand
dollars, with two good aud sufficient sureties, conditioned that the bidder shall enter into contract
without delay if his bid be accepted. All proposals
must be endorsed “Proposals for construction ot
Houses of Refuge,” and addressed to the Secretary
of the Treasury, Washington, l). C.
Specifications and plans, and forms ot bonds, can
be obtained at the Office of the Collectors ot Customs,
at Portland, Boston, Feroaudina, Jacksonville and
Pensacola, and upon application to this Department.
The right to reject any and all bids, aud to waive
delects, if it is deemed for the interests of the Government to do so, is reserved.
B. II. BRISTOW,
(Signed.)
Secretary of the Treasury.
Washington, D. C., August 20, 1875.

Fearful Sacrifice
ON

(12m

man,

The undersigned have lorincd n
copartnership and leased the Store

No. 96 Exchange Street,

Chamber Sets!

Hosiery
—

AT

—

NELSON & CO’S.

Where they will keep constantly
hand Goods ot all kinds for
men’s and boys’ w'ear, which will
be made up in firs,-class style at
Wc hope,
very moderate prices.
by strict attention to business, and
fair dealing, to receive a fair share
ol business.
call and examine our
GOODS AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

SETTLEASE

96

Bnlbriggan Hose

250 Pairs

at

50

0.

DONNELL.
eod6m

Just

Above

the

Preble House.

sepGdlw

STREET.

AUTOMATIC FURNACE REGULATOR

L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden.
Price $1.00. $9.00 Per Dozen.
The HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR is similar In general design to the very popular “Hour of Singing,”

By

Song Monarch.

Price 75 Cents. $7 50 Per Dozen.
By H. R. Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson.
Do not think of teaching a Singing School without
using this attractive, popular and useful book.
Specimen copies sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DxTSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d&w 2w
aug25

REFRIGERATORS !
largest and best assortment in the State,
bining all the latest improvements, called
Tne

Throughly tested for the last four year**, and is
ottered with confidence, as a perfect remedy for the
inconveniences, dangers and annoyances, arising
fiora Hot Air Furnaces as ordinarily managed. It is
a sure remedy lor the escape of gas or smoke through
house. It saves coal. It prevents clinkers and
sifting of ashes ft insures danger against tire from
heated Furnace. It saves care and time in
the management of the Furnace, and gives uniformity of temperature with every change
of weather. In fact you have onlv to supply the
coal and leave the Furnace to the
care of the
‘•Governor.** Attached to Brick or Portablo Furnaces old or new, and warranted to give satisfaction.
All kinds of Hot Air Furnaces put in order, and
repaired at short notice by
an over

BUCKNAM,

No. 199 Fore Street*

EXTRA RUBBERS (tor

J. F. MERRILL,

49 India St., Ho,foil.

Formerly of the firm

of Jones

Fashionable Boot and Shoe

Book Store in the World

1X9 EXCHANGE fci'rXf.XCE'X'.

and

Cleaning

easily

well done mid

ROCHE. M. D„ Bath, Maine, JAMES BAILEY,
& CO,. Portland.
Jnc23tt

Warranted.

Maker,

Publishers and Booksellers,

Notice.
S. EDWARDS, the successor of the late J.
Clawson Kelley,of New- York,has removed his

DR.

office from Union House, No. 12 Temple street,
No. 1 Myrtle street, Dr. Marshall’s residence.

to

_sep6_dlvv

To bet,

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Daufonh Street.

Apply

at

No.

mj2itiift

persons Interested in drainage will find
ALLtheir
the
advantage to call

ADAMS

HOUSE.
as

above,

and is
would be

ready to serve bis old customers, and
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the
other maker lor the

same

quality

of

workinauship.

the neatest

in

Ju2dtf

ENTRIES
FOR

—

1IALL Entries.

S. W48SON, Sec’y.
East Surry, Sept. 7, 1875.
se9dtf

Bad Nails & Chilblains
Treated without Pain.

DR. WELCH and
Bvston,

WIFE,

limited number of pupils upon the

a

PIA3STO

FORTE.

BESIDES* E, 30 FREE ST.
References.

MR. H.
MR J.

au13

KOTZSCH'IAK.
W. TUFTS, Boston.

d3w

TYLER,

ARTIFICIAL EYES, LEAVES, &c,
Birds and Feathers

a

Specialty.

53T*Fancjr Pigeons and
hand in their season:

Fowl of the best Breeds
also, Eggs for Setting

ju2

on

dtt

KIMBALL’S

ICE CREAM DEPOT.
TO TOE
PUBLIC.
Having secured the services of a First

Class
f’reaui Maker, and fitted out some Virst Class
Team* for the business, I am prepared to lurnish
Ice (.’ream of sujierior quality to Family Parties,
Picnics. &c. Plates and Spoons furnished to picnif
parties without extra charge.

86

KIMBALL,

EXCHANGE

ST.,

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

myS-tUtf

RipeBerriesWanted
Blackberries,

Black Cher-

Elderberries!

for which the highest price will be paid at my

ft’iuc

Factory,

Flam St., Cortland, Me.

I will pay as much as aay other party, ami will
pay the railroad ireight in addition.
Parties intending to send berries will please write
me at once at Portland.

card"

MRS. MABEL
ready to

BURNHAM,
Vocal

pupils

MuHc.
Orders to be left at STOCKS B1 HUE’S, 130
Exchange Street,
sep8dlin
receive

in

100,000

Bricks

Delivered in any part of the city in quantities to
suit purchasers by

dtf

it to

nt cement,

pipes. Also contractors for constructing
sewers, tligginj: wells, cenunling cellars, ele. Fiiie
Works, Comer Fox and Cove Sts., Portland, Me.
Send all orders to
J. L. SMITH.
aprcodtf __U. S. Hotel,
PRINTING of every description neatly
tlti. OlHcc,

—

S.
*
£e2

H.
BARROWS,
Exchange Place, Boston.
iatt

DRAIN
FOR

TIL E

SAl E UV

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
se2

lrnij

SENATORS

OF

BY

PLURALITY VOTE.

Legislature sball from time to
as practicable, by general laws,
usually appertaining to special or
private legislation.'
•Section 13.

time,

provide

The

as

far

tor all matters

‘Section 14. < operations shall be formed umler
and sball not be created by special acts
of tbe Legislature, except tor municipal purposes,
and in cases where the obiectsot tbe corporation cannot otherwise be attained;and however formed, they
sball forever be subject to the general laws of the

general lawn,

Article five, Part first, section eleven, shall be
amended, by striking out of said section all after
tbe word “reprieves,” and by adding thereto the following: ‘Commutations and pardons, except in
cases ef impeach me lit, upon such conditions, and
with such restrictions and limitations as may be
deemed proper, suoject to such regulation as may be
provided by law. relative to the manner of applying
tor pardons. And be shall communicate to tbe legislature. at each sestion thereof, each case of reprieve,

remi-sion of pena’ty, commutation or pardon granted. stating the name ot the convict, the crime of
v hich he was convicted, the sentence and its date
the date of the reprieve, remission, commutation or
pardon, and tbe conditions, if any, upon which tbe

granted.'

OF JUDGES OF MUNICIPAL
POLICS COUKTS.

AND

The constitution shall be amended, by striking ont
eight ot Article six, and inserting the fol-

‘Section 8. Judges of municipal and police courts
shall be appointe 1 by the executive power, in the
same manner as other judicial officers, and shall hold
th^ir offices for the term ot four years; provided,
however, that the present incumbents shall hold
their offices tor the term tor which they were elected.*

follows:
‘Section 8.

All taxes upon real and personal
estate, assessed by authority of the state, shall be

apportioned and assessed equally, according to the
just value thereof.'
Said article shall be further amended, by adding
the following:
‘Section 9. The legislature shall never, In any
suspend

Amninnition and Sportiug Goods,
Wholesale and Kctail.
G. It. BAILEY,
48 Exchange street. Agent for Du Pont’a Pow#« educed Price*
at
derMills. Bevolver*
(^'Please tell us where you saw this Advertisement.
au30iseodtt

COAST PILOT
FOB

THE

GULF

OF

Section ten of article nine, of the amendments, is
hereby amended, by striking out the words “land
agent and.”

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS.

Article four, Part, third, shall be amended by adding thereto sectioa nine, as follows:
•The Legislature shall, by a two-thirds concurrent
vote of both branches, have the power to call constitutional conventions for the purpose of amending
this constitution.'
BRIBERY

CODIFICATION OP THE

Bats, &c. Croquets
TraveUiui? Baskets.

and

Harwood, Malm & Peck and Snyder’s Profcssiona
Ketl Dead for match Game?, sent by mail to any
place in the State on receipt of price $1.50; a large
stock of Croquets from $1.00 upwards; also Travel ling
Baskets ot our own importations cheap; a large
assortment of Trout Flies, Tackle. <3fce., tor Sentemher Ashing.
O. Aa»,
* CO.
9t Exchange street.
aug27(13w

Jb.,

AMENDED CONSTITUTION.

Article 10.
Section six ot Article ten shall be
amended, by striking out the same, and Inserting in*
stead thereof the following:
‘Section 6. After the amendments proposed herewith shall have been submitted to popular vote, the
chief justice of the supreme Judical court shall arrange the constitution, as amended, under appropriate titles, and hi proper articles, parts and sections,
omitting all sections, clauses and words not in force,
and making no other changes in the provisions or
language thereof, and sha.l. submit the same to the
legislature at its next session. And the draft and
arrangement, when approved by tbe legislature,
shall be enrolled ou parchment and deposited In the
office fthe secretary of state; and piloted copies
thereof shall be prefixed to tbe books containing the
laws of the state. And tbe Constitution, with tbe
amendments made thereto, In accordance with the
provisions thereof, shall be tbe supreme law of the

state.
Section 7. Sections one, two and five, of article
ten of the existing Constitution, shall hereafter be
omitted iu auv printed copies thereof prefixed to the
laws of the state; but this shall uot impair the validity ot acis under those sect ions; and said section five
shall remain iu full force,as part ot the Constitution,
according to tlie stipulations of said section, with the
•-nme effect as it contained in said printed conies
The polls • n such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said City will be in open session
in the Ward Hoorn in City Building, (entrance on
Myrtle Street), from nine o’clock in the forenoon to
one o'clock in the afternoon on each of the three
secular days next preceding such day of election, and
and from three o'clock to five o'clock on the afternoon on the last of said three secular days for the
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification of
voters whose names have not bten entered on tbe list
of qiin'ified voters in and for the several Wards,
and for correcting said lists.
H. I. ROBINSON, Cl'y Clerk.
Per Order,
au28
dtd

CUT GLASS
DOORS. WINDOWS,
CABINS, Ac.. Ac

SHIP’S

E un Jersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
r|lH
&
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New
Engladn, and all woik la
wan anted to give satisfaction.
Glass sUus and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.
A variety of uew aud original designs for Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
illy term* are as lew hi can be obtained
in the country.

C. H. FAKLEY
Portland

4 Exchange Street,
ap-l*

Stf

State Fair.

CITYJH A

LL.

rfcr exhibition

of .W,iiiuf,ct«trrr«' Mio
rt Cmpik, Vr.
Picture*. Icu.l'C.’
Fancy Work, Arc. Will brut

rrllniiroua Article*, Ma
«..blr». Fruit., Flow. i.

Furnished nud .hipped bj
N. O' CKAItl.
isdtt
decd’73

Bate Balls,

AT ELECTIONS.

The legislature may enact laws excluding from the
right oi suffrage, for a term not exceeding ten years,
all
persons convicted of bribery at any election or of
voting at any election, under the influence of a bribe.

jncloU3m

ICK

surrender the power of tax-

ABOLISHING LAND AOENOY.

MAINE,

From East port to Boston.
A most thorough and complete
work, compiled
and issued by the United States Coast
Surrey,
F or sal© by
WM. SEXTilK & to.

or

ation.'

FOR

CARGOES OF PORE

BY

A...WAITA.I

Amend Article four, Part third, of the Constitution, by adding thereto the following sections:

dtf

F. W. CLARK
1028 Congress Street.
nell

tkn 1

RELATING T(Y8PECIAL LEGISLATION AND CORPORATIONS.

W. S. MAIIS.
au31

Good Bargain.
a

A#

Senators shall be elected by a plurality of the votes
given in by qualified electors.
Sections four and five of Article four. Part seccond,
of the constitution, are amended, by striking ont the
word “majority,” wherever it occurs in said sections,
and inserting instead thereof the word 'plurality.

manner,

WILLEY &

a

desirous to close up
.Marble Works
ou Congress Street with all the privileges ar<l
apse9d3t
purtenances at a very low figure.

Pa.aIwA.

February twenty-fourth, A. D, 1875, to wit:

TAXATION.

ang28

isileodtf

A Grand Chance for

meet in their respective Ward Rooms, «n Monday, the thirteenth day «f September next,
at fen o’clock in the forenoon, to give in their
votes for Govenor. Four Senators and Five Representatives to the State Legislature. County Commissioner, County Treasurer, Clerk of Courts, Judge of
Probate and Register of Probate. Also to give their
votes upon the following questions, viz: Shall the
Constitution of the State ot Maine be amended as

Section eight ot Article nine shall be amended, by
inserting atter the word real,” the words ‘and personal,’ so that the section as amended shall roaa as

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LADIES.
Operations performed by
M R S. JD R. WKLC H.
Don’t fail to get a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per order.

ries and

MRS. ADA H. EMERSON,
Will receive

the Mayor and

Portland, the duly
hereby notified to

are

lowing:

CORNS

T. L.

shall open an office at the Preble House and
at Citv Hall, Port Inn-?, Sept. • 4 >\' here entries
for trotting will be received until 9 p.m. September
20. All other Entries will ba received until 4 p. m.
Sept.. 21st.
G
13. SAWYER, Secretary Pomologhal Society,
ENOCH KNIGH I\ Sec y S. B. Society, J. W. LANG
Sec’v M. D. Association, will have charge of the

City

Section

at

manner

from

qualified

APPOINTMENT

SPECIALTY!

A.

to

warrants
Aldermen of the City of
PURSUANT
electors of said

same was

DISEASES OF THE FEET

ICE,

Manufacturing. Company

ex t'cuttd at

Morrill,

tl.

jnell,dtf

manu-

facture of Ladie*’ and Oeath-mcn’* Fine
Boot* and Shoe*, and at prices LOWER than any

Bought at the Highest Markri ll;itc»,

on

Pierce

P.

SWEAT, President.
A. W. COOTIES, Secretary.
E3^"*For circulars or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
L. ■».

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

DBAIMGfT

ALBERT COLBV’S SONS,
agStf

Noyes, L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, Port-

Frank

land; Abner Coburn, Skowhegan; Anson
Readiield; Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Temple Street,

Willey has resumed business

will be

ROCHE’S ROLLER CHAFE IRONS

I

Birds, Animals, Deer Head*, Fishes, Ac*
prepared, Stuffed and Mounted to order.

& Willey,

Ua and after September 8th,

prevent ncci/lents in tnrninv, and allow the
carriage to be backed or turned safely in the narrowest places. No rattle, not
clogged by mud or host,
durable and
put on. (five style of carriage
when ordering. For sale by
DODGE, GILBERT <&
CO., 45 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass., EDWARD P.

SHAREHOLDERS

Massey, H. J. Libby, F. K. Swan, Jacob Mc! Lellan, William E. Gould, Philip H. Brown, William
<1. Davis, William Hammond, W. H. Anderson,
John

TAXIDERMISTS,
JAMES L. WILLEY 16 Templo Street Portland, Maine.

JOHN C.

CHAS. McLAIICHUN & CO.,
aulCeod&wOui
Portland.

AND

—

POWER OF GOVERNOR TO PARDON

PORTI.AND, MAINE.

mj’2G’71<ltf

to Ovvucrn of CarriaQS,.
BRICKS FOR SALE.
IMPORTANT
“A’o Carriage is safe without them.”

SAItOEHT,

DIRECTORS

THE

state.'

Have taken Rooms at

being
MR.his business,GEREY,
will sell out liis

DBTVOSTS

Burglar-proof

VAULTS.
97 Exrhange Street. Portland.

No. 419 Congress Street. Portland.

dl3£m

For sale by

100,000 Rooks without regard to cowl.
Good {'lock*, NVatefaes and Jewelry
cheap.

Repairing

*e7

C*£o. P. ROWELL A Ct>
41 Park Bow, New York.

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.

PORCELAIN LINED, GEM, PEARL,
and IIERO IMPROVED, iu quantities to suit
MASON’S

Fire-proof

IN IT8-

and

It Is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Eaue of Management. Durability* Dryuc** and Parity
off Air nuil EEO^OMY of ICE.
Wnoiesal* and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. Can get a better article by
buying of manufacturer or agent. Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buying.
SaleMroom corner of Crow* and Fore Nt«
under Commercial House. Manufactory fiear of
Sic. IO fro** Street.

OIL,

Emit Jar*.

Cheapest

Address

“Byilliant-

PORTLAND, MAINE.
ang20der«13m

au2eod£w

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
ra es, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner iu advertising would like to know.

—

Surgeon Chiropodists,

I

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in the
States, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation iii
each of the places uamed. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertiseis as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,

FOR TIRE

of

STATE FAIR.
Newspaper
Advertising.
ITuited

GOVERNOR.

—

act

Safe-keeping of Valuables and the Renta)
of Safes,

Bunions

com-

CO.,

of the liCgislatare
of Maine 1875,
nn

THE PEERLESS.

—

Containing

-A-ISTD

and Manufacturer.

OF

City of Portland.
|

ELECTION

SARGENT,

—

!! THE HIGH "SCHOOL CHOIR !!

(ISP* Repairing done
satisfactory prices

Congress St.,

contrived to clean year Area with*

Chartered by

Hat

495

—

opening the Furnace doors*

PORTLffl SAFE DEPOSIT

By II. S. Sc W. O. Perkins.
Price 35 Cents.
$30 per Hundred.
“Rest in Thee.” “What Jesus may say,” “Wandering Child.” “What ar*1 these.” Watchman awake !”
are specimens of the titles of the beautiful new hymns,
to, sweet new melodies.

Electors

to the

THE

OPPOSITE

CO.,

at

seen

SAWYERS

Proprietor

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

jne21<I6m

so

Z.

A New Sabbath School Song Book

from the date of the commitment thereof.
H. W HKKSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
sep2dtd

STATE OF MAINE.

Please call at the above named Ofllce and
see for yourselves.

ST.

Discount ot Five Per Cent,
allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days

will be

to

Tiventy-flve Per Cent of the Fuel,

PUBLISHED.

bio. 16

&

NOTICE

fe2*dtf

cts.

Pairs Ladies’Striped Hose at 50ct*.
Worth §1.00.

NELSON

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOL

P,

JUST

Worth 75 cents.
100

Treasurer’s Office, I
)
September 1, 1875.
is hereby given that the Tax bills for the
year 1875, have been committed to me with a
warrant for the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the City, a

This Barr is so constructed that »t will never warp,
ani hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
fixe to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

anil ia

18757

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Office 123 Commercial Street.

out

EXCHANGE

II. BEDDY.

M.

be

to

CAPT.

Ko member the R’o.,

Mr.

And Dealer in

A.

TAXES FOR

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,
now

all

., CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

subscriber wonM call the attention of tue

public

in all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

To snake Room for

AND

F.

tlieir

to

COAL CONSUMERS.
The

YEARLY OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE,

The

VARNISHES

prices.
Fruit Jars) fer sale.

baits,

Parties intending to purchase will find it
advantage by calling at

rag

the rights, title anil inrerest which the subscriber
in his individ .al rapacity has in the earns premises.
The parcel has about (95) ninety-five feet front, on
Middle Street by about < 194) one hundred ninetyfour feet depth—containing about (19,000) nineteen
thousand square feet, with an aggregate of about
(575) five hundred seventy-five feet front.
All the foundation and materials now on the lot
will be s<*ld (except the present board fence around
the same) with the land—most of the basement walls
are iu complete order for rebuilding.
Sale on the premises. Terms cash on delivery of
deed.
JOSEPH IL8LEY,
Administrator ot the estate of J. M. Wood, deceased with the will annexed.
V. O. R4II.EV Ar 4'©., Auctioneers.
Portland August 11th, 1875.
auglldtd

GOOD NEWS

which has been aim »st univer-ally used in High
Schools. The present work is in no way inferior to
its predecessor, and is entirely fresh and new.

—

LA332H3S’

Manufacturer of

at manufacturer’s

sale at

laie nne oi wiiiow »ireer, now widened ana rone
a part of Pearl Street as extended, together witb

DEANE BROS

deodSt

aug30

See Prices

FREDERICK

of Portland, in said County, will otter for
nubile auction, on Wednesday, 15th day of
Septemb. r, 1875, next, at 11 o’clock in the foreuoon.
all the light, title and interest which said Wood had
at tbe date of bis desease in and to that valuable
parcel of land situated on the south side of Middle
Street, Portland, the site of tbe late building known
as Wood’s Hotel, extending from Silver Street to the

Wood, late

and all kinds ot

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

Cape Florida.

FALL GOODS.

HEAT

Administrator’s Sale.

—

rarlor

on

One quart of Water is suficient to cook all the
Vegetables require! for a Dinner, and they
never get dry, you can cook all kinds of Vegetables
all to gether, in Thirty Minutes d 'ing away with the ;
necessity of having your stove covered with kettles, i
The Steam Cooker is an apparatus of itself; will
sit on any stove; is made oi Tin and Copper and is i
easily washed. It cooks entirely by Steam, therefore
your vegetables are not soaked in water, and require
no draining.
It is used not only for cooking vegetables, but also for cooking all kinds of meats and puddings.
The Patent 8 Irani Cooker is something
every family should have. It comes in use every
day, and will pay for itself in a month, in retaining
the flavor of your vegetables, and saving the waste
and breaking to pieces which cannot be avoided
when they are bailed and soaked in water.
150 Fairs Balbriggnn Hose at 25 cts.
Territory for sale by the State, County or Town-*
Worth 50 cents.
Wfl. GIIIBUTT.
ship Apply to
Inventor*’ Exchange, Of) Pederal Street.
200 Pairs Balbriggau Hose at 37 1-2 ct«.
au28dtf
EXIGENTS WANTED.
lf orth 02 1-2 cents.

POES

lit

—

dtt

PROPOSALS will bo received at this
Department until 12 o’clock, noon, of Monday,
the 20th day of September, 1875, for the construction
of Houses of Refuge at the following named localities
on the coast of Florida, to wit: One on the beach
about thirteen miles north of India River Inlet,
at the trial from Bethel Creek; ono on the beach
about one and cne half miles north of Gilbert’s

Cotton

WELCH’S

to

Auctioneers.

SATURDAY, September lltb, at lO^o'clock A*
M.e we shall sell at Salesroom, No. 178 Fore
Street, Furniture, Carpets, Beds and Bedding, Crock
ty and Glass Ware &c„ &c.
scp9d3t

GREAT BARGAINS
and Sare

Carpets, Ac..

F. O. Bailey A Co.;

any House in the State.

—AND—

now

oc3dtf

BY AUCTION.

FOR

Construction of Houses of Refuge

COMBINATION 2

208

Furniture,

Exchange St.
jy28d2m

PROPOSALS.

STEAM COOKER

This Mean if

By arrangemeul with a New Yotk manufacturer and importer the leading grocers in this
city will, on demand, until further notice, sup
ply a pound sterliug fur the uominal sura of
mue cents.
Apply early to avoid the rush.
N. B.—A pound sterling English money is
worth about S5 in U. S. currency.

n course

—

□4

of all kinds of

m.

ON

BLACKSTONE,

6eleo(13dp&wlmsn

h

commencing at 9 o'clock a.
Consignments solicited.

51

STREET,

C. W. AT.LK2V.

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 178 Fore
street,

as

Boys,

Jne15

gists.

THE

F. O. BAILEY.

a

PARLOR SUITS

(ltf

d3t*

the

Peaches.—Peaches were never so plenty and
so cheap.
Now is your time. See advertise-

stock

our

sons.

Wanted.
GOOD HELPER for a carriagesmith. Addr, ss
A. Ii. YATES,
Round Pond, Maine.

Sargent fell

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

for

St.

to license from the Probate Court
of the County of Cumberland, the suit* Tiber
We won’t be Undersold by PURSUANT
Administrator with the will annexed of John M.

Iff. C. MITCHELL, Principal.

« 1-2 DOW
of

We have special bargains in

TlSBI'RYj
Martha-s Vineyard, Mass.

Porn.”

name

Prices !

WEST

$5.00 Reward.
to the

Wholesale

MITCHELL’S

C.

F. O. BAILEY & CO,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom (76 Fore Street,
(Ofllce 13 Exchange Street.)

FURNITURE

AT —

BOYS’ SCHOOL.
iff.

Regular Sales of Furulture. Groceries ami Genera
Merchamllse every SATURUAY. al Salesroom No.
r.xcliaoge street, commencing at 10) o'clock a. in.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May
mylSdti
15th._

V*

gray mixed Russian Terrier dog with
answers

RETAIL

Manufacturers of and Dealers in all kinds
of Furniture, Feathers, Ac., Ac.

NORR1DGEWOCU, MAINE.

Mnlraroam No. 18 Exchange ttt.
M. MORGAN.
M. G. DOW.

19

Exchange
sell

Send for Circular to

AB5GR LOWELL, 253 Middle St,
sepll)_Solo Agent for Maine.<llw

LOST—a
longhair;
reward will

Boys,

A.

NEXT SIXTY DAYS

FURNITURE

Buy

For

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

sell all kinds of

day.
sep4d&wtd36

51

DOW,

&

MORGAN

We will for the

jyl6

2000 pieces just received.

above

same

-AT—

tYG0DIUjTPALM4TUM~
“Hartford

the

Family School

Eaton

House

NO. 34 UNION STREET,
Office. 515 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed or Dyed Brown,
Black, Blue-Black and Blue, and pressed ready ior
wear.
Dyed or
Shawls, Dresses, Sacques, &c.
Cleansed. No Hipping required. An Agent wanted
in every Town in the State.
sop6M&F2mna

Cran-

Our Waterville correspondent writes that
Hon. Hanibal Hamlin has subscribed $1000 lo
the academy eudowmeut fund of Colby University, the same to be applied to the purchase
of a library for Hebron Academy.
The Whig says that Mr. Henry McNelly had
one of his fingers sawed off by a circular saw
Wednesday morning, while at work in the
shop of the Bangor Foundry and Machine
company.
A three year old Von Moltke colt, owned by
Mr. Barden of Newburg, has been sold to Boston parties for a round sum, said to be $2000.
He was at tbe July meeting of tbe Bangon
Tretting Park and trotted his mile in 2.40.

NEXT SIXTY HAYS

L. CHAMBERLAIN, President.

augl9-tf

POSTER’S

City

on

shall for the

we

The Fall term

M.

Brunswick Sapt. 1st, 1875,

AND—

New

Forest

September 23rd, beginning at 8 A.

employed

our men

—

PRIDOLIN,

jvl4

nANCOCK COUNTY.

order to keep

FARillINGTOK. ti\i>e-

The Haydn Association

Will begin its rehearsals for the coming season with
RANDEGGER’S

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, &c.

The Chronicle says that the bears are making sad havoc among the sheep in the vicinity
of Phillips aud carrying terror to the hearts of
many a mother aud child. A few days since
they destroyed about a dozen sheep iu a pasture near Phillips.
Tiie “oldest inhabitant”
never saw them so bold and ferocious.
John Daggett was severely assaulted near
Allen’s Mill in Farmington, Suuday night by
man who suddenly sprang upon him from the
roadside and cut aud slashed at him with a
knife, cutting his coat almost into pieces. The
last cut was aimed at his heart, but a pocket
book in the left breast pocket received the
blow and prevented the crime of murder.
When Mr. D. recovered from his surpiise at
this sudden attack, he pitched id to his assailant, kuocked him down, then sprang upon
him and struck him several blows on the bead
with a rock, and then supposing he had killed
the rascal he hurried back to the Mills for help.
The Y'illage was aroused, and a crowd with
lamerus went dick wiiu nun, DUt uo trace or
his asaailaut could be found, and a diligent
search failed to reveal anything.

DEANE BROS’,

AT

Bowdoin College.

The Tonic produces a healthy action of the stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle and curing
the most obstinate cases of Indigestion.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

PRICES I
In

school.

THE W1LLOWS,

that the subscriber has

is

Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic,

NEWS.

STATE

-A.T

d3w

The School will be opened
MONDAY. SEPTfiiTlBKK 6ih,
aud continue through the fall and winter, where will
be taught Arithmetic, Geometry Trigonometry
and Navigation. Apply to
C. H. FARLEY,
No. 4 Exchange Street, or at tho School, No. 97
d3w*
ang3I
Franklin Street.

hereby given
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
NOTICE
trust of Administrator of the estate of

The great virtue of this medicine is t hat it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

Belgrade—David Golder.
Mt. Vernon—James A. Robinson.
Waterville—Nathaniel Meader.

IN'

Street.

au30_

_

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, for the Cure of
Consumption. Coughs and Colds.

COUNTY.

FURNITURE

d3t

seplO

Bargains

Great Reduction

Stockbridge.

Mr. Ira

AUCTION SALES-

11ST

$15.00.

TERMS

NAVIGATION

Peaches, Peaches !
C.

C. GItEELY,

Ittfercnce—Mr. Kotzscbmar,

dlt
+

—

Great

eodlw

geo_

Representatives Nominated.
YORK

RUMERY,

D.

AUCTION SALES

MISCELLANEOUS.

TEACHER OF THE PIANO FORTE,
164 Danfortli Street,

!

PEACHES

selO

South Berwick—George H. Wakefield.

MISCELLANEOUS.
_

will be

Let

educational.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

people

YORK COUNTY.

Police Notes.—Officers Hicks and Black

A man named

city for several

in this

not

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

square

feet from John W. Adams to Geo. D. Little.
Consideration $800.
Portland—Lot of land, corner of Beckett
street and Eastern Promenade, from William
E. Dennison to Charles W. Dennison.
Con-

acres, from John White to Casius M.
Consideration $800.

Blaine has

KENNEBEC COUNTY'.

The M cseum.—The representation of “Divorce” at the Museum last evening was by far
the most satisfactory yet given. The company
played with unusual spirit. The leading lady,
Miss Waldron, has apparently recovered from

cattle

Mr.

campaigu.

__

tu

the buoy ou Bulwark Ledge, leaving it ou the
starboard hand; thence to buoy ou Corwin
Bock, leaving it on the starboard hand, thence
in ship channel, leaviug Jordan’s Reef buoy
ou the starboard hand, to the starting
point,
(31 statute miles.)

Meeting

boats were

It will be the second and best of the

evening.

munity as Beid was a general favorite among
the people, and had for a young man been
quite an extensive traveller, having been in
California and other parts, quite a number of

the scheming, heartless and polished “Mrs.
Ten Eyck,” and is without doubt one of the

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

See that your

to consciousness, and the remaining members
of the party returned to Freeport by team.
The news cast a gloom over the whole com

Don’t forget the meeting in City Hall this

CITY

IIALL,

SEPT.

The

2l»t-24lli

undersigned will be at the Preble House
and a'ter
Tuesday the 11th, where he may be o
sulted

>

n

n-

in regard to the a>sigoinen or snace.
Z. A. GILBERT, Sup’t of Halls.
dccdJt
scp8
For Sale*

GRAND CHANCE for Busncss. Patent High is
for Sale. Slate, County or Town Rights. For
J, R, PALMER,
arliculan,* Address
Pvi Uaud, Me.
Ee&ll w

A

day of this month.-Rev.

POETRY.

G. K. Woodward
and three others of the American
Temperance
Union visited eleven New York rum shops
and
drank
for
Sunday,
paid
liquor and then
complained of them.-A mandamus has been
applied for for the admission of a colored boy
to one of the schools of

Th8 Old Homestead.
BY

H.

H.

It may be small and poor and lowly, yet
We love it always; memory may fill
Her chambers fall, and time and care may chill
Our hearts, yet stands the dear old homestead set
In picture that we never can lorget.
At sadden thought of it ourleyes will fill;

old, we journey to it still;
Though strangers live In it, our loving debt
When

we are

We pay the

same.

I think it is like this
saints in Heaven, though no Joy they miss
Look back upon the little planet earth,
And come, upon our bright and sunnv days,
Swift-winged angels, flying down to "gaze
On this old homestead, where they had their birth.

That

Independent.

The

From the Maine State Press of Sept. 9, 1875.

of Seven

History

Days.

The New. for the week ceding Wednesday
Night, Sept, 8.
BANK OF CALIFORNIA.

The statements with regard to this hank
announced last
was
whose
suspension

week, are so contradictory that it is almost impossible to arrive at any conclusion as to its
condition. One aispatch says Ralston,(its late
president, was a defaulter to the amount of
$3,000,000, another denies it and still another
It seems to be

reiterates the first statement.

debts having been guaranteed by capitalists
Confidence seems to be_fully restored in San
Francisco and the failure will intlct no permanent injury on the business ofj that city. It
has been ascertained beyond a doubt that Ralston did not commit suicide but died from congestion of the brain.
POLITICAL.

The California election occurred last week
and resulted in a Democratic victory on a very
light vote. The Republicans have two members of Congress. The total vote has not yet
been received. The legislature is largely Dcm--

ocratic.
The constitutional amendments proposed in
The
New Jersey were voted on Tuesday.
Catholics rallied strdngly against those relative
to non-sectarian schools, nut they have been
ratified by a heavy vote.
The election in Maine takes place
and it is probable that a heavy vote

Monday,
will be

polled. The Democrats hope to reduce the majority compared with that of last year. Republicans should rally in force.
Governor Hendricks of Indiana, has made a
currency speech. He is in favor of hard money in the abstract, but is opposed to contraction of

the

currency or the resumption of
specie payments in 1879. He may be put down
as a “rag money apologist.”
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Ex-Gov. Wells has succeeded Mr. Fisher
District Attorney of the District of Columbia.
It is said that Secretary Bristow will soon nut
silver coin in circulation in place of fractional
currency. He has the silver to do it.
A number of postmasters have been dismissed for traffic in postage stamps with a view to
increase of salaries. A large number of cases
are under advisement.
AND CASUALTIES.

CRIMES

The commissioners of Schuylkill county, Pa.
atrick Conroy, Valentine Benber and Moses
Hine, have been convicted of neglect and corruption in the discharge of their official duties,
and each sentenced to two years’ imprisonment and $1000 fine besides a restitution of

the embezzled funds. They were immediately taken from the court room to piison.
A conductor on the Third avenue horse cars
in New York was arrested Saturday night for

■holding

against the dash boaid until a confederate picked the passenger's pocka

passenger

et.

Saturday morning Horace Cowles, a respectable citizen and officer of the savings bank in
Farmington, N. H., blew his brains out with a
pistol He was probably temporarily insane.
The wife of Ira P. Goldthwaite of Nashua,
N. H., drowned herself Snnday night.
George Miles,one of the robbers of the Barre,
Vt. Bank, and the one who put the rope
around the neck of the cashier, was canght in
New York Sunday.
T. O. Hill, a well known musical composer’
committed suicide in New York Friday. He
native of Boston.
Several counterfeiters have been arrested in

was a

St Louis.
Elisha Merritt, aged 55 years, under arrest
for forgery committed suicide at SpriDgiield

yesterday.
The British war ship Vanguard was sunk in
the British channel Wednesday by a collision.

No lives lost.
The Planters’ National Bank of Louisviile
was robbed of $100,000 last week.
The preliminary examination of Theodore
W. Brown, charged with being implicated in
the robbery of $47,000 from the United States.

Treasury

has commenced.
Thomas H. Stevens committed suicide by
hanging Saturday night, on Deer Island, Salisbury, Mass. Bum and excitement did it. He
was 35 years of age and leaves a wife and three

children.
The Huntington W. Va., bank

robbed of
$15,000 Saturday, by three men, who compelled the cashier to open the safe at the point

of

a

was

pistol.

Six men were

hung

Smith, Ark.,

at Fort

Saturday for murder.
Martin Haines, tried

for murder at the last
term of the U. 3. Court in Arkansas and acquitted, has confessed that he was guilty.
An aeronaut named Doyle, connected with a
circus, jumped from his balloon at Jackson
Mich., Saturday, alighted in a. mill pond and
was drowned.
John P. James, general inside boss for the

Wilkesbarre and Lehigh Coal Company at

Sanford, Pa.,

was

shot dead last week.

Mrs. Bichard Fletoher, living at Lowell
Highlands, attempted suicide Thursday night
by cutting her throat with a razor. She is likely to recover. Grief at the habits of her hus-

band and

is assigned as the cause.
50 years of age, one of the
proprietors of the City Hotel at Newbnryport,
committed suicide Thursday night by cutting
his throat with a shoe knife.
The following are the principal fires of the
son

John H.

Noyes,

past week: Bloody Brook House and Haydin’s
uukij, oimiu jjeerueiu, mass.; loss ssou.uuu; insurance 830,000.
A number of buildings in

Virginia City, Nevada; loss 8125,000. Cuba
House, Cuba, N. Y.; loss 330.000. Fitten’s
woolen mills at Cavendish, Va.; loss
8150,000.
Pennsylvania Normal school at Bloomsbury,
loss 860,060; insurance 830,000. Congress Hall’
and Sulphur Springs bathing house at
Sharon;

Brooklyn._Clara

Morris has

undergone the terrible surgical operation of moxa at Paris for a
spinal affection.
-The New York & Erie Bank of Buffalo has
suspended.-A petition

is circulated for the
release of Stokes.-Two boys of the Jesse
Pomeroy stamp have been arrested at Hoboken, N. J., for horrible brutality practiced on

her
American port, is to be seized for

Children.-Ship
arrival at

an

Gilbert

Trufaub,

C.

on

alleged illegal sale to British parties.-Josiah
Cobb, who was a prisoner at Dartmoor, died
Sunday at Baltimore.-A disease similar to
the old epizootic has broken out among the
cattle at Avon, N. J.-The birthday of Lafayette was celebrated in New York, Monday.
-JohnW. Brown, an eminent N. J.
jurist,
died Monday.-All the alleged Georgia con-

have been discharged.-Jeff Davis
is to deliver the address before the
Exposition
Association of Kansas City, Sept. 14.-The
office
post
department has perfected arrangements for a fast mail train for New York,

spirators

Philadelphia, Washington and
Pittsburg to Chicago, St. Louis,

Baltimore via
Cincinnati and

all points in the Southwest, to commence running Sept. 13.-The commissioners who have
been investigating the affairs of Indian Agent
Gibson of the Osage agency have held twelve

days session and accumulated 300 pages of evidence. Their report when completed will be
forwarded to Washington.-Geo. Bingus &
Co., N. Y. dealers in Scotch linens, have sustucu

pt'uucu.

uouia

uie

an

m

ououaua.-

The creditors of the Calvert sugar refinery of
Baltimore have asked for an assignment._
The Fall Kiver weavers have passed a resolution not to resume work until the manufacturers are willing to pay 27 cents per cut.The trial of Westervelt, supposed to be

impli-

cated in the Charlie Boss abduction, is still
progressing. The anonymous letter to Mrs.
Boss have been identified as in the hand writing of Mosher, the Bay Bidge burglar who was
shot.-Bob Wooley (a horse) made a mile and
a furlong at Lexington in 1.54—the
quickest
running onrecorl.-An abandoned woman
named Canada Em, was, it is supposed, buried
alive at Bay City, Mich., last week as her body
was found,turned in;ber coffin.-A settlement
has been effected between the German bond"
holders and the) California Pacific.-The

peaches shipped from Philadelphia were received in Englaud in good order.-Dr. Leverett,

a

well known electic inventor, died in Jer-

sey City Tuesday.-A Washington dispatch
*o the Tiibune says that high officials state
that the Boston post office is the worst man

aged office in the country.-Dr. Edward
Eamsay (Dem ) has been elected president of
the North Carolina constitutional convention.
-The 53d convention of the American Pharmaceutical Association is in session in Boston
—-The city of Boston advertises for a 30
years
gold loan of 11,000,000 at 5 per cent, to increase
its water

supply.
FOREIGN.

The rebellion in the Herzegovina is still actively progressing. The Turks claim to have
won some victories, but it is
generally believed
that they are shut op closely in Trebigne, and
cannot venture out. The Porte seems
willing
to grant some reforms, and that willingness is
uvu luumamc ui

j-uiKisu

iriumpus.

xne

ruie4-

of Servia promises neutrality, but will find his
promise difficult to keep, for his people are urgent for the long-desired kingdom of the Serbs.
The great powers have not yet interfered.
A disastrous typhoon i sreported in the Chisea, and Japan has been visited by heavy
floods. Chinese military operations against
Formosa have been suspended on account of
mutiny of the troops.
na

Gen. Frossard is dead.
The Carlists have nearly
in Spain.

given

fight

up the

TheiColombian war has come to an end, a
compromise having been effected.
The steamship Moravian, of the Allan
line,
came near going to the bottom
Wednesday
week by coming in collision with au
iceberg.
In 1869 the Canadian Institute, a French literary society, in Montreal, had in its library

books which incurred the censure of the Catholic Church. The Pope placed these books under a ban, but the Institute took no notice of
the decree. The Bishop of Montreal then issued an order that the last offices of the Church
should be refused to members of the Institute
who died. Joseph.Guibord,a Catholic communicant, was the first member to die after this
order was issued. The Bishop refused to permit him to be buried in consecrated ground.
The case was taken to the courts.
Atari

in

1QAQ ami lno nnf

Knnn

not

Guibord

UnaUJ

T»_

ceDtly the court of last resort decided against
the

church,

Guibord.

and

orders were

given
Institute attempted

The

to
to

bury
bury

him last Thursday, but the procession was
driven from the cemetary by a great mob of
Catholics, and the coffin pelted, with stones.
The attempt at interment had to be given up.
Many of the-rioters have been arrested, and it
is not thought that another; attempt will be
made to bury Guibord until

they have

been

THE LATEST.

voring specie payments, reforms of all kinds,
against sectarian schools and the third term
were adopted. Gen. F. W. Seward was nominated for Secretary of State, Gen. F. E. Spinner for Comptroller, Gen. E. A. Merrit for
Treasurer, and Geo. L. Danforth for Attorney

strike.-M. Gounod, the
composer, declines the presidency of the American college of music.-Milton
a

Whitney

home.-Hon. Gideon Welles has published a
vindication of the late Admiral Farragut’s
claim to the honor of the capture of New Orleans.-Ex-Judge Morris, Tilton’s counsel, is
busy preparing the papers in the Beecher case.
Xne case will be reached about .the third Mon-

WATERS’CONCERTO

PARLOR ORGANS

arc the
in
tone

moat beautiful in style and perfect
ever
The CONCERTO
made.
STOP is the beat ever placed in any Organ. It ia produced by an eztrn aet of reed*,
peculiarly voiced, the EFFECT of which is
MONT CHAR MIND and KOUL MTIR.
RIND, while ita IMITATION of Ibe
HUMAN VOICE 18 SUPERB.
WATERS’ NEW ORCHESTRA!,.VESPER.
GRAND and VIALEMTE ORGANS, in
Unique French Caaea, combine PURITY
of VOICING) with great volume of tone:

suitable/or PARLOR

or

CHURCH.

WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANOS
have great power and a fine singing tone with
nil modern improvements, and are the BEST

PIANOS MADE.
nnfig ff.rp wn

These Organa and Pi-

rrbnlPil /Wr ni<r

vanaa

ni#iTtmd

EXTHEMELV
I.OW for cash or
cash and balance in monthly payments.
Mecond-IIand instruments nt ureal bar.
Sains. Pianos and Organs to rent until
psid (or as prr contract. AGENTS WANTED
Special inducements to the trade.
A liberal discount to
Teachers. Ministers
Churches, Schools. Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED

pari

CATALOGUES MAILED.
HORACE WATERS A SONS,
481 Broadway, New Vorlt.
au25d4wt
I». o. Box .‘1567.

DR. QUAIN’S
MAGIC

Condition Pills.
A little more than a year ago Dr. QUAIN’S
MAGIC CONDITION PILLS were brought before
the Americau public for the first time by an advertisement in a siDgle newspaper published in this
city. The medicine is purely vegetable and entirely
harmless, but its magical power over all diseases to
which flesh is heir is truly wonderful, if they result
from bad blood, Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia,
Kheumatism. Nervousness, Headache, Heaviness,
Heartburn, all flee before it. Talk is cheap. Facts
are stubborn things, and every day we are
receiving

voluntary testimonials, complimenting in the highest terms these Pills, and giving accounts of the
most astonishing cures.
Following are samples:
Scrofulous Humors and Ulcers for

twenty-five years. Bilious, Sore
Throat, Back and Kidneys, and
Costive at the

same

time.

One

package of Dr, Quaiu’s Condi-

tion Pills makes her teel as well
at forty-seven as when only twen-

ty

Goffstown, N. H., Dec. 24, 1874.
Mr, Thomas NV. Lane:—I purchased a package
oi Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills of
you about

three months ago, and I concluded not to
give my
testimony until I had given them a fair trial. Over
twenty-five years ago I had an attack of Scrofulous
Humor on the glands of my neck; also an ulcer on
my nose, which discharged daily for over a year.
Since that time I have taken a great deal of medicine; uut sun I was troubled wit.L Bronchitis in my
throat every time I took the least cold; besides I was
very bilious (bad one Bilious Fever); I also had inflammation in my back and kidneys a good deal
ot the time, besides habitual Oostiveness, &c. 1
have taken over fifty boxes of various kinds of Pills,
besides several bottles of medical bitters and syrups
for the blood.
But 1 am happy to state that the
Pills I purchased of you have done wonders. I am
now 47 years of age, and teel as
young as I did at
20. My throat has not troubled me in the least since
I commenced taking Dr. Quain’s Condition
Pills;
neither am I troubled with Biliousness: the pain
and inflammation in my Kidnevs have
left; anilmv
bowels are very regular. Indeed. I must give all the
praise to Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills, for they have
done more for me than all the medicine I ever used.
Therefore, I take pleasure in recommending Dr.
Quain’s Condition Pills to all who may need them;
also I thank you, Mr. Lane, for their introduction.
I do not intend to be without them if
money will
purchase llgim. Please send me another package.
MRS. THOMAS H. JOKES7
P. S. Please direct to Amoskeag, N. H.

Neuralgia and Indigestion for nine
years, eured by eight ot
Dr.
Quain’s Condition Pills. Dyspep-

sia so bad that he could not bear
the smell of food, ebauged to a

relish.

Montpelier, Vt., July 26,1874.
Thomas W. Lane,—Dear Sir: For nine
have been troubled with Neuralgia and Indi
and have taken every remedy that I could
ear of for the relief of
my complaints, to no permanent relief, until I received a package of your
Condition Pills, for which I thank God and you,
for I feel as well as I ever did in my
life, and have
only taken eight of the Pill?. I could not even bear
the smell or any kind of food, it would turn
my
stomach; but now I can eat anything that any ono
can eat.*and it relishes, God bless the inventor of
the Condition Pills and their agents all over the
world*
S. J. Wheeler.

Mr.
years I

Eestion,

Neuralgia and Rheumatism, Liver
and Kidney Complaiut for twenty-five years cured by Dr. Quain’s
Condition Pills.

Danvers. Mass., July 19.1875.
Lane,—Dear Sir: For the last twenty-five
have suffered terribly with Neuralgia and
years
Rheumatism, also Liver and Kidney Complaints,
causing severe i ain in the back and hips, often unable for months to stoop to pick up
any small article
from the floor. 1 have had several
doctors, spent a
great deal for medicine, which did no good, and finally concluded I must suffer the rest ot my life. I
happened one day to see your advertisement in the
Mr.

I

Ccneretrationalist. I thmiuht. fh*»
«
what 1 needed, and I gent to you last
April for a
of
Pills.
I
Before
had taken eight I felt
package
like a new person. Can sleep well
nights, eat well,
and have ’no Neuralgia pain, can stoop as well as
ever.
My friends are astonished at the change in
me, and think it will not last. My sister has suftered
from Inflammation of the
Bowels, and Constipation, and wishes to try your medicines. 1 intend
still to take them, and would not be without them
if money would buy them. I think
they must prove
a blessing to thousands who will be induced to
try
them. Enclosed you will find $1.00; please send
two packages.
Yours respectfully,
Mrs. B. T. LANE.
The same lady writes again July 30, 1875:—“Your
Pills are doing wonders here, I am taking the second
package. My son wishes you to send him a package.
Enclosed find fifty cents,” etc.
package sent by mail, postage paid, to any
address, on receipt of 30 cents. Address,
„-.0

LANE,
Manchester, N.

H«

Reference as to my responsibility can be made to
the Governor of New Hampshire, oi the cashiers of
any of the banks of Manchester.
P. S. These Pills are not for sale at
any drug
store. One person will be appointed as exclusive
agent in each town in the United States with, less
than 10,000 inhabitants. The first person
applying,
male or female, recommended by the postmaster of
the town as respectable and trustworthy, will receive
the appointment.
au31d4wt

it to

Experience proves
following diseases:

be

A©

WRITTEN

(nocturnal and diurnal). Nervous and Physical DeGloomy Forebodiugs, Mental
bility, Hypochondria,
nf Ij'lllir.IV TT
nr fra
C'ryy.^i_Q

Confusion of Mind and Loss of
Impure
State ot the Blood, and all diseases arising from the
Etron of Youtla, or the indiscretions or excesses
of mature years.
“The untold miseries that result trom indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of
Life, or Self Preservation.' Price $1.00. Vitality
impaired by the errors of youth or a too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained. The Institute also publishes ‘The PhysioPrice $2.00.
logy of Woman and her Diseases
The best book of the kind extant.
Also another
valuable medical work treating exclusively on Men*
tal and Nervous Diseases; more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20 elegant engravings, bound in
substantial muslin.
Price only $2.00.
Barely
enough to pay tor printing.”—London Lancet.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The'author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch

Memory,

Nervous Debility.
However obscure the causes
may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affeciing, as it does, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that day by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful Increase ot

Freight

sealed, postage paid, on receipt of price.
{B3T*Catalogue sent on receipt of 3 cent postage

Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
No. 4 Bulfinch Sr.. Boston, Mass,, opp. Revere
House.
N. B.—The author can he consulted on the abovenamed diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 A. M. to 3
P- M.nov2deodty.

Coughs,Cold*. Bron-

Throat,
Croup,
Cough,

turbances,

the 1^tings, and every
aflection ot tne throat,
lunnb and
chest, are
speedily and permanent ly
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, which does not dry, up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritalicn, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

their

by

a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it Las received.
None genuine unless signed “I. DUT'l'S on the

ja-5

bottle: large bottles much the

FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
by dealers generally.
eodeow&weow4

SUMMER RESORTS.
OCEAN
CAPE

□

HOUSE,

ELIZABETH, MAINE.

This well known, and popular summer
resort will oe opened lor tne accomodation
of the public on and after June 3, 1875.

J. P.

CHAMBERLAIN,

Proprietor.

DE WITT

IIOIJSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H.

WIN©, Proprietor.

If.

A first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

public.

SUNNY SIDE HOUSE,
LITTLE

CHEBEAGUE

THE

ISLAND.

This House is situated on one of the most
beautiful Islands in Casco Bay, and during
the past winter has been thoroughly repaired, painted, papered and entirely refurnished, and will be open to the public cn

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

out.
The beautiful barge, Islaud Belle, will run direct
to the Island, making two trips a day. The new
steamer Henrietta will touch at the Island twice a
day. Parties coming on the Boston trains or steamers can connect with these boats for the Island.

J, E. Jencks, Proprietor.
dtt

and Lotlirop’s

Tonic Pills,
•

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm, Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers* Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

SIMONTON,
•JAMES HENDERSON.ARTIMUS W. WATTS,
DUNBAR HENDERSON.

Blood

Every placed befor the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever
originated by

man.

Federal Street, Riunttwick, me*
B. L. DHNISON.
( HAN. J. PERKINS.
aug31
d2w

They impart.

Strength to the Body

Dissolution of Copartnership*
copartnership heretofore existing between F.
T. Meaher and Isaac Giikey under the firm
name of F. T. Meaher & Co., is this
day dissolved

THE

businesa
all debts

F. T. Meaher will

continue

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY

UNEQUALLED.
Please call and examine it before pur-

chasing.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
29 MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
aug2

dcodCm

For Sale.
Brig Torrent, 336 tons, coppered. Well

lound in
chors &c.

sails, rigging,

chains,

Could he sent to

sea

an-

imme-

diately. For further information apply

_to
1

ly

execute

d. S.

at

WINSLOW & Co.

.°-f

eTerV

aulStf

description ncutj

this OtHcc.

Portland.

PORTLAND-&

Vigor

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Morbid

FURNACE

|

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox &
Lincoln R. R., at Beltast wfth B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
’are to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Beltasr, Searsport and Sandy Point.... 2.00
x>ucKspon, w uuerporc, nampuen ana

for

Bangor. 2.50
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’] Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th, 1875_
dtf
THE BEAUTIFUL KARGE

ISLAND

TESTIMONIALS.

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.

We take great pleasure n informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use oi your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lotbrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family

who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three y^ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; but your medicines have produced a

aug31d4wt

wvwtafr

Pleasant and Profitable Employment.
“Beautiful!” “Charming!” “Oh, how lovely!”
“What are they worth.” etc. Such are the exclamations of those who see the large, elegant new Cbromos
produced by the European and American Cbromo

Order, for Galvanized Gaiter., Coadactor«, 4c., promptly attended lo.
Jyl5d2m

39 Centre St.

IT-

CARRIES

ITS

OWN

Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

as

IVotice
requiring work don please apply to
“Nome” of W. C. A., No. 1G Spring St., plain!
and family sewing, dress-mak»ng, copying, embroid- >
ociiStf
ing and fancy-work n wools,’&c., &c.

PERSONS

ViaIIap

nvul

li.

11 n

now

HOWE

&

In

LEY, WEEKS & ROTTER, Boston, Mass.

solution.

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn

GOODWIN,

For Sale by Druggists generally

Nos. 11,12,13 India, and 52 Central Sts., Boston.

o’clock A.

Four

timen

a

LINK

week.

►

Clann Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Ronton direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.
AND

Dr. Lotbrop may
mail free of charge,

dly

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. C’ark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Pnofnn
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

Agents.

Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other intormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dttProvidence. R.

that he has opened an office for the sale or transfer ot Ileal Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. 1
have on hand now several lots and houses for sale In
the most desirable location.
I have also the finest
and lor building or plastering purposes. Parties in
need ot the same will please call on
E. PONCE,
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange.
ma
dCrnlwu

CO.
Dishy

TRIPs'"PER WEEK !

On and after MONDAY, June
the Steamer New York, Capt.
B. Winchester, City of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, and New
Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall,
will leave Railroad Whart foot ot State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at G.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St John.

14,
E.

Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
Kentville. Halifax. N. S.. Sheri inn.

R. STUBBS, Agent.
dtf
MAIL LINE TO
A.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

be’ consulted professional!?
Address

G- EDGAR LOTHROP, M. J)„
143 Corn Street,

I

BOSTON

HtU

MASS

p.

Accommodation for Sonth Paris at 6 p.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and

17,

oet28dtf

onnl.r

to

T

I?

OLIVER,on and alter Monwill run as follows:
day, Wept.
House Wharf daily,
the
of
Custom
end
Leaving
(Sundays excepted) Steamer Gazelle will leave for
Evergreen and Jones’s Landing and Cushing’s
Island at 9.00 and 10.30 a. m., 2.00 ami 3.30 p. m.
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.30 a.m.,
and 5.00 p. in.; Jones's Landing at 11.45 a. m., and
5.15 p. m., and Cushing’s Island at 12 in., and
5.30 p. m.
Fare down and back 25 cents.

Ten single passage tickets SI.00.
Arrangements for excursions or private parties
can be made at the offiee on the wharf.
seldt*

STOKIKGTOM
ADEAU

LIKE

YORK,

OF A 1.1.

O

T II E II t*.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday anti Friday, and witti the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always inadvancc of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at,depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,an<l W. D. Little & Co.’s,49£ Exchange St.
L. W. F1LK1NS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
President.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.

dly

%

—OF

RAILROAD,
on

all

THE—

RAILROAD.

CHAKLES E. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
July 21,1874,ratt

RAILROAD?

EASTERN

Offices

AKD

—

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA 8T.
On and after Monday, June 21st, 1875
Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,loot

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Lsnii, Omaha,
Saginaw, Nt. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Francisco,
and all

of

*

Southwest.

J C.FURNIVAI, Agt

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling

condition,

ana is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Haggage checked from Portland to Detroit and

stock,

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and hat personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, June 21.1875jne17dtf

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
Summer

SEPT.
AND UNTIL

York

MONDAY,

G, 187$,

FURTHER NOTICE,

leave Portland for
at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 2.35, 6.00 p. m.,
at Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.15, 7.00,
10.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 8.30
a. in., 12.30, 3.30, 6.00 d. m., arriving at Portland at 12.45, 5.00, 8 00, 10.00 p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. ra., 2.35, 6.00 p. ra.
For Concord and Manchester (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a. m., 2.35 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Rreat Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35, 6.00 p.m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
Boston

arriving

nocnmivr,

mhu

urmiDKion

m.

9.15 p.

m.

tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Sup’t.
June 21, 1875.Jne21tf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBXJRG

For Camp Ground at 6.15,9.15 a. m., 1.15, 3.30,
For Kenuebnok at 6.15,9.00

S.

a.

m.,

other of the routes from Boston.

Sunday

Alton

Bay (via Dover) at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach* Old Orchard
Beach* Saco and Blddeford at 6.15, 9.00,
9.15 a. m., 1.15,2.35, 6.00, 9.15 p. m.
For Blue Point at 6.15, 9.15 a. m., 1.15, 3.30, 6.00,
9.15 p.

or

the Portland & Oedensburs? Railroad, the Grand
Inink Railway tor iflontreal, Quebec, and
all^ parts of Cnnaila KaHi; and the Maine
Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Augnstn, Bangor, Stockland, Belfast and
other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. M. Train from Boston connects with
Maine Central and European & North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Banger, M
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for Augusta. Bath and Lewiston ; and on MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS with
the steamer for Eastport and Sit. John. A
Pullman Parlor Car is run with the train
leaving Boston 8.30 A. M.. Portland 1.10 p. M.
through to Bangor; also with t; aiu leaving Boston 12.30 P. M. and Portland 5.20 P. M- through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta 6.00 A.
M., Portland 9 00 A. M.. Bangor 8.00 A. M. aud
and Portland 2.35 P. M. for Boston.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train. Ar. B.—
but not on Monday.
This train runs
tAccommodation Train.

Passenger Trains will

■■or

by one

Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars ot

Arrangement.

ON AND AFTER

State Street,

Portland for Port-mouth and Bontoa at
*2.00 A. M.,6.15, t9.00 A. M„ and $2.35 P. M, Returning leave
Bonfon for Port-mouth and Portland at
t8.30 A. M., 112.30 P. M.. $6.00 and *8.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough, Weal Scarborough,Saco, Hid
deford, Kennebunli, Well* North Berwick. South Berwick Junction, ConEliot and
Kitiery at
way Junction,
t0.15, t9,00 A. M„ 2.35 P M.
For Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunli, Well-,
North Berwick, South Berwick Junction, Cooway Junction, Eliot and Kilter y at 16 15, t9.00 A. M. and $2.35 P. M.
For Saco, Biddelord
Kennebnnk, Conway Janction, Kitiery and Port-mouth
at *2.0016.15, t9.00 A. M., ami $2.35 p. M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Scarbo'ongh, Went
Scarborough, Saco, and Biddeford at
5.20 P. M., Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 8.00 A. M Train from Portland connects at
Conway Junction with the 8.00 A. M. train from
Honlon tor North C'onway.
Trains leave Porlnmoalh for Dover at 7.15,
9.00, 10.20 A. M., 3.00. 5.40, 7.00 P. M. Returning
at 6.40, 7.50, 10.15. 10.55 A. M.f 4.10, 6. 20 P. M.
The 2.00, 6.15 A. M., 9.UU A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
from Portland make close connections for New

points in the

Northwest. West and

r¥

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

2.35, 6.00,9.15

m.

'or the accommodation ot Old Orchard travel, additional trains, stopping at all stations, will leave

Keunebunk for Old Orchard and Portland at 7.20a. m.; Blddeford for Old Orchard anil Portland at 11.30 a. m., 2.15 p. m ;
Old Orchard for Saco and Blddeford at 9.46
a. in., 1.46,10.00 p. m.; Old Orchard for hennebunk at 10.00 p. m.
Trains will leave Old Orchard for Portland at 7.52, 11.42 a. m., 12.12, 2.31, 4.15, 4.28, 7.32,
9 30 p. m.
Camp Ground for Portland at 7.47, 11.37 a.
m., 2.28, 4.12, 4.23,7.27 p. m.

Sunday Trains.
Leave

Poriland for Bouton at 3.00 p.

Leave Bouton for Portland at 8.00

m.

dtf

Maine

I

dime Station* at 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p m.
Train* will leave Fabyan’* at
a. m. and 2.00 p. in.; No. Conway at 9.10 a.
il. and 3 45 p. m.; Fry*-burg at 9.35 a. m. and
4.15 p. m.; Baldwin at 10.20 a. m. and 4..% p.
m.; Sebngo Lake at 10.55 a. m. and 5.30 p.
m.. arriving in Portland at 11.40 a. m. and
6.15 p. m.

7.30

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers Tunning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Caru on all through trains between

au5

On and after Monday, An?. 9,1875,
and until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
Eastern and Maine Central Railroad Station, Fortland, foot of State Street, as follows:
For Sebngo finite. Fryeburg, No Conway
Crawford’s, Fabyau’* and all is^rme

Returning

a. m.

Central

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock
daily for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake dally for Staudish Corner.
At Baldwin daily for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls
and Fieedom.
At Brownfield daily for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg daily for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
At Glen Station for Glen House.
STEAMBOAT CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p. m. from Portland at Sebago Lake for Naples. Bridgton, No. Bridgton, Harrison, Waterford and Mouut Pleasant.
Trains arrive in Portland in season for trains to
Boston leaving Portland at 2.35 aud C.00 x** m. aud
for Steamers leaving at 7 p. ui.
Freight trains will run between Portland and
Fabyan’s daily, leaving Portland at 8 30 a. m. Returning, leave Fayban’s at 7.50 a. n».

RAILROAD.

j. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland. Aug 9, 1875.
Jy3dtf

Portland & Rochester R; R.
CHANGE

OF

Arrangement

TIME.

»

Commencing: June 21,1875.

The Peaks’ Island Steamboat

—

74 EXCHANGE ST,

.JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

A. S.

be taken

EASTERN

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.20 and
5.40 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

nlv 1

Company’s Steamer Gazelle,Capt.

OF Tins

THROUGH TR AINS

West at 8.30.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal anu the West at 2 p.

or

For the Islands.

—

BOSTON A IflAINL

m.

connection** to Prince Edward Is*
Breton and Nt. Johns, IN. F.

flirt 1,or in for motion

Bed and the Y< How Tickets

a. m.

J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo the
route) W. A. Colby Commander
J
»will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot
state St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p.m. for HALIFAX? direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to1* Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
or Prince Edward Island;
also at New Glasgow,
N. S.. with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
(^RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st, $10.00.
No freight received alter 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.

TO

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

Will

Portland and Boston.

m

July 2,1874, and

Notice, the

m.

land, Cape

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

Boston

“NOTICE.

id alter

m.

DIRECT5
With

SPECIAL

5«8F?S^Strain8

same

Windsor.

ARRANGEMENT'

will run as follows:
Express train 6.30 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
train
tor
Island
Express
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 7 a. m.
train
1.10
Express
at
p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail tram lor island Pond, (stopping at
all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with nlgbt
mail train for Quebec, Montreal and the Westst
l. 30 j>. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

and SATURDAY.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Notice.
undersigned respcctlully informs the Public

SUMMER

QBBBP On and after Monday, June 21st, 1875,

—

OTERNATIOJfAL_STEAMSHIP

depots ol

Eastern Railroad.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY

This is

Everywhere.

DYEWOODS, INDIGO, COCHINEAL, ANILINES.

THE

for Chebeague

M., and !* P. M., and
Touching at Trefelheu’s Wharf, Each
Way. Returning at O P. 01.
dtf
JylO
to

FOR NEW

GENERAL AGENTS,

OC25

AGENTS

GEOKGE L. CLAFLIN * CO., Providence, R. L
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

as

than

and

RECO.H-

se3d4wt

A

& BIRD. SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GILMAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

Vermont

forces.

MKNUATION, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottlo. Ask
your druggist for it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,

111

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., REST BROTHERS

Copperas,
JURUBEBA. THEDISINFECTANT
BEST FOR DYEING,
well
best
known. Better
Clilo. Lime, cheaper
odorless. Use

which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital

4V\P

WHOLESALE

dress F. GLEASON & CO., 738 Washington Street,
au31d4wt
Boston, Mass.

VEGETABLE TONIC

frit

—

ANDREW

has established itself as a perfect regulator and
sure remedy for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Lhrer and Bowels.
■ T Itt NOT A PHVMIC, hut by stimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
!'■ IS NOT A DOCTORED RITTERS,
hut is a

nrAnflapliil

enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURG1SS.
P. S.— We tell all with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicine*.

tient

re-

WHEREVER IT HAS BEEN TRIED,

Wharf
Inland

.e<Gk'-'n^ t
jfvek.

JACOB MESERVE.

MULNIX,

BELLE

Long

Every Sunday, Until Further Notice,
At

Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,

Frewsborgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and Lothrop s Tonic Pills as a preventive and cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
find them actually specific in such cases. I regard
them as most invaluable medicines, and nothing
could induce me to be without them.

FOR SALE BY

leave

Will

and in Portland at

St.
J. R. KENDRICK. Snot. O. C. R. R.
GEO. L. CONNOR, G. P. A. O. C. S. B. Co.
L. H. PALMER, Ticket Agt., 3 Old State House

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

The last Steamer, CITS OF KICHTIOM),
C'apt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every

mar24

ana are

Depot, Boston,

& Maine and Eastern railroads, and at Rollins
Adams, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.,

49J Exchange

Passenger

Monday, Wednesday an«l Friday Evenings, at lO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden,
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

o’clock, p.m.

Price $2.50. Large size, $5.00. Each packafe
the Cordial Balm contains one box ot the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be had separately at 50 cents per.box.

office of the

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
ocldtf
Exchange Street.

FARE REDUCED.

olis.

to the Mind

RECENT

—

BANGOR.

Amherst, Pictou, Freilerickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
D3T*Ereight received on days of sailing untU 4

Removing

themselves. Cauvassers, agents, and ladies aud gentlemen out of employment, will find this the best
opening ever offered to make money. For full par-

vvxiclxl,

CYRUS STURDIVAXT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20ti
Portland, March 5,1875.

Dementia and Melancholia

for

xvamuau

Calais.
Connections made at St.. John for Digby, Annap-

the

the old stand, and is authorized ts collect
due the late firm and will pay all demands
against it.
ISAAC GILKEY.
seg!8tfF. T. MEAHEK.

Publishing Co. Everyone will want them. It
quires no talking to sell the pictures, they speak

ai<

St. Andrews and
AND

at

WROUGHT IRON

I'luuLuiaioiuijuiic

luiuivi

THREE

a

& PERKINS, and will
continue the manufacture of Jewelry and DrugBoxes
at
their
gists’ Paper
factory ou

AGENTS 16 OIL CHRO MOS, mounted, size
fix II for 61* IOO for $.1
Largest variety in
the world.
NATION A L. CUBOBO CO.,

Tight.

x'vi

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

Notice.

UNDERSIGNED have formed
copartnerTHEship
(dating from August 1st) under the firm
of DENISON

NIGHT SCENE* IN THE BIBLE,
nd a magnificent NEW BOOK just from Press.
Address J. €. tlcCLROV & CO., JPhiladelau31d4wt
phi a, Pa.

Gas

Trains lor Boston and the West.

and St. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

Medicine

Agents Wanted f0GreDaU“’8

Perfectly

necting with Pullman Train, and early morning

Eastport, Calais

A

Warranted

Charlf.
P* ^
leave HaiIv —
i
road Wharf, foot ot State St.,
every T U K 8 » A V
anil FRIGAV EVENINGS. AT IO
O’CLOCK. For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Millbridge, Jouesport and Machlasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday Morning, at 4.110. touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually con-

G. W.

by mutual consent.

LEWIS-

Alexandria

cum

Rail.
Tickets. State-rooms and Berths secured at the
line. No. 3 Old State House, comer of
Washington and State streets, and at Old Colony

days

WEEK.

Steamer

The

it

NEWPORT,

To New York and all points South and West. Baggage checked to destination.
The world-renowned
Steamers. Brintol and Providence.
Trains leave Old Colony Depot, comer Kneeland
and South streets daily at 4 30 and 5.30 P. M. (Sundays, June 27th to August 29th, inclusive, at 6.30 P.
M.), connecting at Fall River with one of the above
Steamers. Halt’* Celebrated HautU engaged
for the season. “Only Poi ty-uiuc Mile* by

Boston.ju30d3m

TON, Cape.
If
.gCAiVixKu Peering, will

—

auu

VIA FALL RIVER AND

RAILROADS.

Firm

furnished with boats, lisbiug tackle, guides etc. The
Island will be open to any parties desiring to cam$

Copartnership

PER

STEAMSHIP

ENGLISH REMEDY

8A.

RIYERISne'

FALL

fl^~Freights

Not folk, Baltimore & Washington

GREAT

at

p. m.
CanDfctiona made at Bath, with morning
evening trains, trom and to Lewiston and
Augusta.
Pares an low n* by an? other route
B3P* Tickets can be purchased at Depot and also at
Horse R. R. Office opposite Preble House.
C. A. COOMBS, Supt. K. & L. R. R., Bath.
dtf
ju3

Will until further notice leave Fianklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will tou^h at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the
they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

J

Boarders wil be taken by the day or week on reasonable terms. The House will be first-class in
every respect, and the table will be furnished with
the best the Portland and Boston markets afford.

septdlw*

octl874

FREIGHT REDUCED.

m

Monday, June 2lsr, 1875.

ovvviuuiintatvu

usual.

as

FARES A>’D

as are

mar!3-dtf

_

taken

SUMMER

physical peculiarities

peculiar to
•themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nebvous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are tho dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
float8, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
liis nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease mere are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditions’of hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparefit ki
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax’abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or'too frequent excitement at improper
times, its nervous sensibility increases; and if the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned. In causation, however, there are a great
manv others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition of the individual, distressing as It is,
may, with certainty, he cured by

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

SETA W.
Mass. Sold

as marked
constituting a difference
dissimilar and

(M. C. Depot)

Rath

Rockland at 10.15 A.

Steamer leave* Rockland on arrival of traiu
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturday arriving »i Rar
Harbor at 4 P. M. Kelurning leave Nullirnn
Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday at 5 A. M. Bar
Rockland daily at 1.30 P. M., arHarbor at 6 A. M
riving in Portland at 0 P. M., and Bo*tou at IO

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

and nutterim? condition of rhe mental fncnlt.fop. rpndering an individual what is commonly called a whifile-minder, or tickle-minded man. There must of
necessity be in each individual different symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all serve to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous dis-

Hoarseness, Liver
Complaint, Pains or
Morenessthe Chest
or Mide, Blending at

cheaper.

$1.00.

J. B. CO VLE, JR., General Agent.

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing
any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering

FORTUNE IN IT, Every family buys it.
Sold by Agents.
Address, G. S. WALKER,
Erie, Pa.
se3t4w

put in a furnace.
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. IT!., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 P. HI
(Sundays excepted).

Chicago Times.

a

Portland,

FRANKLIN WHARF,

may uesi ue uurue, now us puysicat ana
moral consequences may have their forces turned
aside and be rendered comparatively harmless.’*—

superior to all others in
Durability ajid Economy iu the pse of fuel.
Satisfaction guaranteed.References in all parts of U.S.
4w Office 192 BROADWAY. N. Y. P. O. Box 1809.

sitter
The radiat irs are

Leaving

FARE

against it.

Pa.

arrangement.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

misiui tune

and $1

Leave Portland

P?f?!?^??»laily at 6.15 A.inM. and

Superior Sea Going Steamers

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they ecomfortable night’s rest and avoid the* expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D H. Young'
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.

stamp.

II 111.

All Rail vin Knox Ac Lincoln R. R. to
Rockland mail * learner ll>*-«iio North
Haven, Deer l*lc, Mouut Denert and
Nullivan.

arriving

cure a

The above book.contains 300 pages. 12mo., bouud
in beautiful French cloth; illustrated, Price only
$1.00. Sent by mail, to all parts of the world, closely

JUNE

and

feelings,

WIN THROP

me best (irate and

'The

It is of the highest importance, then, that indivld
uals should be able to judge for themselves by their
own
if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application oi curative remedies.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

tr nas

of

ROUTE:

COIUMENCINCi

YORK.

NEW

DESERT !

DAY

MAINE
STEAMSHIP CO.
SEMI-WEiKLY LINE

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”
—Phi la. Enq.
“It should be read by the young, the middle aged
and even the old*”—New York Tribune.
“Let all get this great work on diseases of the nervous system, just published by Peabody Medical Institute. It is as readable as a romanoe.”—Bangor
Daily Commercial, Jan. 12 1874.
“Inis book will put hosts of people on their
guard against the terrible consequences of habits
which are directly calculated to make a wreck of
human nature.”—Maine Standard, Jan. 9,1874.
“It offers alleviation to the afflicted, it shows how

wrapper.
50 cts.

MOUNT

Nervous Prostration.

“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing of
these valuable works, published by the Peabody

chitis,
Influenza,
Whooping

FOUR TRIPS PER DAV.
The new and commodious meant % achi Tout
Capt. C. H. Knowltou, leaves Burnham’s
Wharf, every day at 5.45 and 10.15 A. M., and 2 and
6.10 P. M. Returning leaves Evergreen at 6 30 and
11 15 A. M., and 5 and 7 P. M., touching each trip at
Trefethen’s and Jones* landings.
Fare down and
back 25 cents. Private parties accommodated between the hours of 7 and 10 A. M.. and 3 and 5 P.
and during the evening
augl2dtf

TO

Street, Boston, Mass.—Republican Journal.

More

and of the Conductor on the train.
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. no., eouuectlagat New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. m., aud
arriving in Portl md at 1.18 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of the Maine Central Road to and from
the East.
GP'TIcketf can be procured of BARNES BROS.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot,
mvlttJ. M. LUNT. Sunt. P, & R. R. R.

STEAM YACHT TOIRIST.

BOSTON STEAMERS.
summer

ISLANDS J

slightest neuralgia to the

nervous affections from the
more grave and extreme forms

NALANANDER ORATE BAR COM’Y.
These Bars have been used and approved in upwards
of 3.000 different Furnaces, in Factories, Steamers

tnaue.
ever

i

YORK,

NEW

arriving there early the next morning in ample time
for morning trains South and West.
g3T“No change of cars between Portland and New
Loudon.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York nml Krturn, 11 Dollar*
Seats in Drawing Room Ca- s and State Rooms on
the elegant Steamers City of Boston and City of
New Yoik, can be secured in advance, at BARNES
BROS’., 28 Exchange street, from 9 a. m., to 1 p.
m., and at the Depot, from 2 p. m until train time,

THE NEW

—

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direi-t communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
with
Maine,
Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
oy tne Penn, central and the Phil. & Heading u. H. s
and to all the principal cities in the South and southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for ft>rwarding.
Full intormation given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO.. Gen*1 Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly

and Tonic Pills.

cnm

ton & Co., was by mutual consent dissolved on the
first day of September. G. W. Simonton will continue the business at the old stand. G. W. Simonton
and Dunbar Henderson, are authorized to collect all
bills due to tbo old firm, and will pay all demands

Philadelphia,

AN©

PHILADELPHIA.

for New’

London, connecting with
the Steamers of the Norwich Line same evening for

Uti

FOR THE

to

!u£

Car

Sundays excepted,

_

Clydefs Iron Line of Steamers,

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

ma8

70

—

Che-

For particulars inquire ol Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent.
131 Commercial St.

PORTLAND

English Remedy!

SELF PRESERVATION.
by the Chief Consulting Physician of
the Peabody Medical Institute, author of a
Treatise on Diseases ot the Throat and Lungs, Physiology ot Woman and her Diseases, a Treatise on
Nervous and Mental Diseases, late Surgeon U. S. A.,
etc., etc. It treats upon MANHOOD, how lost, how
regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of
Exhausted Vitality* Iinpotency, Premature
Decline in Man, Spermatonhcea, or Seminal Losses

touching at

each way

B. MAHPMOA. Agent,
Long Wharf, Boston.

E.

THe
D.

Locomotives,

Passage apply

or

a. in.

bcague, Little C'hebeague and Long Inland.
will leave Portland Pier, at 6
p. m. touching at the above landings.
On Monday, Wednesday and Saturday will touch
at Cousens* Island each way.
Will run an Excursion trip each dav,
leaving Portlond Pier at 9.15a. m. and Harpswell at 3 p. m.
touching at Long Island, Great and Little Cbebeague

Returning

DOLLARS.

PASSAGE TEX

n£3-iy

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between G.
W. Simonton, J. Henderson, A. W. Watts and
Henderson, under the firm name of G. W. Simon*

ana

Wharfage.

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
For Freight

COPARTNERSHIP.

GRATE BA RS

well at 6

1

Or

ryaa

Line.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

THE GREAT

Portland & Worcester

and after JUNE? 30, 1875,
Steamer Henrieiiu, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave IliirpMOn

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

SCIENCE OF LIFE ;

jne28

PATENT IISTTEIRLOCKIISTC^

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever

RAILROADS.

HARPSWELL,

—

Steamship

radical cure for the

a

FOR

P1IIV.ADEL.PHIA

Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Humors, Eruptions, Pimples, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Female Complaints, Dyspepsia, &c., <Xrc.
Persons convalescing Irons Fevers, Diphtheria,
will find this a powerful auxiliary.
Persons suffering from the above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 Cahoon ft lock, where
they can obtain a copy of the treatise on ••ITU
ACTION AND BEsCLTS.)* free. Where
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p. m.
augll
dtt

f&t*A

Iron

FURNACE.

prominent lawyer of Baltimore, died at Ashburnham, Mass., last week.-Rear Admiral
Goldsborough is dangerously ill.-Several
New Bedford whaling barques are on their
way
a

generally, and

GEO. C. GOODWIN Sc CO.. Boston, Mass.
aa-‘»
<14wt
_

Richardson & Boynton’s

brief mention.

Cochituate are on

°

NUKE REMEDY.

state officers at that time.

been killed. The white men are under arms
and the outbreak is so forminable that Gov
Ames has caned a pon the President for aid.
The North Carolina Constitutional Conven-

The bridge across the
Mississippi at Atchison
Kansas, is completed.-Gen. Frank J. White,
died in San
FranciSco, aged 29.-The workmen m the boot and
shoo establishment at

££?
£ ^HI*® AND
Sol'lby Druggists

Maryland Repulnans met at Westminster,
yesterday, and adjourned to Sept. 22d at Baltimore, after inviting all citizens in favor of reform to join them in making nominations for

A serious riot took place last
Saturday in
Clinton, Miss., caused by white ex-rebels interfering in a Republican meeting, where the
Democrats demanded and were allowed a part
of the time for speaking. When the Republican speaker began, the whites on the ontside
of the audience got up a row and began to fire
pistols. It is stated that over 40 negroes have

Indian troubles are reported
Kansas reports the best crops ever harvested
in that state.
The Direct ocean cable from London to Bye
Beach is completed and congratulatory messages have been sent.

ARMED (MEN TREATMENT!

the currency.

VABIOUS MATTEBS.

in Nevada.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
TO ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

AND

name

ousy.

quite large.

Continued success of the

stract but onnosed to all attemnts at rpsnmn.
tion.
A celluloid mill in Newark, blew up yesterday and several persons were killed and 12 inured. The ruins took fire and six buildings
were destroyed, Loss $175,000.
The Wisconsin Democrats yesterday renomin
ated Gov. Taylor.
They said nothing about

daughter.
Fred Colbath, a member of the New
Hampshire legislature, attempted to shoot his wife
Monday night and then to commit suicide.
He failed in both attempts. Rum and
jeal-

H.,

USE

Pennsylvania Democrats were in state convention at Erie, yesterday, but got into a
squabble about the resolutions and adjourned
till to-day. There were indications that they
were in favor of specie payments in
the ab-

Wrought

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

General.

was arrested on a charge of bigamy.
James Johnson of Bradford, Mass., is accused of incest, the victem being his
owq

The show is

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

the Kho-

The New York Republican State Convention
met at Saratoga, yesterday. Gen. Wm. Curtis
was chairman.
Resolutions were adopted fa-

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL.

_

THOMAS W.
totally defeated

The Russians have
kand rebels.

Col. Frisbee, a New York Custom
officer,
after being married to a Miss Lamb,
Monday,

is in progress.

MEDICAL

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, Astonishing Developments.

punished.

loss 8100,000.

tion finds itself nearly treed.
The Alabama
Constitutional Convention has organized.
The New England Fair at blanches tor, N.

MISCELLANEO US

Night Pullman Train from Bouton leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor. Calais, St. John,
lioulton, St Stephens and Halifax.
Pa*»engrr Train leave* Portland 6.15 a.
m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland and Augusta.
PaNMcnger Train leave* Portlaud 7.00 a.
m. for Lewiston via Danville Junction.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, FarmingtoD, Waterville,
Bangor &c.
Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath. Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, SkowbeBelfast, Dexter and Bangor. A Pullman
’arlor Car is run with this train to Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.15 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.20 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Ha«*enger Train* will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor* Dexter, Belfast, Skowhegan,
Farmington, Lewiston, Rockland, A'c., at 2.20 and

SaD,

2.25 p. m. A Pullman Parlor Cor is run with
this train from Bangor.
From Auguwia, Rockland, Bath, and Lewiston. at 6.16 p. m.
iNight Train from 5t. John, Bangor, «&c.,at

1.45 a. m.
Through Freight Train* daily to all poiuts

on

&

Maine

Central,

Knox &

Lincoln,

anil

European

North American railroads.
PAYSON TUCKER. Superintendent.

dtl

FOB SALE.
Strain

Engine ana Boiler,
ENGINE an upright or about si*
rfIHE
A power, and an
Tubular

horse

Upright
Boiler of about
power of the engine. Applv to WILLIAM
ae Union street
w. H. PENNELL <Si CO-i 3s Onion street.
jue-Sdtf.

double the

Luwku.,

or'

of Trains, commencing
May 3, l$7o.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. M. for Kochenter, Niidiua and
IVorceaier connects at Rochester with down
trains on E astern anti Boston <Sr Maine, Roads
in

.luaiiuu

and

w

in

ruiii ior ixiweii
rx|m>NN
in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;

Boston, arriving

connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Trniu (or Fitchburg nml lloosne Tun
uel Ixior, and arriving at Worce-terat 2.10 P
M.. connecting with train* South and West.
3 311 P. M, (Miriiniboni Exnrrss) Train with

Drawing

Boom

Car

atlacbed,

connects

at

Westbrook Junction with trains ot
Maine
Central Road Irom Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston
<&«•; at Kochestrr with down trains on feastem and Boston & Maine Roads; at Eoniiitt
for Manchester and Concords at
htasbua tor
Lowell and Boston: at Worcester with Nigh
train for Springfield, New Haven and New York
and goes through to New London
nith-u
change
cars, connecting with Hteamrrs
Lise for (New lfork, arriving there early the next morning in time for
1 ratas South and West.
• Jr'"10™'1*
4.00
P. ?l for Kocliestrr
and Way Ntstton. connect* at KocbrMri' with trains for
Alton Bay and Woltboro.
0.30 P. .11. (or Oorhnin.
steamboat ExpressT'rnin IcnvcsAciv f_oii»
lion irom Norwich I.Inc Steamer at* 3 A* Tl*«
and from Worcester at 8 A. II connecting
at
Westbrook Jnuction with afternoon
trains going East over the Maiue Central Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1. is P-M.
Express Train leave* WoiccMcr at 4.45 P.
Si., connecting with Express train* leaving
Albany at ID A. M., and New Work at 10.U0
A. M. arriving in Port land at 10.43 P. M.
Through ticket* are sold in Portland, and baggage
cheeked through to Nashua,Manchester Concord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfield Route, and to ail important
points South and West.
gy Tickets'can Ik? procured ot BARNES BROS.,
28 Exchange Street, and at tbo Depot.
J. M. HINT, Supt.
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